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t I t 
The statistical results show that the use of code switching 
is statistically related to certain social variables, such 
as setting and participants. The various categories in the 
data are implicationally patterned and fit into an 
implicational scale which not only indicates the systematic 
nature of the mixed code, but also fits into Bailey s wave 
model which explain language variation and change. 
The present study is useful for researchers and educators 
who are interested in the language situation in Hong Kong. 
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Abstract 
Code—mixing (CM) and code switching (CS) are some of the 
interesting linguistic phenomena in Hong Kong. Many 
researchers in the past decade have studied the phenomena in 
some detail. Nevertheless, most of them collected their data 
in the educational setting or from educated bilinguals. It 
is claimed by most researchers that CM and CS are started by 
educated elites and they are used for identity marking (Kwok 
& Chan 1972, Luke & Richards 1982 and Cheung 1984). 
We may observe that CM and CS have started to appear in 
the mass media, thatis, in newspapers, magazines, television 
programmes and radio programmes. However, no systematic 
research has been done on the use of CM and CS in the media. 
The present research is an attempt to study the use of 
CM and CS in radio programmes, based on analyses of actual 
language use in 54 radio programmes from 6 Chinese radio 
channels in Hong Kong. 
The data include over one thousand language alternation 
(English - Cantonese) instances and are grouped into various 
categories according to their properties, namely. Names (N), 
English Alphabetical Letters (EAL), English items with no 
Cantonese equivalent (ENO), English items with a Cantonese 
equivalent but appearing in the wrong place (EWP), 
'"Voluntary" mixing (VM) and Code switching (CS) • An 
additional questionnaire research has also been done to show 
the sociolinguistic importance of some categories. 
The present research also adopts Gumperz ^ s (1982) 
framework and shows that CM and CS serve certain 
conversational functions. The results resemble the findings 
of Gibbons (1987) and Marasigan (1983). 
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1• Introduction 
Since the 7Os, linguists and other researchers have 
been interested in t:he language siLuauion in Hong Kong 
(Kwok & Chan 1972, Reynolds 1986, Gibbons 1983, Gibbons 
1987, Leung 1987, Lai 198 9, So 1988, Liii 1990, Lin 1991 
aiid Chan 1992) • Special attention has been paid to 
code-mixing and code switching phenomena. Nevertneless, 
mosT of rhe researcn done focuses on the language 
behaviour of educated people and/or on the use of the 
mixed code in the educational field. It is obvious that 
code-mixing and code switching are used by the educated 
bilinguals in Hong Kong. As Kwok & Chan (1972) claim, 
we know from experience that almost every bilingual 
person occasionally laces his native speech with English 
words." (Kwok & Chan 1972 : P.71) and they mixed the two 
languages [Cantonese and English] frequently in 
conversation.'" They suggest that coae-mixing and code 
switching were used restrictedly by the educated elites 
at that time. However, as time has elapsed, does the 
situation still remain unchanged? This question cannot 
be answered until we take a closer look at the situation. 
By observation, there are a lot of English items 
appearing on television & radio st:at:ions (Chinese 
channels), and in Chinese magazines and newspapers. That 
may indicate that more and more people have starred to 
use mixed code in their daily life nowadays. 
This observation makes us curious about the situation. 
If we can find a certain amount of mixed code in the mass 
mediaz then this may reflect indirect:ly certain social 
attir:udes towards the mixed code. If the occurrence of 
the mixed code in the radio programmes is strikingly high, 
it may show thar the mixed code is liked by the producers 
and the audiences. However, does the mixed code appear 
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only with only English names? The questions posed 
cannot be answered satisfactorily without a systematic 
survey on the language use in rhe mass media. 
Iri this thesis, the language used in radLLo 
transmission is being chosen as a subject of study. It 
is chosen because the majority of Hong Kong people have 
been exposed to the language in radio broadcasts. In 
late 1994, the Second Joint Radio Survey was done showing 
that about four million or 7 6 percent of Hong Kong people 
listened to the radio last year. (Reported by Delfino, 
SCMP, Oct, 1994) This indicates that the language used 
on radio has a high potential to influence the public. 
This is the first systematic research on the use of 
the £nglish_Cant nese mix in the mass media. There are 
four major objectives of this thesis. Firstly, the 
thesis will examine the language use on radio, and group 
the English items which are mixed into Cantonese 
conversation in terms of their linguistic characteristiqs. 
The items will also be analysed in terms of their 
syntactic properties as discussed by Poplack (1980), 
Leung (1987) and Chan (1992). 
Secondly, the thesis will use an ethnographic_ 
sociolinguistic approach developed by Hymes (1972) and 
Gumperz (1982) to analyse the mixed code in the data in 
order to determine if the mixed code found in the radio 
is ad hoc or if it has certain communicative functions. 
Moreover, ethnographic analysis is also used as an 
attempt to explain certain phenomena which cannot by 
explained by the syntactic analysis of Poplack (1980) and 
Chan (1992), etc. 
Thirdly, the thesis will use some descriptive 
statistical tools to determine which type of English 
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items occur most frequenrly in Cantonese conversation in 
the data. The thesis will also use some inferential 
statistical tools to compare the use of the mixed code 
and some social factors in our data, to see whether 
certain social factors, such as audience and the nature 
of radio programme affect the code choice. The data are 
also analysed to see whether they fit Bailey's (1973) 
wave model of language change. Fourthly, the thesis will 
begin to set up an up-to-date database for investigators 
who are interested in the topic of code shifting and 
code-mixing. 
Chapter two presents the historical background of the 
Hong Kong language situation, defines some important 
terminology, and discusses relevant research done in 
Hong Kong. Chapter three will discuss the methodology 
used in recording data from radio, the coding procedures, 
and some approaches, some tools and the linguistic models 
used in analyzing the data. 
Chapter four discusses the findings on descriptive 
analysis. The English items in the data are grouped into 
different categories aiming for a clear presentation of 
their characteristics and linguistic properties. Chapter 
five discusses various communicative functions served by 
the mixed code in the data. These functions are 
described in relation to previous work by Gumperz (1982), 
Marasigan (1983) and Gibbons (1989)• 
Chapter six discusses the statistical results and 
their implications. Chapter seven provides a summary of 
discussion of the findings, including the limitations of 
the present research, and outlines some suggestions for 
possible future research. The appendices will list some 
sample data for interested researchers. 
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2. Hong Kong’s Linguistic Situation and 
Relevant Literature 
Before we go to some linguistic theories, it is 
important to look at some historical background of Hong 
Kong. 
In January 1841, the Convention of Chuenpic (Chuanbi) 
was signed, and Hong Kong Island was ceded to Britain. 
In 1860, the convention of Peking in China leased the 
Kowloon Peninsula as far as Boundary Street and 
Stonecutters Island to Britain. By a convention signed 
in Peking on 9 June 18 98, the New Territories, comprising 
the area north of Kowloon up to Shum Chun (Shenzen) River 
and 235 Islands was leased to Britain for 99 years. The 
British took over the New Territories by 1899. The 
British government has exercised her sovereignty over the 
city. As the result of the above events. Hong Kong has 
experienced British colonial^ power for over a hundred 
years. Since the Hong Kong government was, and still is, 
under the control of Englishmen, Hong Kong has been 
exposed to English culture and English language for over 
one hundred years. 
However, under the Sino-British joint declaration 
signed on 19 Decernher 1984, British administration and 
jurisdiction over Hong Kong will end on 30 June 1997 when 
Hong Kong will become a Special Administration Region 
(SAR) of the People's of Republic of China from 1 July, 
1997. 
L Fasold (1984) discussed imperialism and colonization. Large 
numbers cf people froai a given nationality move into another 
geographical areas and take control of them. Fasold suggested that 
imperialism and colonization were causes of some bilingual or 
multilingual communities. 
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According to the 1991 census data, in Hong Kong, 
about 98% of the population are Cantonese—speaking 
Chinese people, of which about 60% were born in Hong Kong. 
Although overseas or foreign residents (especially 
British & American) consist of a tiny population (about 
2¾), they play an important role in the region since they 
are active in political, financial and business fields. 
Bilingual education has developed throughout time 
since English and Chinese (this include spoken Cantonese 
and written Chinese) are the two major languages to be 
used. As a result, Cantonese and English are two 
significant languages in Hong Kong. Chinese (Cantonese) 
is the mother tongue of majority of the Hong Kong 
residents and is a lingua franca among Chinese people 
speaking different Chinese dialects, while English is 
used for certain confined domains, such as for 
communicating with native English speakers and non-
Chinese users of English as a second language, and also 
in English—medium schools. However, English is generally 
not used by Hong Kong people among themselves (Luke & 
Richards 1982, Cheung 1984). Mixed Code (Cantonese-
English mix) and Cantonese conversations can be found 
inside classrooms of English_niedium schools (Johnson 1983, 
Lin 1990). Johnson (1983),for example, found that there 
was an average of one switch (English_Cant nese) in every 
eighteen seconds oftalking time. 
People in Hong Kong have learnt English because of 
pragmatic reasons. A good mastery of English is helpful 
to future career and further studies. Luke and Richards 
(1982) reported that in the employment sector, about 67% 
(out of 3784 random samples) reported that English was 
the most frequently used language. They also claimed 
that knowledge of English means occupational mobility 
(Luke & Richards 1982 P: 53) • 
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2.1 Languages in Hong Kong• 
Cantonese : Cantonese is generally seen to be a dialect 
of Chinese. However, Putonghua (Mandarin) and Cantonese 
are mutually unintelligible. Cantonese differs 
significantly from Putonghua (Mandarin) in syntax, 
lexicon and phonology, although they are both tonal 
languages. According to Matthews & Yip (1994), Cantonese 
has six distinct tones whereas Putonghua (Mandarin), by 
contrast, has four distinct tones^. Pierson (1991) 
claimed that Today, because of the differences between 
Cantonese and Putonghua, a Cantonese-speaker learning to 
communicate in Putonghua is learning what can be 
described as half a foreign language' .'' According to 
Gibbons (1987), the Carit nese of Hong Kong is fairly 
close to the Guangzhou (Canton) norm, reflecting mutual 
influence and the fact that many of Hong Kong's people 
have their origins in the region around Guangzhou''. 
However some phonological changes and lexical borrowings 
from English and other European languages are in progress. 
Cantonese is the native language of the majority of the 
Hong Kong population. According to Matthews & Yip (1994), 
Cantonese does not have a standardized written form on a 
par with Standard Written Chinese" (P.5-6) . Written 
Cantonese is rarely used in official documents in 
government and business organizations. It is only used 
in informal writing(Matthews & Yip 1994). 
Putonghua (Mandarin) : Putonghua (Mandarin) is the 
national standard language of the People's Republic of 
China and of Taiwan. However it is called Putonghua in 
the People's Republic of China while it is called Gwoyu 
in Taiwan. Singapore also gives Putonghua an official 
status. It is being adopted as a lingua franca among 
2 for more discussion on the differences between Cantonese and 
Mandarin please refer to Matthews & Yip (1994) 
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overseas Chinese communities. Putonghua in Hong Kong is 
not an official language. Nor is it used as a lingua 
franca among Hong Kong Chinese. However, government also 
like to promote Putonghua's status since Hong Kong has 
intimate political and economic relationship with the 
Mainland China and Taiwan. Some secondary schools now 
teach Putonghua as a school subject (Ng 1995 and Wong 
1995). 
Other Chinese Dialects: Other Chinese dialects include 
Kejie (Hakka), Siyi (Seyap), Chaochou (Teochiu), Fujian 
(Hokkien), Shanghainese and other sub_dialects (Cheung 
1984). However, they are used for in-group communication 
only. Cantonese is a lingua franca for interethnic 
communication. 
Written Chinese : Written Chinese is “a major unifying 
force among China s linguistically disparate people’’ 
(Gibbons 1987)• Written Chinese is more similar to 
Mandarin than to Cantonese in terms of vocabulary, 
grammar and forms of expression. Interesting enough. 
Written Chinese is a school subject in Hong Kong and 
students learn it as if they learnt a second language. 
English : Given that Hong Kong is a colony of Britain, 
British English dondnates as the official norm. However, 
American English is also commonly used in business and 
education fields. Most of the Hong Kong residents claim 
that they have some knowledge of English (Bolton & Kwok 
1990) • However, their knowledge and proficiency of 
English vary according to their level of education and 
occupation, etc. Luke & Richards (1982) and Bolton & 
Kwok (1990) have documented certain recognizable 
phonological features] of the middle proficiency English 
: fc^ r m^3re discussion on the features please refer to Luke & 
Richards (1982) and Bolton & Kwok (1990) 
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speakers in Hong Kong. 
2.1.1 Functions of Languages in Hong Kong. 
As we have discussed above, the languages mainly used 
in Hong Kong are Spoken Cantonese, Written Chinese and 
English. The following section attempts to give a brief 
outline of the whole picture. For detailed discussion 
and analysis' readers can refer to Luke & Richards (1982), 
Cheung (1984) and Gibbons (1987). 
Education : English has an important role in Hong Kong's 
education system, in which English is one of the major 
subjects in all primary and secondary schools. Public 
exandnations, for example, HKCEE and HKAL, test Hong Kong 
students the four skills (listening, writing, speaking & 
reading) of English. Hong Kong students start learning 
English in kindergarteru 
English mediumsecondary schools, where English is 
theoretically the official medium of instruction and 
where most content subjects except Chinese and Chinese 
History are in English, are widespread and are preferred 
by most parents. Luke & Richards (1982) reported that 
the number of English medium schools totalled about 80% 
of all secondary school in Hong Kong in 1979 and the 
number of students studying in these schools amounted to 
about 90% of the total secondary school population. They 
also suggested that the Chinese medium school were 
viewed as of inferior quality" and the government 
justified greater expenditure on the E-m [English medium] 
school system on the grounds that this is the system that 
parents prefer" (P.50). However, in actual practice, the 
actual language used for giving instructions and even 
teaching inside the classroom is still Chinese (Spoken 
Cantonese & Written Chinese). Moreover, the University of 
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Hong Kong (one of the famous universities in Hong Kong) 
uses English as a medium of instruction. English also 
acts as a criterion for admission examinations to this 
university. Written Chinese and Putonghua are also 
school subjects in primary and secondary schools. Hong 
Kong students need to learn how to write Chinese 
characters and study Chinese literature and history, both 
of which require linguistic skills in written Chinese. 
However, Spoken Cantonese (including the literature and 
linguistics) is not officially taught as a school subject 
even though it is the mother tongue of the majority of 
the Hong Kong citizens/ Hong Kong students may attend 
English medium schools or Chinese medimn schools. 
However some studies (Luke & Richards 1982, Gibbons 1987) 
show that students and their parents have a preference 
towards English medium secondary schools. Apart from 
Cantonese and English, we can also find Mixed code 
(Cantonese-English mix) in the classroom as a medium of 
instructioiK (Johnson 1983 & Lin 1990) 
Employment : In Hong Kong, the need for English varies 
from occupation to occupation. For blue collar workers, 
English is of less importance. However, for other kinds 
of occupations, knowledge of English is essential in 
achieving a good career. In the commercial and business 
sectors, the need for English is recognizable. Some 
private sectors also provide English language courses for 
their employees. Luke & Richards (1982) say that “it is 
widely believed that knowledge of English means financial 
and occupational mobility”. Hong Kong people believe 
that success in education leads to better career 
: T h e siuation may relate to the diglossic situation as suggested bv 
a 9 ^ 7 r r r i c l e ' ' r - . ' ^ ' ^ ^ r - ^ article, D ^ o s s i a , and by " ^ i s J n ' s " 
«litra.n^^t\ H^"^" "^ w"th -nd .lthout Diglossia; diglossia 
?th and without bzlingualzsm. In Hong Kong English is the hiah" 
l ^ n ^ a ^ , which reflects high educatioLl l L e l anfsociaf status 
while Cantonese is similar to the vernacular. status, 
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prospects. Hong Kong people are keen on learning English 
since English seems to be the prerequisite for success in 
Hong Kong. However, in recent years. Mandarin and 
V^ritten Chinese are becoming more and more important in 
business sectors since many leading business firms have 
started doing business with Mainland China and Taiwan (Ng 
1996). 
Trade : Hong Kong has conmitted herself in 
international trade. Hong Kong is an entrepot which 
provides a large amount of financial services. English 
is important and functions locally and internationally as 
a lingua franca between businessmen from different 
language backgrounds since English is regarded as an 
international language for business (Gibbons 1987)• 
Government : In Hong Kong, government notices and 
announcements appear in both Written Chinese and English. 
An Offical Languages Ordinance passed in 1974 recorded 
the Government^s formal recognition of Chinese as an 
official language, along with English (Luke & Richards 
1982 : P.54) . The language choice in this domain is 
predictable. When talking to English speaking 
governmental staff, English is used. Otherwise, Chinese 
is used among Chinese speaking staff. The government 
documents are printed in two versions, English and 
Chinese, since English and Chinese are the two official 
languages used in Hong Kong as stated in the law. Most 
law courts are conducted in English (with simultaneous 
interpretation) (Luke & Richards 1982)• 
2.1.2 Status of Eng-llsh and Chinese 
The status of English in Hong Kong is discussed in 
many studies (Luke & Richards 1982 and Cheung 1984)• In 
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Hong Kong, English is used as an official language and as 
a medium of instruction in the education system, but it 
is rarely used between Chinese residents in the region. 
Luke & Richards (1982) argue that no internal norm has 
been developed, hence English has exonormative status in 
which the norm assumed by learners of English is an 
external one. 
According to Luke & Richards (1982) and Gibbons 
(1987), the situation of English in Hong Kong cannot be 
seen as a true second language situation as in India. 
Nor can it be regarded as a true foreign language 
situation. The status of English is very peculiar in 
Hong Kong. They suggested that English is an "auxiliary 
language" in Hong Kong. 
“By this we mean a non-native language which is 
reserved for certain restricted functions in society 
and for use by a restricted section of that society. 
Unlike situations such as Singapore, the Philippines, 
India or Nigeria for example, where local varieties 
of English are more or less recognized, there is no 
societal basis for 'indigenization, or 'nativization' 
of English in Hong Kong ” (Luke & Richards 82: P.55) 
Chinese (Cantonese)^ as described by Cheung (1984), 
is “the language of ,solidarity". Cantonese is the major 
means of communication in the family and friendship 
domain. "One can thus acquire the local identity by 
speaking Cantonese" (Cheung 1984:279) since Cantonese is 
the mother tongue of over 90% of the Hong Kong population, 
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2.2 Sociolinguistics, Sociology of Language and 
Ethnography of Speaking 
This thesis is a sociolinguistic study of language 
mixture. It is important to discuss some major concerns 
of the field. Sociolinguistics can be defined as "the 
study of language in relation to society. (Hudson 1980 
P.1) Traditional linguistics takes account of the 
structure of language and often excludes the social 
contexts in which it is learned and used. On the other 
hand, sociolinguistics relates directly to social factors 
and attempts to discuss language variation and change. 
This thesis will take a sociolinguistic point of view, 
that is, it will attempt to relate social factors to the 
use and the form of linguistic items, in examining 
language phenomena like code_mixing and code switching. 
Sociolinguistics is a study of language in relation 
to society. However, sociolinguists with different 
focuses will vary in their methodology and discussion. 
Broadly speaking, there are three sub-fields under the 
heading of sociolinguistics. They are "sociology of 
language'% "linguistic sociolinguistics" and "ethnography 
of speaking (communication)”. Hudson (1980) distinguished 
"sociology of language" and linguistic sociolinguistics". 
He suggested, 
“The difference between sociolinguistics and the 
sociology of language is very much of emphasis, 
according to whether the investigator is more 
interested in language or society, and also according 
to whether he has more skill in analysing linguistic 
or social structure. There is a very large area of 
overlap between the two … ” (Hudson 1980 :P.5) 
According to Hudson (1980), "sociology of language" 
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focuses mainly on society while ''linguistic 
sociolinguistics" concerns language form, but all of this 
is a matter of degree. 
Another sub-field of sociolinguistics, the 
'"ethnography of speaking^' or the ''ethnography of 
communication", describes as many factors that are 
relevant in understanding how a particular event achieves 
its objectives. Hymes (1962) defined the scope of study 
of the "ethnography of speaking". "The ethnography of 
speaking is concerned with the situations and uses, the 
patterns and functions, of speaking as an activity in its 
own right.’’ (Hymes 1974 : P.101) Gumperz (1987) later 
further developed the field by combining discourse 
analysis when studying interpersonal communication. Some 
recent works like, Scollon & Scollon (1995) also combined 
discourse analysis, social psychology and the ethnography 
of communication in studying intercultural commuriication. 
2.3 Code switching^ Code-mixing and Borrowing 
Many people nowadays talk about code-mixing and code 
switching. However, different linguists have different 
points of view towards the topic. Before we proceed, it 
is essential to l k a t the various definitions. 
2.3.1 Code 
The term "code" was first used by Dell Hymes (1962) 
and elaborated by Basil Bernstein (1971). Hymes (1972” 
suggests, "'Code' suggests decoding and the question of 
intelligibility.” (Hymes 1972: P.63) and “a linguistic 
code constrains the individual's perception of his and 
^ The notion of code" was first published in Hymes (1962), The 
Ethnography of Speaking. 
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tiis interlocutor,s social role, just as lexical 
structures constrain the individuals perception of 
features in the physical erLvironment.” (Gumperz & Hymes 
1972: P.22) Bernstein (1971) defines the notion of code 
"in terms of the ease or difficulty of predicting the 
syntactic alternatives taken up to organize meaning" 
(Bernstein 1971: P.25) After that, the term ‘‘code” has 
been widely used by linguists, especially in the field of 
ethnography of communication, who relate a code to a 
dialect or a language that a person uses for 
communication purposes. 
"The particular dialect or language that a person 
chooses to use on any occasion is a code, a system used 
for communication between two or more parties." 
(Wardhaugh 1992: P.103) 
2.3,2 Code svltchlng and Code-md^xing 
Hudson (1980) uses the term code switching for the 
cases in which "a single speaker uses different varieties 
at different times.” (P.56) He applies the term in a 
broad sense. The term denotes any mixture of two 
language varieties in the same stretch of speech. 
Wardhaugh (1992) suggests that code switching has 
certain social implications, since he states "code 
switching is a conversational strategy used to establish, 
cross or destroy group boundaries; to create, evoke or 
change interpersonal relations with their rights and 
obligations.” (P.103) He distinguishes situational code 
switching from metaphorical code switching. The former 
occurs when "the language used changed according to the 
situations in which the conversants find themselves" 
(P.106) That is they speak one language variety in one 
language situation and another one in another language 
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situation, in which no topic change is involved. 
Metaphorical code switching occurs when a change of topic 
discussed requires a change of language used. He 
suggests that “the choice of code adds a distinct flavor 
to what is said about the topic. The code encodes 
certain social values." (P.106) This notion will be 
discussed with the data collected in the later sections. 
Fasold^s (1984) idea is quite similar to that of 
Hudson (1980). However, He has given us what he terms a 
"technically satisfactory” distinction between code 
switching and code_mixing. He suggests that they are 
phenomena, where pieces of one language are used while a 
speaker is basically using another language. He claims 
that the language 'pieces' taken from another language 
are often words, but they can also be phrases or larger 
units." (P.180) He distinguishes the two phenomena in 
terms of grammatical structure. 
"One criterion that is sometimes offered to 
distinguish switching from mixing is that the granmiar of 
the clause determines the language. By this criterion, 
if a person uses a word or a phrase from another language, 
he has mixed, not switched. But if one clause has the 
grammatical structure of one language and the next is 
constructed according to the grammar of another, a switch 
has occurred." (Fasold 1984: P.182) 
However, Fasold (1984) sees the point that there may 
be some intermediate cases. So the two phenomena {code-
mixing and code switching) are better regarded as two 
points on a continuum. 
Sirdhar & Sridhar (1980) and Morrow (1987) have a 
similar conception towards code—mixing and code switching. 
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They state that code~"mixing is not accompanied by a 
shift in the speech situation, and code-mixing occurs 
intra-sententially. Code switching on the other hand 
usually occurs in response to some change in speech 
situation, and does not usually occur intra-
sententially." (Morrow 1987: P.54) 
Although Fasold (1984) stresses the point that code 
mixing and code switching are two points in a continuum, 
Fasold (1984), Sridar & Sridar (1980) and Morrow (1987) 
are similar in defining "code mixing” and code 
switching'' in the sense that, code mixing occurs 
intrasententially without shift in speech situation while 
code switching occurs intersententially in response to 
some change in speech situation, including changes in 
participant, topic & setting, etc. 
Throughout this thesis, the terms code-mixing and 
code switching will be used to describe certain language 
varieties used in Hong Kong. Code-mixing in this thesis 
is confined to intrasentential mixing of English into 
Cantonese. The grammatical structure of the sentences is 
basically Chinese (Cantonese). Code switching is used to 
refer to a situation when an intersentential switch 
occurs. Code switching occurs because of certain changes 
in setting, topic, and participants to convey certain 
social values. 
2.3.3 Borrowing 
Borrowing is very close to code_mixing, however, 
borrowing does not involve any change of variety when a 
borrowed item is used in the context. The borrowed items 
may be assimilated in some degree to the items existing 
in the borrowing variety. Borrowed items may once have 
been code-mixed items. As suggested by Chan & Kowk 
(1982), the code-mixed items may become loan-words after 
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certain processes of assimilation and documentation. 
This thesis focuses on present occurrence of code-
mixing and code switching phenomena in Hong Kong. It is 
important to draw a distinction between borrowed items 
and code-mixed items. 
The following discussion will present some of the 
basic models on borrowing. These models provide some 
important characteristics of borrowed items, but they 
have to be modified for the Hong Kong case. So changes 
will be provided afterwards. 
Sridhar & Sridhar (1980) have distinguished between 
borrowing and code-mixing. Such a distinction is used 
and quoted in Bhatia & Ritchie (1989: P.262). Borrowing 
and loan-words have the following characteristics, 
1. They fill a “lexical gap" in the host language. 
2. They are restricted to single word. 
3. They are restricted to a more or less limited set 
accepted by the conraiunity of the host language. 
(Whereas the entire lexicon of the guest language is 
available for mixing/switching). 
4. They are assimilated into the host language by regular 
phonological and morphological processes, and 
5. They are known in general by monolingual speakers of 
the host language. 
Sridhar & Sridhar (1980) give us an outline of the 
characteristics of loan-words. However, there are cases 
where incomplete or incipient borrowings exist. There 
are cases in Hong Kong in which the word borrowed is 
still recognized as foreign and no written form is given 
to the borrowed word. There are also cases in which, not 
only single words but also phrases are borrowed. Certain 
modifications need to be made to Sridhar & Sridhar's 
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(1980) definitioru Firstly, the borrowing items need not 
perform the function of filling a "lexical gap" though 
this is an important function, for example “stick” can 
be called [31: dIk](borrowing) and S S [ g w a i dzen]. 
Secondly, the borrowed items need not be a single word, 
borrowing of phrases can be found also, for example R S g 
[fa: si lo tsAp] from "Fuzzy logic”. So the set of 
characteristics suggested by Sridhar & Sridhar (1980) 
need to be modified according to the Hong Kong case. 
Characteristics (3), (4) and (5) are relatively more 
important than (1) and (2) when we look at the example 
found in Hong Kong. Detailed discussion of lexical 
borrowing with specific reference to the Hong Kong case 
will be show in Chan & Kwok (1982). 
Chan & Kwok (1982) studied lexical borrowing in Hong 
Kong. They analysed the linguistic changes, i.e. 
phonological changes, grammatical changes and semantic 
changes, affecting loan-words. They also gave a 
comprehensive list of loan-words found in Hong Kong. One 
of the most important contributions is that they have 
given the stages of integration of borrowing. Their 
delineation is more appropriate in Hong Kong's case. 
They characterized a "pre-loan" stage and four stages of 
integration. 
Table 1. Staaes of lexical borrowing (adopted from Chan & 
Kwokfl982^ 
Stages of English Informal Formal Chinese |Standardized |Examples 
borrowing word situation situation Character (dictionary 
used in used in entry) 
writing writing 
Pre-loan Y ^ Some No No N^ [s^k si] “sexy“ 
stage 
Stage 1 Y e S Y ^ N o N o N ^ TV “television”, 
BB “Baby 
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stage 2 ~ Some ~ ~ Y e s ~ No ~ Y e s No |[bD si] 
"boss" 
Stage 3 No ~ ~ Y ^ Y e s Yes some [bo>: si] 
"bus , [dik si] 
‘‘taxi 
Stage 4 ~~N^ Yes Y ^ Yes ^ii [ta:n ho,:k] 
“tank” 
[ECy da:t] M M 
"radar’ 
"Pre-loan staae 
In this stage, English words remain English words, in 
spite of phonetic distortion. They claim that "a good 
many people who are basically monolingual do in fact 
know a few English words and expressions. Almost every 
one knows 'good morning and ‘good night,.” Chan & Kwok 
(1982: P.49) Although this claim needs to be verified by 
some empirical research, they quoted useful examples to 
illustrated this stage. They quoted an example, 
•^Tsexytg^? [dim g : I gam jat gam sik si : ] "Why are you 
looking so sexy today?" The term [s!k si] “sexy” is 
known by many Hong Kong people. In this case, no Chinese 
written form is assigned to [sik si]• 
At this stage, the English items may be pronounced 
with varying degree of accuracy. They claim that at one 
level the English items are spoken with an approximation 
to their original sound. The degree of accuracy achieved 
would of course depend on the proficiency in English of 
the individual speaker.... At another level the English 
words are to a large degree sinicized in pronunciation, 
so that an English speaker unfamiliar with this kind of 
speech may fail t recognize them as English word at 
all." Chan & Kw k (1982: P. 50) Words and Phrases that 
occur in this stage resemble the characterization of 
code—mixing items in this thesis. Chan & Kwok (1982) 
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suggest these are not “distinctively identifiable 'loan 
words,” and they can be inserted into Cantonese 
utterances from the English lexicon without limit. The 
only limit is the speakers own stock of English words. 
However, those inserted words/phrases remain totally 
outside the language. People's use and pronunciation of 
this group of items vary. The higher proficiency of 
English the speaker has, the closer to the original 
English sound the items are (Chan & Kwok 1982)• 
First Staae of Intearat i on 
The group of words and phrases at this stage "are 
widely understood by the community, but their usage is 
often restricted to colloquial, informal discourse... If 
they occur in Chinese written text at all, these loans 
are usually written in English” Chan & Kwok (1982: P.53) 
Words of this stage are characterized by their lack of a 
Chinese character equivalent and by their informal and 
colloquial usage. Examples given are: names of things, 
TV [ti: vi:] "television , BB [bi: bi:]“Baby’ and letters 
of the English alphabet used in numbering blocks of 
buildings & bus routes, 5A, 17B. They claim that 
although the pronunciation may sometimes be distorted. 
Second Staae of Intearation 
This group of words and phrases have infiltrated into 
the language of Hong Kong Cantonese speakers. They occur 
in a sinicized form in the spoken language, and they have 
widely accepted Chinese characters to represent them in 
writing as well. However, these words tend to occur in 
colloquial and informal discourses. One example given 
is [bo si] “boss”. The study suggests that "they are 
used fairly frequently, and are understood by the vast 
majority of the population, monolinguals as well as 
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bilinguals. Their currency has given rise to 
recognizable written forms found in light and informal 
contexts." Chan & Kwok (1982: P.60) 
Third staae of Int_f^ <jration 
The group of words/phrases at the third stage has 
widespread currency. "They have become integrated to the 
extent of being almost merged with the rest of the 
vocabulary. The spoken forms are used on formal 
occasions. ••• Characters exist for these loans and 
their use is extended into more formal writing." (Chan & 
Kwok 1982: P.60) Classic examples are [bo.: si] “ 
bus% [dik si] "taxi” and [dzan bou] “jumbo”. 
Fourth Staae f Integration 
This group of words/phrases has gained acceptance in 
Standard Chinese. "The characters used to represent them 
have been largely standardized and the words are on the 
whole felt to be part of the Chinese Language." (Chan & 
Kwok 1982: P.62) The words/phrases have been used for a 
long period of time and can be found in standard 
dictionaries, for example, [ta:n hci:k] ^1 "tank’’ [lce,y 
da:t] "radar", and [ga: lOin] "gallon'% etc. 
Staaes of borrowing 
Although there are some examples that fit into the 
stages discussed above, the stages themselves are points 
on a continuum rather than discrete categories. It is 
sometimes difficult to distinguish between them 
empirically. The fact that language is changing suggests 
certain items may develop from earlier stages to later 
stages throughout time. However, it is theoretically 
not necessary for an item to go through every stage 
before being a completely borrowed item. There may be 
examples that skip certain stages. Moreover, there may 
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be itenis that stop their development at certain stage and 
some may also fade out from the system. 
This thesis will follow Chan & Kwok s (1982) 
classification since it is more appropriate to the case 
in Hong Kong. The data may contain examples which fall in 
different stages as characterized by Chan & Kwok (1982). 
However, most of the analysis will focus on items in pre-
loan stage and in the first stage of integration, that is 
what most linguists called Cantonese_English code—mixing. 
2.4 Romanization 
In this thesis a number of examples from the data 
will be quoted and discussed. The romanization system 
and the tone marking used by LSHK (The Linguistic Society 
of Hong Kong) will be adopted to transcribe the data. A 
Comparison of LSHK system with other systems of 
romanization is given in the Appendix. For a detailed 
discussion of romanization, interested parties may refer 
to discussion on romanization in Lau (1976) and Matthews 
& Yip (1994). 
2.5 The Hong Kong Case : Review of relevant 
literature 
In this section, we will look at some relevant 
research done in Hong Kong on the topic of code-mixing 
and code switching and discuss some of the findings of 
this research. 
Kwok & Chan‘s (1972) work seems to be the first paper 
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talking about mixed code in Hong Kong. They have done 
research on the language use in Hong Kong. A hundred 
university students were studied. In the study, the 
majority of their respondents reported that they mixed 
two languages frequently in conversation. Kwok & Chan 
’ 1972) state that “a great many of our bilingual 
undergraduates mix the two languages [English & 
Cantonese] It is difficult - perhaps sometimes 
even impossible - for them to express themselves 
completely in only one language." Kwok & Chan (1972: 
P.76)6 suggest that there are some western ideas and 
technological items that the Chinese vocabulary is not 
specialized enough to describe. So people try to express 
themselves in a mixture of two languages. 
Reynolds (1986) also did an early study on code 
switching in Hong Kong. She tested whether code 
switching is arbitrary or patterned and examined the 
various identifiable motivating forces which dictate code 
switching. According to her findings, single words, 
phrases and sentences can be inserted into a 
predominantly Cantonese conversation. She defined code 
switching as “the linguistic behaviour of a certain group 
of Cantonese native speakers in Hong Kong when they 
employ elements of English during predominantly Cantonese 
discourse" Reynolds (1986: P.5) . She distinguished the 
difference between interlanguage (intersentential) code 
switching & intralanguage (intrasentential) code 
switching and focused her study on the later. She picked 
four highly educated middle class female native Cantonese 
speakers as her subjects. Data were gathered from two 
occasions: work occasion and social occasion. She 
' Leung (1987) disagreed with Kwok & Chan and suggested that code-
mixin$ is a verbal skill requiring the speakers ^  linguistic 
competence rather than a defect arising from insufficient knowledge 
of either or both languages. 
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concluded that intrasentential code switching phenomena 
are patterned and are also connected with informality of 
communication. That is, intrasentential code switching 
mainly occurs in informal situations. She suggested 
language mixture (both intrasentential and 
intersentential switching) is dictated by several 
motivating forces, namely, a) familiarity with English 
items, b) use of the "high" language^ in formal situations, 
c) appropriacy of register, d) use of proper names, e) 
economy of expression, and f) convenience of expressioru 
She claimed that code switching is becoming more and more 
widespread in Hong Kong and occurs among people of 
different educational levels. 
Gibbons (1979a & 1979b) studied “U-gay-wa” Cantonese-
English mix) used by the students of the University of 
Hong Kong. He provides phonological, semantic and 
syntactic analyses of the language variety. He 
distinguished two types of English lexical items used in 
the mixed code, one of which is consciously borrowed on 
an ad hoc basis. The other type consists of integrated 
items. He discovered that the phonology of conscious 
borrowings ranges from near British (R.P.) standard to 
forms that are modified heavily towards Cantonese norms. 
He claimed that “U-gay-wa” occurs because the University 
students have felt the need to develop an independent 
system to express attitudes and concepts concerned with 
student life and this system will be used to express 
intimacy and signify an independent norm as he said "it 
is a language in part unintelligible to outsiders." 
(Gibbons 1979b: P.121)^ 
‘The shifting to high" language, English, in formal situations in 
^ n g Kong. This results in intersentential switching. 
At that tirae, only the students of the University of Hong Kong 
were studied. No similar studies had been done in other Tertiarv 
institutions. 
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Gibbons (1983) examined the attitudes towards 
languages and code_mixing in Hong Kong. A match guise 
experiment provided strong empirical support for the fact 
that there is an attitude of hostility towards MIX 
(Cantonese-English mix) in the university students' 
speech conununity. Gibbons (1987) focused mainly on the 
use of code-mixing and attempted to develop a theory for 
code choice from various approaches, like descriptive 
approach, ethnographic approach, secular linguistic 
approach and social_psychological matched guise approach. 
He attempted to construct a theory of code choice. 
However, his data were mainly collected from students of 
the University of Hong Kong and may not be typical of all 
code_mixing in Hong Kong at the time the study was done. 
i:^ eung (1987) examined ten local na±ive Cantonese 
people's use of intrasentential code_mixing in order to 
test the two constraints, free morpheme constraint and 
equivalent constraint as proposed by Poplack (1980)^. 
She viewed code_mixing as the insertion of English 
elements in a predominantly Cantonese sentence. This 
view agrees with Reynolds (1986). In Leung's work, only 
the shift of code found within one and the same clause 
or sentence" was examined. "Change of code at sentence 
level is not included" (Leung 1987: P.9) . She defined 
Code—mixing in Hong Kong as "the employment of elements 
of English in a predominantly Cantonese sentence by a 
group of Cantonese native speakers in Hong Kong.“ (Leung 
1987: P.11) She found that the most commonly switched 
items are single nouns, noun phrases, single verbs, 
adjectives, prepositional phrases and c nj ined clauses. 
She excluded fillers, for example, “I mean” "Well"; 
‘ T h e Free morpheme constraint states that code-mixing cannot occur 
at morpheme or word-internal boundaries. The Equivalence constraint 
sta es that the mixed elements must occur at points which do not 
violate the syntax of either language. For detailed discussion 
please refer to Poplack (1980) and Chan (1992). 
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interjections, “My Godl"; tags, "you know"; proper names 
and place names. She verified the two constraints and 
predicted the point where switching is likely to occur. 
She disagreed with some earlier studies including. 
Gibbons (1979a, 1979b) and Kwok & Chan (1972) which 
suggested that intrasentential mixing occurs mainly 
because of inability to express completely in only one 
language. She suggested that code mixing is a verbal 
skill requiring the speakers ^  linguistic competence 
rather than a defect arising from insufficient knowledge 
of either or both languages. 
Lai (1989) studied some written texts (written 
Cantonese) in which the writers switch back and forth 
from Cantonese to English. She introduced the term “ 
Canglish" which differs from “Chinglish” (Kwok & Chan 
1972) in the sense that CarLglish delineates that the 
Sino element in the hybrid language is Cantonese" (Lai 
1989: P.5) . She defined code-mixing as the "condition of 
using a mixture of two languages for certain 
communication purposes” which is localized and 
intelligible only to Hong Kong People. A number of 
examples can be found and linguistic analyses are done on 
the morphological level, on the syntactic level and on 
the semantic level, as well. The analyses are 
descriptive in nature. Sociolinguistic characteristics, 
which include topic of communication, relationship 
between communicators, and locales of communication were 
discussed. She concluded that code mixing "becomes sub-
cultural norms of some social groups like yuppies and 
college students" Lai (1989: P.56). She thinks that 
Hong Kong young people regard themselves as neither 
totally Chinese, nor totally Western, so they develop a 
culture for their own. One interesting point she made is 
that although the written works containing code-mixing 
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are so popular among Hong Kong Chinese, they are not 
available in public libraries. She suggested that it is 
because local Hong Kong Government tries to uphold the “ 
purity" of language in Hong Kong. Her argument is that 
code mixing in Hong Kong is used among youngsters and 
restricted to infornial situations. 
Apart from linguistic and sociolinguistic research, 
we can also find research on effectiveness of the use of 
code_mixing in a class-room setting. So (1988), Lin 
(1990) and Lin (1991) focused on code switching used for 
teaching inside the classroom. So (1988) selected 40 
students around twelve years old studying in an Anglo-
Chinese secondary school. She claimed “code switching is 
especially common among the better educated youths of 
Hong Kong (So 1988: P.5) . This claim resembles most of 
the work done on the topic. She used Hudson's definition 
of code switching, which states that it is a situation 
where “a single speaker uses different varieties of 
speech, even in the same stretch of speech" (So 1988: p.9) 
and code switching is an alterTLating use of two 
languages (English & Chinese - or more explicitly, 
Cantonese) mostly within the sentence" {So 1988: p.l8). 
She wanted to test whether the use of two codes would 
improve students understanding of content subjects. 
History in her case)-. The result of the research shows 
that the use of two codes (code switching) as a medium of 
instruction has little effect on the learning of a 
content subject, History. 
Chan (1992) studied the syntactic constraints on 
code-mixing and focused mainly on intrasentential mixing. 
He examined the proposed language universal constraints 
which governs code-mixing, i.e. the Free morpheme 
constraint, the Equivalence constraint, the Government 
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constraint, the Matrix code principle and the Dual 
structure principle; and the Language specific constraint, 
i.e. the "closed class" constraint:, the fragment 
constraint and the innermost constituent constraint 
(suggested by Gibbons). Chan (1992) revised the 
constraints and suggests the Category equivalence 
constraint, the Bound morpheme constraint and the 
Specifier constraint. These three constraints seem to be 
more appropriate to explain his data. 
Up to this point, research studying language mixture 
in Hong Kong developed from an observational claim (Kwok 
& Chan 1972) to some systematic analysis (Gibbons 1987 
and Chan 1992, etc.) . However, the subjects that have 
been studied are mostly educated elites, like University 
students and teachers in the classroom. The present 
research differs from the previous research in that the 
focus of this thesis is the mixed language used in the 
radio broadcast- Since the language use in the radio 
broadcast has a high potential to influence the open 
public (Hudson 1980), this thesis provides important new 
information about code—mixing in Hong Kong. 
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3. Research Design and Methodology 
3.1 Research Design 
This research is designed to examine the language use 
in radio stations in Hong Kong. There are several 
reasons for picking radio programmes to study language 
behaviour. 
One of the reasons is that the second joint radio 
survey (Reported by Brendan Delfino in South China 
Morning Post 25.10.1994) has shown that about four 
million or 76 percent of Hong Kong people listened to the 
radio last year. The survey also found that listeners 
were tuning in for an average of 17 hours per week. As a 
result, the language use in radio stations is likely to 
be influential on the public and is therefore important 
to study. From some observations, not only pure 
Cantonese and pure English are used, but also a language 
variety in which Cantonese and English are mixed can be 
found. This research will focus on the use of this 
mixed language'' in the radio broadcast by DJs as well as 
by callers to the radio station. 
Another reason for choosing radio programmes is that 
in recent research, researchers focus on code switching 
used university students (Gibbons 1979a, 1979b, 1987) or 
focused classroom settings (Johnson 1983, So 1988, Lin 
1990) • It seems that the use of code switching was 
started in classrooms or by the educated bilinguals as 
documented by Kwok & Chan (1972) and other works. 
However, years have passed since the use of code-mixing 
was first documented in Hong Kong (Kwok & Chan 1972). 
Code-mixing and code switching are no longer used 
restrictedly within classrooms or among university 
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students. By observation, it is very easy to find people 
using the mixed code in the street, and it is not 
difficult to find code—mixing and code switching 
appearing in some magazines, films, televisions 
programmes and radio programmes. The situation nowadays 
is different from the time when researchers (Luke & 
Richards 1982, Cheung 1984) wrote choice of radio or 
television programmes is generally based on family 
preference,… hence Cantonese programmes predominate''. 
It is still true that Cantonese programmes dominate in 
Hong Kong society. However, the situation is getting 
more and more complex since^ an increasing number of 
English words appear to be penetrating into the 
programmes. So it is worthwhile to look at the situation 
in the mass media, because the use of languages in the 
media may have far-reaching effects on the language use 
in the community. As Hudson (1980) suggested “[T]the 
effect of the mass media on people's speech deserves 
careful study, but has received virtually none" (Hudson 
1980: P.171). 
Radio programmes are different from television 
programmes in that the former experiences no assistance 
from visual images in order to communicate. 
Communication depends only on the spoken language itself. 
Gestures, motion pictures, photographs, etc. play no role 
in radio programnies. No additional external factors 
other than spoken language influence communication. 
Radio programmes consist of numerous valuable spoken data 
for doing linguistic analysis. As a result radio 
programmes are chosen for studying the use of the mixed 
code. 
To gather massive data for studying language 
behaviour is not an easy task. There are numerous 
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methods available, including interviews, questionnaires, 
language diaries (by using it, the researcher keeps a 
diary, in which the language used are recorded) and 
empirical observation. All these methods have their 
advantages and disadvantages. Using interviews to 
collect spoken data, the researchers can control directly 
or indirectly the topic being discussed, the setting, and 
other extralinguistic variables etc. However, it may be 
difficult to get appropriate data (the linguistic forms 
we want to study) for quantitative analysis. Moreover, 
the interviews have to be set in a prudential way so that 
the subjects will not be affected by the setting and the 
observers. Questionnaire surveys can get massive data 
for quantitative analysis easily. However, the 
reliability of the particular set of questionnaire highly 
depends on the questionnaire design and the psychological 
states of the people who are taking it. Many other 
external factors such as setting, timing, etc. may also 
affect the result. Using a language diary is another 
possible method. Adopting this method, researchers may 
know how the subjects judge their interlocutors. This 
enables the researchers to see how they behave on the 
basis of their perception of interlocutors. However, 
questionnaires and language diaries contain a lot of 
self-reported information. There are sometimes 
discrepancies between what the subjects report and how 
they actually behave. Gumperz (1982) gives an example 
from North Norwegian to illustrate the discrepancies. 
"When residents of a small North Norwegian town were 
asked to recall which of the two speech varieties 
isolated through linguistic analysis they had used in 
an informal tape recorded conversation, they 
categorically claimed that they had spoken only the 
local dialect and not used standard N o r w e g i a n . … 
Yet when tape recordings were examined sentence-by-
sentence, they revealed frequent conversational 
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switching into standard Norwegian." (Gumperz 
1982:P.62) 
Empirical observation is adopted in this thesis. 
This is because researchers can observe the language 
behaviour in a natural setting. Radio transmission is a 
natural situation, in which observers do not have to 
interfere with the conversations and the subjects being 
studied do not know that they are being recorded for 
linguistic analysis so that they can behave naturally. 
Researchers can be able to study effects of setting, 
topic and participants on language used. 
3.2 Data Collection 
According to the data presented in Hong Kong 1995, 
there are totally fifteen radio channels in Hong Kong. 
Five are English channels, one is a bilingual channel, 
one transmits musical programs with no DJ interruption, 
one transmits news (Cantonese) and music only, and one 
transmits classical music and news (Cantonese). The 
remaining six are “Chinese’’ channels with various types 
of programmes including musical programmes, talk shows, 
soap operas, and game shows, etc. One conunon feature of 
these six channels is that the DJs participate in the 
programmes and talk either to other DJs or to the phone-
in audience. (Hong Kong 1995) 
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Table 2. Number of radio Channels in Hong Kong and the 
selection of channels for investigation 
No. of Language Types~"of DJ Phone-in 
Channels used Programme participation programmes 
S English Various Yes Y ^ 
1 Bilingual news Yes No “ 
(Eng./Can.) 
1 Cantonese musical No N^ 
1 Cantonese news and Yes No 
musical 
1 Cantonese news and Yes No 
musical 
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The Six Cantonese channels (shaded in the above 
table), including 4 commercial and 2 government 
supervised channels, are selected for the purpose of data 
collection since they use Cantonese most of the time and 
they have DJ and audience participation. English 
programmes are excluded since the focus is on the use of 
Cantonese-English mix. 
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Table 3. Recording of data in Dav 1,2,& 3 
Channel Channel Channel~" Channel Channel Channel 
A B C D E F 
Morning Day 1 ~ i i i i i 
Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
^ o 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Day 2 
Prog. Prog- Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Day 3 Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
Afternoon Day 1 ~ 1 i i i i 
Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
Day 2 ^ ^ ^ 1 1 1 
Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Day 3 Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog- Prog. Prog. 
Evening Day 1 1 1 1 i i~~‘ i 
Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
^ o 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Day 2 
Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Day 3 Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. Prog. 
Prog. - Progammes 
Total no. of programmes = 54. 
A total of 54 programmes (6 Channels x 3 programmes 
X 3 days) were recorded with a total of about 2400 
minutes (about 40 hours) of the radio programmes. The 
programmes can be divided into three groups. Morning 
programmes (8:00-12:00), Afternoon programmes (13:00-
18:00) and Late Evening programmes (19:00-0:00). 
Stratified random sampling technique was used to select 
radio programmes. (Table 3.) 
The data collection process lasted for three months 
to ensure the data collected are not exceptional cases. 
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Three weeks were selected randomly for data collection 
within three months with the same programmes picked. Two 
consecutive weekdays were selected each week. The 
researcher attempted to collect all the data within the 
first day, however with the time limitation and the lack 
of multiple copies of equipment, some remaining data are 
recorded on the next day. Each time, 3 programmes were 
recorded from each channel, which formed 18 programmes 
altogether (3 programmes X 6 channels) for every one day. 
Forty-five minutes of each programmes were recorded. 
This process was repeated three times. Thus, a total of 
three programmes for each channel was picked in the 
morning, three in the afternoon and three in the evening 
formed the total of 54 programmes (3 programmes x 6 
channels x 3 times). 
All the data were taped by cassette recorders which 
were plugged directly to high quality radio receivers. 
Normal position 90 mirnite audio—tapes were used for 
storing the recorded data and for quantitative and 
qualitative analysis. The data were transcribed, and 
coded for qualitative anlysis. Statistical packages like 
SPSS and CRISP are used for quantitative analysis. 
Classified data were put into a computer for analysis. 
The data include spoken data, which include monologues 
(by disc jockeys), conversations between disc jockeys, 
conversations between disc jockey(s) and listeners, 
advertisements and news reports. 
3.3 Sample 
Before we proceed to a discussion of the data 
collected, let us look at some background information 
about the six radio channels which is being studied in 
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this research. Information is from Hong Kong 1995. 
Channel A & B 
These are private commercial channels with a long 
tradition in the broadcasting industry. They have a wide 
range of audience from all walks of life. The target 
audiences of these channels are mainly Hong Kong Chinese. 
The DJs and reporters they employ are Cantonese speakers. 
Channel A's programs focus on current affairs. There are 
many talk shows and phone-in programs on this channel. 
The topics concern current affairs and serious matters. 
Channel B consists of more musical programs and game 
shows to attract students and teenagers. 
Channel C S D 
These two channels are similar to Channel A & B. 
However, they are supervised and funded by the government. 
Channel C has a similar orientation to Channel A. They 
have programs discussing current affairs. Channel D is 
similar to Channel B and consists of musical programs, 
talk shows and game shows for teenagers. These two 
channels also hire Cantonese DJs and reporters. 
Channels E & F 
These two channels are newly established. They 
started transmissionin July 1991. Their programmes are 
mainly musical. Western and local songs can be found in 
their programs. Channel E's target audiences are adults 
above 25 years old while Channel F aims at younger 
listeners. These two channels not only hire Bilingual 
Cantonese-English speaking DJs and reporters, but also 
employ many monolingual English speakers as DJs to work 
most of the time with Bilingual DJs. Their listeners are 
not restricted to Chinese people. A lot of English 
speaking people are also attracted to listen to their 
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programmes. (for reference please refer to the research 
done by SRH Hong Kong.) 
3.4 Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis 
A variety of tools and linguistic models are used to 
analyze data in this thesis. 
Qualitative analysis will be used to analyze the use 
of certain types of code mixing in radio transmission. 
The analysis will classify code-mixing and code switching 
in the data by type and by discourse function. This type 
of analysis is widely used in ethnographic and 
anthropological studies_ Qualitative analysis in 
studying code switching is important. As Gumperz (1982) 
says, "the view that code switching is a discourse 
phenomenon in which speakers rely on juxtaposition of 
grammatically distinct systems to generate conversational 
inferences has important implications for our 
understanding of how verbal signs function in human 
interaction and for our understanding of the role of 
speech variation in human society." (Gumperz 1982: P97) 
In addition, quantitative statistical analysis is 
also used. As Woods (1989) suggests, "statistics allows 
us to summarise complex numeric data and then, if desired, 
to draw inferences from them. • . The need to summarize 
and infer comes from the fact that there is variation in 
the numerical values associated with the data." Woods 
(1989: P.1) Thus, the use of statistical tools can be 
commonly found in sociological and sociolinguistic 
studies. 
In summary, in this thesis, a combination of 
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qualitative and quantitative analysis is used. 
Statistical tools like, crosstabulation and chi-square 
tests will be adopted and combined with the ethnographic 
approach in order to achieve a better understanding of 
the topic. 
3.4.1 Discussion on descriptive analysis 
The language variety, in which Cantonese and English 
are mixed, can be subdivided into two main types: one is 
intrasentential mixing(CM), the other one is code 
switching (CS) from one language to the other. 
Intrasentential mixing of the two languages is governed 
mainly by the grammar of Cantonese rather than by the 
grammar of English. It is the English items (words, 
phrases, & clauses) that are mixed into Cantonese 
sentences. As this is the case, it is possible for us 
to find that there are different types of English items 
in intrasentential mixing. In this research will 
divide the English items that appeared in the Chinese 
context into five main groups according to their 
properties, namely Names (N) (including personal names, 
place names, brand names & titles of songs or movies), 
English alphabetical letters (EAL) (including letters for 
numbering & abbreviations), English items with no 
Cantonese equivalent (ENO), English items wlth a 
Cantonese equivalent but which appeared in wrong place 
(EWP) and which violate the constraints suggested by the 
earlier studies like Chan (1992), and English Items that 
appeared in "voluntary" mixing (VM) (that is in the cases 
where they have a Cantonese equivalent and they appeared 
as replacement for the Cantonese items). 
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3.4.2 Discussion on ethnographic analysis 
The framework used in Gumperz(1982) , Marasigan (1983) 
and Gibbons (1987) is used in this thesis. These 
researchers have suggested many discourse functions are 
served by code-mixing and code switching. Gmriperz (1982) 
suggested that the mixed code serves at least six 
functions, namely, quotations, addressee specification, 
interjection, reiteration, message qualification and 
personification. Marasigan (1983) who did her research 
in the Philippines also showed that the mixed code 
(English and Tagalog mix) served similar functions. 
Gibbons's (1987) work on Hong Kong university students 
also confirmed the functions served by English-Cantonese 
mix. In Chapter 5, we try to apply their framework and 
test it on the data from the radio. 
3.4.3 Discussion on statistical analysis 
In Chapter 6, various descriptive (frequency and 
means) and inferential {chi-square tests) statistic tools 
are used to analyse the data. Frequency of different 
types of English items in the mixed code is presented and 
compared in order to show which type of items occur more 
frequently. Inferential statistical tools like 
crosstabulation and chi-square tests are used to test the 
dependency relationships between the mixed code and some 
social variables, like the radio channel, audience, types 
of programmes and time. The results of the analysis show 
that the choice of the use of the mixed code (especially 
code switching) is dependent on some of the 
extralinguistic variables. 
3. 4. 4 Discussion on ±nipllcat±onal analysis 
Sociolinguists advocating variation theory want to 
explain language variation in some systematic way. 
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Implicational scaling is one of the tools used in 
studying language variation. Recently, in the study of 
language choice and linguistic variation,, Bailey (1973), 
Gal (1979), Fasold (1982) and Woodward (1994) used 
implicational models to explain variation. In this 
thesis implicational scales will also be used to analyse 
the data. 
In an implicational scale, there is a set of features 
or environments. A, B, C, and D, etc. If the features 
can be arranged in an order that Az3B]C]D. This means 
that the occurrence of feature A implies the occurrence 
of feature B and so on. For a set of four features and 
assuming there are two values (presence and absence) for 
the features, there are mathematically 16 (4^ ) possible 
patterns. 
Table 4. Mathematically possible patterns for four 
features 
Pattern no. A B C D 
1 + + + + 
2 + + + -
3 + - + + 
4 + + - + 
5 - + + + 
6 - - + + 
7 + + -
8 + — — + 
9 - + - + 
10 + + -
11 - + + -
1 2 - - - + 
13 - - + — 
14 - + - -
15 + - - -
16 - -
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However, if the features are implicationally ordered, 
there are only five patterns (4 + 1). 
Table 5. Implicational pafterns for four features 
Pattern no. A B C D 
1 + + + + 
2 - + + + 
3 - - + + 
4 - - - + 
5 - — - _ 
The scalability value is used to test the reliability 
of the result in knowing the amount of the data that can 
fit the implicational pattern. We do the scalability by 
using the following formula. 
Scalability= 1 — Number of exceptions 
Number of informants x Number of variables 
The higher the scalability value, the more reliable 
is the result. In th"is thesis, scalability value higher 
than 90% is accepted. 
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4. A Description of different Types of 
English Items occurring in Cantonese 
Conversations 
In this Chapter, we will look at the types of English 
items occurring on the radio. Descriptions and 
discussions will be given to each type. From the data, 
we can find many English items appearing in Cantonese 
conversations. Statistical results will be provided in 
Chapter 6. Before we proceed on the statistical analysis, 
it is time to look at different types of English items 
that occur in the Cantonese discourse. 
The language variety in which Cantonese and English 
are mixed can be subdivided into two main types, one is 
intrasentential mixing of the two languages, the other 
one is code switching from Cantonese to English and vice 
versa. Intrasentential mixing of the two languages is 
governed mainly by the grammar of Cantonese rather than 
by the grammar of English. It is the English items 
(words, phrases, & clauses) that are mixed into Cantonese 
sentences. Since this is the case, it is possible for 
us to find that there are different types of English 
items in intrasentential mixing. In this research I will 
divide the English items appearing in the Chinese context 
into five main groups according to their properties, 
namely Names [N] (including personal names, place names, 
brand names & titles of songs, books or movies) , English 
alphabetical letters [EAL] (including letters for 
numbering & abbreviations), English Items with no 
Cantonese equivalent [ENO], English Items with a 
Cantonese equivalent but appearing in the ''wrong" place 
[EWP], and English items appearing ln “voluntary mixing 
[VM] (that is in the cases where they have a Cantonese 
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equivalent and where they appeared by replacing the 
Cantonese items). Towards the end, examples of 
intersentential switching [CS] will also be provided. 
4.1 Names (N) 
In the past, language researchers interested in 
language mixture in Hong Kong paid little attention to 
the use of English names, especially to personal names in 
code—mixing and code switching situations. However, the 
use of names in fact reflects to some extent the 
speakers recognition of their own identities and their 
awareness of group identification. The speakers have a 
wide range of choice when identifying themselves. They 
can use the Cantonese equivalent of their English names 
or they may use their original Chinese names instead. 
The choice of names may reflect their code choice and how 
they identify with certain groups of people. 
Researchers like Leung (1987) and Chan (1992) always 
put aside the use of English names in Cantonese context. 
That includes personal names, place names, brand names, 
titles of songs, books & movies, etc. Names are omitted 
in their analysis mainly because the use of names does 
not have an intermediate link with the individual 
sentences they are analyzing. Therefore researchers 
focusing on the syntactic analysis of the mixed code pay 
little attention to the use of English names in the 
context. However in the data, we can find a massive use 
of English names, which include personal names, place 
names, brand names and titles of songs, books & movies. 
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4.1 • 1 Personal Names 
Francis Chan ^  
Ngo5 hai6 Francis Chan 
I be Francis Chan 
[ am Francis Chan] 
(2) Charlie 
daai6 kaal zel ho2 zungl ji3 Charlie ge3 
Big sister very like Charlie PRT 
[Big sister really likes Charlie] 
In examples (1) & (2), the sentences follows 
predominantly Cantonese syntactic structure. English 
names are found inside the sentences, however it is true 
that the personal names "Francis Chan" and “Charlie” can 
be replaced by the Chinese names of the persons without 
changing the structure. 
From a sociolinguistic point of view, the use of 
English names reflects, to some extent, speakers' 
recognition of their own identities and their awareness 
of group identification. In other words, the use of 
English names in a Cantonese context bears certain social 
neanings. The speakers can have a wide range of choice. 
They can use their original Chinese names, their English 
names or even the English translation of their Chinese 
names, which may appear in the Hong Kong identity card. 
Why do some Hong Kong people possess and use more than 
one name? The answer is because he/she needs to use 
each of them to different groups of persons or in 
different situations. 
Studies on address forms (Evans-Pritchard 1964 and 
Brown & Ford 1964) show that the study of personal names 
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is important since “they [personal names] symbolize a 
man s social position in relation to the people around 
him, so that, by the use of one or other of them, the 
status of the speaker to the person addressed is readily 
recognized., (Evans-Pritchard 1964: P.221) Lai (1989) 
studied the occurrence of code_mixing in Hong Kong. He 
discovered that university students or graduates often 
use English names, which include Christian names, brand 
names of cars, clothings, liquors, etc. He claims "the 
occurrence of proper nouns is strikingly high,’ and it 
seems that English names are associated with 
westernization and modernization''. Reynolds (1985) has 
similar observations. 
The data from the radio programmes verifies the claim 
made by Lai (1989) and by Reynolds (1985). Our data show 
that a high occurrence of English names appeared in 
Cantonese conversations, (for further discussion please 
refer to the statistics in Chapter 6)• 
It is possible to claim that Hong Kong people will 
use different names to different groups of people. It 
seems that addressees may have an influence on the use of 
English names. In order to investigate the influence of 
addressee to the addressers' choice, a small 
questionnaire survey has been done. 
4'l*la Mixing of English Personal Names in Cantonese 
context - a choice of address form 
A small survf^y 
A set of questions was designed for an interview to 
ask whether the subject will use their English names to 
different persons. A pilot study was done by choosing 
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four subjects for the interview. The subjects included 
two females and two males. All of them received or were 
receiving university education. All of them have a 
Cantonese origin. They all speak Cantonese, their mother 
tongue, at home. However, when they go to work or go to 
school, all of them have a chance to use English. Their 
age ranges from twenty-one to twenty-two. All of them 
have an English name and have over fifteen years of 
exposure to English. 
Table 6.__Subiects chosen for interview (use of English 
name) 
ii8iiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiipiiffiii5illiiBSiliiiiiiii 
‘ Z ^ A A > / 'y^y ^//<. r 
- < ‘ > ^ , - > y ^ , > 
“ '-> level to English‘ ’ ‘ ' 
-Hi:':^ i:'^ ;;.1::-i;-;i--••>r:^-:--';.-\ >----. -. - - i^:v;-/:s:w:v.v,.., .;;.::.,;:.,.Vx;.:i,vV;; >iCV.;-;vvy;:.: .••. yi;.iiy.:;::;:;^:::$:?;^r'-"--vi-^ i' • ‘ • ri i > • - - i • • •-• ri - --i r ;' • ! . 5«- • • :.-,.V::::....":..:.ii.:?: :i:-;:^>:^x>;^>iv:'-'.<x;-:x-.:.x;.;x>;..;:v>;.::,.-.x:-::,>;.:,;xxji- :^:..ixSHi-isSwxSjt^Hx -
, > 5> - " > 
-• ‘^ -.- •• I - ia^^^^^^t^^^^^^^^^^_^^ ...• I 1 • I I . . . . y ^ , 
A Male Undergraduate 16 years Student ^ " ~ 
B Male Undergraduate 16 years Student I I ~ 
C Female Graduate 19 years White ^ ~ ~ 
collar 
D Female Graduate 20 years White l2~~~ 
collar 
L _ = i = _ l _ _ _ L _ _ _ _ i _ _ _ _ L J 
The biographical information of the subjects is given 
in Table 1. 
The results qf the interviews show that the subjects 
will not use their English name in Cantonese 
conversations in the same way with all the people. 
Subjects A, B, C, will not use their English names to any 
of their family members. However subject D will use her 
English name to her elder sister, but the use of the 
English name is more common when she is talking to her 
classmates/colleagues, teachers, strangers and close 
friends. Subjects A, B & C also follow the same pattern. 
However, all the subjects report that they will use 
English names instead of (the translation of) Cantonese 
names when they talk to Westerners. 
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In a nutshell, all the subjects have a preference of 
not mixing English names in Cantonese conversations when 
they are talking to the older generations in their family, 
but they very often mix English names in Cantonese 
conversations when they talk to their peer group or 
people they meet at work or in school. 
Table 7. The use of Enalish names in Cantonese 
conversation with different addressees bv the four 
subiects 
Grandfather A B D 
Grandmother A B D 
Uncle A B C D 
Aunt A B C D 
Father A B C D 
Mother A B C D 
Elder brother A B C D 
Elder sister D A C 
Younger brother A C D 
Younger sister A B C D 
Classmate B D C ~A 
/coUeague (male) 
Classmate B D C ~X 
/coUeague 
(female) 
Teacher D C A B 
(Chinese, male) 




Stranger ~~~B D~~] C HS 
(Chinese, male) 
Stranger B D C A 
(Chinese, 
female) 
Close friend ~~~B 5 ~ ~ A ~ ~ C 
(Chinese, male) 
Close friend A B D C 
(Chinese, 
female) 
Table__8^_Implicational pattern of code choice (personal 
name) 
Interlocutors “ 1 ~ ~ ~ 2 “ “ 3 ~ ~ “ 4 ~ “ 5 “ “ 6 ~ “ 7 “ ~ 8 ~ 
Subject A - - - : - + + + ~~ 
Subject B ~~- - ~ - + + + + ““ 
Subject C ~ - - - - + + + + ~~ 
Subject D - - - + + + + + ~~ 
Interlocutors : 1 - Grandparents, 2 - uncles, aunts 
3 - parents, 4 - brothers & sisters, 5 - strangers, 
6 - close friends, 7 - Teachers, 8 - classmates & colleagues 
+ ,use of English personal name in Cantonese conversation. 
,non-use of English personal name in Cantonese conversation. 
The data in our survey can be fit in an implicational 
scale like the examples in Fasold (1984) and Gal (1979). 
Fasold (1984) has presented Gal's (1979) example of code 
choice (Hungarian and German) in Oberswart and his own 
research in the Tiwa community (Tiwa and English) • The 
interlocutors have an implicational relationship with 
each other. These examples present code choice in an 
implicational pattern. 
With no exceptions, the scalibility value is 100%. 
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The result shows that the interlocutors fall into an 
implicational scale, in which the use of an English 
personal name to certain interlocutors predicts the use 
of it to other interlocutors. 
In the table, our interview subjects are less likely 
to use an English name in Cantonese conversation to their 
family members. In our model, the use of the English 
name to family members then predicts the use of it to 
other people, including classmates, close friends and 
teachers, etc. Our subjects report that when talking to 
Chinese strangers, the use is conservative because 
whether to use it or not depends on the situation. They 
must first evaluate the social situation before they can 
decide which name to use. 
After the pilot study was completed. A revised 
questionnaire was designed for looking at Hong Kong 
people's use of their English names to different 
interlocutors (a complete version of the questionnaire is 
presented in Appendix 2) . 70 young college educated 
people were chosen as subjects. Their age ranges from 16 
to 30, including 40 undergraduate students of one of the 
universities in Hong Kong and 31 graduates from other 
Hong Kong and from overseas universities. All subjects 
live in Hong Kong for work or for study. Most of them 
live with their family members. 
The code choice of the subjects has a similar pattern 
as the choice of the subjects in the pilot study. 
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Table__9. Implicational pattern of code choice (personal 
name) 71 subiects 
Interlocutors! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 N o . o f Percentage 
k . (2 siq-
subject 
figures) 
Pattern 1 ~~+ + + + + + + + 6 8.57% 
Pattern 2 ~ + + + + + + + 5 7.14%~~ 
Pattern 3~~= = + + + + + + 3 4.29% 
Pattern 4 ~ - - + + + + + l4 20% 
Pattern 5 ~ - = : + ~ ~ + + ^ 34.29% 
Pattern 6 ~ - ^ = = + + + H 15.71% 
Pattern 7~~= - = : = = + + 4 5.71% 
Pattern 8 ~ : = = = = = + 3 4.29% 
Pattern 9 - - ~ - - : - - o 6% 
70 100%~~ 
Interlocutors : 1 - Grandparents, 2 - uncles, aunts 
3 - parents, 4 - brothers & sisters, 5 - strangers, 
6 - close friends, 7 - Teachers, 8 - classmates & colleagues 
+ ,use of English personal name in Cantonese conversation. 
-,non-use of English personal name in Cantonese conversation. 
With a scalibility value equals 95% ]•, over half of 
our subjects fit into patterns 5, 6, 7 & 
8(34.29%+15.71%+5.71%+4.29%=60%)• This indicates that 
they use their Eiiglish names mainly outside the family 
domain. Within certain domains, the use of English names 
in Cantonese context is preferred among young people. 
The finding of this survey confirms that the use of 
English names among young people is strikingly high as so 
suggested by Lai (1989), Reynolds (1985), and Chan & Kwok 
(1982)• This research also demonstrates implicational 
predictability among the interlocutors. If a person use 
his/her English name (in Cantonese context) with older 
interlocutors, he/she will probably use it to a younger 
interlocutor. 
10 Those who are interested in the exceptions please refer to 
Appendix 6. 
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The use of English names is the highest with 
interlocutors 7 (classmates/colleagues) . When a subject 
says he/she does not use English Names to classmates and 
colleagues, it is predictable that he/she does not use 
English names with other interlocutors. If we look at 
the family domain, we find that the use of English names 
to brothers and sisters is higher than the use of it to 
other family members. Age, in fact, pays an important 
role. In other words, the use of English name is 
preferred by young people when talking with members of 
the same age group. From the findings two rules can be 
formed. 
Fig. 1 Rules on the use of English name: 
1 • f:amilY domain < friendship domain < work/study domain 
2 . wi Lh different age group (older age group) < with same age group 
Key : X < y means the use of English name in Y domain is preferable than in x domain. 
The first rule states that the use of English names 
is most preferable in work/study" domain, less 
preferable in friendship domain, and the least preferable 
in family domain. The second rule applies after the 
first one, suggesting that within the same domain, young 
people prefer to use their English name more when talking 
t people of the same age group than when talking to 
members of an older age group. 
4'l'lb The issue of solidarlty and some speculations 
The use of English personal names in Cantonese 
conversations seems to relate to the issue of solidarity. 
As Brown & Ford (1964) claim,. "[W]when one person speaks 
to another, the selection of certain linguistic forms is 
governed by the relation between the speaker and his 
addressee." (P.234) They also suggest that, 
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"[T]the proper name constitutes the individual as a 
unique orgardsm. Beyond the single proper name, 
however, where interest is still greater the 
individual is fragmented into a variety of names. 
Perhaps this differentiation beyond individuality 
expresses various manifestations or ways of regarding 
someone who is close." (Brown & Ford 1964 :P.239) 
In our survey, almost all the subjects used Cantonese 
names instead of English names in their family. Since 
they are all Cantonese, the Chinese name in this case is 
a marker of solidarity inside the family domain. 
Similarly, in an English speaking family, the use of 
English name is a marker of solidarity, instead. 
Family domain: 
No solidarity < Cantonese (name) > Solidarity 
(English speaking family) (Cantonese family) 
No solidarity < English (name) > Solidarity 
(Cantonese family) (English speaking family) 
In a Cantonese speaking family, the non-use of 
English name is the preferred, when Rule 1 applies. 
However, some of our subjects use English names to their 
brothers and sisters (those who fit in pattern 1-4)• The 
reason of doing so is that they want to identify with 
members of the same age group, so they apply Rule 2. 
When the subjects in the study talk to close friends 
or classmates, who used English names, they used their 
English names instead. Otherwise, Cantonese is the marker 
of solidarity. However, to strangers, the language use 
depends on many other factors, such as the setting 
(formal vs. informal), interlocutor characteristics 
(Cantonese Speaking vs. Non-Cantonese speaking), etc. 
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The picture requires further research to complete. 
4*l'lc Speculation on reciprocal and non-reciprocal 
patterns 
Brown & Ford's (1964) study on American address forms 
suggested three patterns in address forms: the reciprocal 
exchange of the first name (FN), the reciprocal exchange 
of a title with the last name (TLN) and the non-
reciprocal pattern in which one person uses FN and the 
other TLN. The first pattern suggests an intimate 
relationship between the two speakers. The second 
pattern suggests that the two speakers are familiar with 
one another but they maintain certain distance^^ However, 
the third pattern suggests non—intimacy and distance 
between the two speakers. 
Based on their analysis, it is possible to speculate 
that there are three patterns in our analysis: the 
reciprocal exchange of English name (EN), the reciprocal 
exchange of Chinese name (CN), and the non-reciprocal 
pattern in which one person uses EN and the other CN. 
CN < > CN pattern 1 
EN < > EN pattern 2 
The first two patterns suggest an intimate relation 
between the two speakers and based on the rules we have 
derived. 
CN > EN 
< pattern 3 
However, pattern 3 suggests a distance (non-intimate) 
11 For further discussion of distance, solidarity, and intiraacy 
please refer to Brown & Ford (1961) and Scollon & Scollon (1995). 
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relationship between the two speakers. They may or may 
not compromise. If they compromise they will change to 
CN< >CN (pattern 1) or EN< >EN (pattern 2) . Brown 
& Ford (1964) suggested movement of pattern 3 to other 
patterns are "acts of association". The model is a 
dynamic one and suggests the fine-tuning process of the 
choice of address forms. 
4.I.ld Concluding Remarks 
The result of the survey is generalizable within the 
age group (16-30) . The result shows that people are 
consciously or unconsciously choosing whether to use 
English names to certain groups of people. In the survey, 
most subjects shows no preference of using English names 
inside their family, and use their Chinese name instead. 
They tend to use their English names in Cantonese 
contexts only at work or at school with their peer groups. 
The findings coincide with Reynold's (1985) claim, 
there is a strong desire for novelty and modern fashion 
especially among young people" (P.20) and she explains 
that educated Hong Kong people also use English names to 
ease the expatriates' task of addressing them. This 
begins in school and spreads to other domains. From the 
questionnaire results, we can further confirm that in the 
family domain, using English names in the Cantonese 
context is the least preferable, rather our subjects use 
their Chinese name as a marker of solidarity. Age is 
another factor affecting the choice. In an exchange if 
the two speakers do not match in address form, one uses 
CN and the other uses EN. Certain moves will be 
undertaken to fine-tune the choice. This survey is just 
a stepping stone attempting to describe and explain the 
choice of personal name of different codes (English and 
Cantonese in our study)• More studies need to be done to 
confirm, modify or reject the findings and the model 
suggested. 
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4.1.2 Place namss 
In the radio data, there are cases where speakers 
refer to places outside Hong Kong. They use The English 
names of the places rather than their Chinese translated 
version. 
(3) Vancouver “ 
Ngo5 hai2 Vancouver faanl lai4 ge3 
be Vancouver back arrive PRT 
(I came from Vancouver.) 
In this case, "Vancouver" can be replaced by 
wanl gol waa4, (Cantonese translation) which is commonly 
used among Hong Kong Cantonese. 
There may be two possible reasons for the speakers to 
use “Vancouver” the English version. First, the use of 
the English version marks that the place is outside Hong 
Kong, or even outside China. It is a non-Chinese place. 
So speakers consciously or unconsciously use the "they" 
code to refer to the place. 
Secondly, it is possible that the use of the English 
version reflects the speaker's desire for novelty and 
modern fashion or a desire to mark their bilingual status. 
Since most past research show that the use of English is 
connected with novelty and modern fashion (Kwok & Chan 
1972, Gibbons 1983, etc). 
Furthermore, for some place names there are often 
more than one Chinese version for the name of the place 
because of discrepancy in different translations. Let's 
take “Sidney” as an example. Sidney has at least two 
Chinese translations, syut3 lei4 and sikl nei5. 
Both are phonological loans. To avoid confusion, the 
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English version is used. 
4 • 1 • 3 Brand Namos 
In the commercial breaks or even in the radio 
programmes, people talk about different brand names. 
They include brand names of cars, clothing, fast-food 
shops, and restaurants, etc. Some brands have only an 
English name (like “Satchi™" and "Baleno™") , some may 
have both English and Cantonese names (like "Shell™" 
™ and "Panasonic™" ^) , and some only have a 
Cantonese name• 
Whether to use English or both Chinese and English 
names of a brand is an internal decision made by the 
company. The choosing of name will affect the image or 
the impression of company to the public. How to choose 
an appropriate name for a product or a company is out of 
the concern of this thesis. However, it is obvious that 
when a company uses an English name it may have an image 
different from the one uses a Cantonese name. When the 
company uses an English brand name, it associates itself 
with novelty, modern fashion and success (Lyczak, Fu & Ho 
1979), since the use of English in general reflects these 
characteristics. On the other hand, the use of a 
Cantonese brand name gives an impression of a localized 
company with a closer relationship with the Cantonese 
people because Cantonese is a language for in-group 
communication for Hong Kong people. Companies having 
both an English Brand name and a Cantonese name may 
choose the appropriate one using a different name to 
different group of people. 
4.1.4 Titles of songs, movies and books, etc. 
In the data, it is easy to find examples, like (4), 
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in which English songs, movies and books titles occur in 
a Cantonese context. Since western culture has been and 
is still affecting Hong Kong people's lives, it is 
difficult to avoid talking about western culture in the 
media and among young people. Some of the titles may 
have a Cantonese translation, however some may not. Some 
people are more familiar with the English titles than the 
Cantonese one especially for some western songs and 
movies. Thus a number of English title are mixed into 
Cantonese conversations. 
(4) “Secret" Mado/ma 
Cyun4 sanl zok2 ban2 "Secret’’ hai6 jau4 Madonna zi6gei2 zok3 koul 
Brand new work "Secret" be from Madonna oneself corrxpose 
(A brand new piece of work, ‘secret’ is composed by Madorma herself.) 
4.2 English alphabetical letters (EAL) 
If we pay attention to our speech, we may find that 
we use a substantial amount of letters of the English 
alphabet in our daily conversations. English letters are 
used for two purposes: one is for numbering and indexing, 
the other one is for abbreviation. In the English 
language, we may find examples of abbreviations which 
have a foreign origin, like, “e.g. (abbreviation of 
exempli gratia") and “etc ’ (abbreviation of et cetera'') • 
In these examples, foreign expressions appear in their 
abbreviated forms. As discussed in Chan and Kwok (1982), 
the same is true in Hong Kong. A number of English words 
or phrases are used in their abbreviated forms, and some 
of these forms are recognized by most of the Hong Kong 
people. 
It seems true that most of the population of Hong 
Kong use English letters frequently. (Chan & Kwok 1982) 
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(5)[S1 asked S2 a question, S1 gave S2 three choices] 
51 : A B C 
A hai6 jatl go3 B hai6 loeng5go3 C hai6 saaml go3 
A be one CL B be two CL C be threeCL 
{A is one, B is two and C is three) 




S1 c c 
hai6 C aa3 hai6 C aa3. 
Be C PRT be C PRT 
(It‘s C, It's C.) 
Discourse like (5) can be easily found in the radio 
data. In example (5), the letters A, B and C stand for “ 
the first one ‘ ‘ "the second one" and "the third one 
respectively. They are used for numbering purposes. 
As stated before, English letters are also used for 
abbreviations. They are used for names of things, for 
example CD, for "compact disc , DJ for “disc jockey", TB 
for ‘‘tuberculosis". -Some companies or institutions may 
use the abbreviated form of their names to the public, 
for example, CYC stands for “ Community Youth Club . 
These English letters are widely understood by the 
community, but their usage is often restricted to 
informal discourse. They are written in English if they 
ever occur in Chinese written text. In formal situations 
or formal documents, the complete form (sometimes with 
Chinese translation) will be more preferable. 
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4.3 English items with no Cantonese equivalent (ENO) 
It is interesting to draw a comparison between this 
type of English item and those English items with a 
Cantonese equivalent. For English items with no 
Cantonese equivalent, there is no Cantonese word or 
phrase in the current inventory that can replace the 
English item without changing the sentence and without 
changing the meaning of the sentence. ENO may relate to 
new terms which refer to substances or ideas which 
originate outside the Chinese-speaking community. Such 
ENO will be good examples of ad hoc mixing or ad hoc 
borrowing. These items are mixed into a Cantonese 
discourse to serve the needs of expressing certain new 
ideas since there is no appropriate Cantonese item to 
refer to the same idea. 
(6) Puppy love 
hou2 ci5 puppy love 
just like puppy love 
(Just like puppy love.) 
(7) phone-in 
neil go3phone-in 
This CL phone-in 
(This phone-in programme, ) 
(8) lead lead 
so2 wai6 lead cin4 lead hau6 
so-called lead before lead after 
(So-called before the lead" and ‘‘after the lead” 
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(9) Hold 
Hold zyu6 go3 din6 waa2 
Hold firm CL telephone 
(Hold on/ Hold the line.) 
In example (6), (7), (8) there is no Cantonese 
equivalent terms for the English items. This being the 
case, the English items are used, for practical purposes, 
to refer to these ideas. They are usually written in 
English, sometimes with a Cantonese translation put in 
parenthesis, in Chinese written text. 
In example (9), “Hold” can have a literal translation, 
in .^ zaal", however, ^ zaal" only has a sense of “ 
to hold something physically with the hands ,. It does 
not have the sense that example (9) has, that is to hold 
the hand set (of the telephone) and wait for the return 
of the speaker. In order to express this idea, "hold" 
instead of ^^ zaal" needs to be used in the context, 
otherwise a Cantonese clause like, cing2 dang2 
jatl dang2 (Please wait for a second, please.) has to be 
used. 
4.4 English items that appear in the wrong place (EWP) 
These items are interesting in terms of their 
syntactical properties. They have a Cantonese equivalent. 
They can be replaced by equivalent Cantonese words or 
phrases. However, they do not appear in the same 
syntactical enviromnent as the Cantonese words or phrases. 
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(10) f- Good morning ft 
zou2 good morning san4 
early good morning morning 
(11) File ling 
gan2 
ASP 
These items are limited in number. The speaker wants 
to create certain rhetorical effects, for example being 
humorous, in producing these sentences. The speaker of 
example (10) is from a musical programme in which massive 
code-mixing and code switching can be found. The example 
demonstrates a special case of mixing, since the English 
item intrudes between two morpheme boundaries of a 
compound Cantonese word, formed by the combination of two 
morphemes that are always used together. This example 
violates the Free-morpheme^^ (as suggested by Poplack 
1980) and the Bound morpheme constrainti3 (as proposed by 
Chan 1992). 
Example (11) also violates the Free morpheme and the 
Bound Morpheme constraint. It presents a case where a 
Cantonese item, gan2 (Progressive aspect marker), is 
inserted between a free “File” and a bounded morpheme "-
ing”. The speakers using (11) may do so because of the 
influence of the Cantonese structure V- gan -N. for 
example ngo5 sik6 gan2 faan6 ( am having a meal). 
Example (11) seems to cause communication break down if 
we look at the discourse below. 
12 
Please refer to note 8. 
The bound morpheme constraint states that a bound morpheme of the 
embedded code does not occur in the code—mixing unless it is 
attached to the corresponding roots from the embedded code, 
according to the word formation rules of the embedded code. Chan 
(1992) 
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(lla) <A phone-in programme, S2, S3& S4 asked S1 what 
she is doing.> 
51 : File lingo 
gan2 
ASP 
52 : (think for a while)• Filing. 
mel waa2 Filing 
(what are you saying?) 
53 : File lingo 
gan2 
ASP 
52 F±le 11152 " . 
gan2 nei5 dil j ingl man2 janl hai6 hou2 zen3 
your English real be very good 
(Your English is really very good.) 
54 : I-N-G form, 
53 : Fo ra. 
aa3 
PRT 
In the discourse S1 uses "File^ling". At first the 
listeners, S2, S3 and S4, don't know what she is talking 
about. However, after the recognition of the meaning of 
the phrase, they repeat the phrase to make jokes with her. 
S3 even breaks Sl s name into two parts and inserts a 
Cantonese particle. In the case of "Fo ra'% the mix 
even occur between syllable boundaries without regard to 
morphemic constraints. 
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4.5 "Voluntary" mixing (VM) 
This type includes English items which have a 
Cantonese equivalent, and they appear in the same 
syntactical environment as the equivalent Cantonese items. 
The speakers can choose not to use English and use 
Cantonese instead. 
(12) Fax 
Fax geil ho6 maa5 
Fax machine code 
(Fax number) 
(13) _ happyo 
jau5 siu2 siu2 m5 hai6 gam3 happy 
Have a little not be so happy 
(I am a little bit unhappy.) 
In example (12) "fax" can be replaced by cyun4 
zanl , and in example (13) "happy" can be replaced by 
hoil saml, without changing the referential meaning of 
the original phrases. A list of utterances containing 
voluntary mixing examples will be provided in the 
Appendix 4 for reference. 
In terms of syntactic categories, eleven word, class 
that were mixed intrasententially can be found in the 
data. These categories resemble that of Poplack (1980). 
The categories we found include, single noun, subject 
noun phrase, object noun phrase, verb, verb phrase, 
independent clause, adjective, adverb, preposition, 
phrase (prepositional, adjectival & adverbial), and 
conjunction. For more examples please refer to Appendix 
4, and for descriptive statistical results please refer 
to Chapter 6. 
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Table 10. Examples voluntarv Mixing. 
Categories Examples from the data 
Single noun demonstration 
m4 sai2 zou6 demonstration 
not need do demonstration 
(There is no need to do demonstration.) 
^ ^ a ffi~~1 ~~~plan 
ngo5 j i4 gaal plan gan2 
now plan ASP 
( am now planing.) 
^ ^ end up ~ ~ " ^ K m iii 1 ~ ~ ~ 
end up nqo5 hai6 dim2 joeng2 fan3 gaau3, 
end up I be how to sleep 
(lend up to sleep in this way •••) 
Independent ^ ^ ~ S~W M to make~y , feel 
rest 
clause 
tengl jaml ngok6 hai6 jatL go3 hou2 jaul haan4 ge3 ^ay to maJce you feel 
rG31 -
iisten music be one CL very unhurried PRT way to make you feei 
rest 
(Listening to music is a very unhurried way to make you feei rested.) 
Adjective ^"~"^~~fff"~~sensitive ^ ^ g ~ ~ 
man6 dil gam3 sensitive ge3 man6 tai4 
ask some so sensitive PRT question 
(to ask so sensitive questions. 
Adverb Next day Wl ^ ~ 
Next day jap6 dou3 lai4 
next day in arrive come 
( had come in the next day.) 
Preposition~~^ ^ ® from B ^ 
ming4 pai4 fo3 from jat6 bun2 
famous brand product from Japan 
(Products of a famous brand from Japan.) 
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. / 
Phrase(Adj, | g at least 1 15 
Adv' prep.) janl wai6 at least doul tengl dou2 
because at least still listen able 
(Because [we] are able to hear at least.) 
Conjunction … a n d then~~^ S fig S 
...and then lai4 ngo5 nil dou6 
...and then come my here place 
(...and then come to my place.) 
4.6 Code switching ——intersentential mix (CS) 
These items consist of a sentence or sentences. 
According to the definition we adopted in Chapter two, 
linguists generally called this type code switching. By 
following Fasold (1984) 's explanation, “if one clause has 
the grammatical structure of one language and the next is 
constructed according to the grammar of another, a switch 
has occurred." (P.182) 
(14) 3: 
soeng2 waan2 nil go3 j au4 hei3 daa2 j i2 saml ng5 ng5 catl catl ling4 
Want play this CL game call 2 3 5 5 7 7 0 
(If you want to play this game, please call 2355770,) 
S: i 'i J try my best to make J t o.asy today. 
Example (14) is an example of code switching taken 
from the data. The speaker finished the first sentence 
in Cantonese. Suddenly she switches to an English 
sentence. Code switching as well as the various above-
mentioned types of niixing may have certain rhetorical 
effects in their production.. We will come to the 
conversational function and rhetorical effects of the 
mixed code in the next chapter. 
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5. The Conversational function of the mixed 
code: An ethnographic approach 
Looking at the literature, research done on code 
switching and code-mixing has developed from 
observational description (Kwok & Chan, 1972) to more 
theoretical analyses (Leung 1987, So 1988, Chan 1992, and 
Gibbons 1987). Leung (1987) and Chan (1992) have 
presented the syntactic constraints which they suggested 
govern the occurrence of intrasentential code-mixing. 
All of the researchers have given valuable insights to 
the topic. 
As we may see and as has been suggested by the above-
mentioned syntactic analysis, it was believed that 
syntactic constraints were a necessary condition for 
code-mixing or code switching to occur. That is to say 
in the absence of those constraints, it is not possible 
for code-mixing to occur. However, those constraints are 
not a sufficient condition for code—mixing and code 
switching to occur. It is not the case that code-mixing 
and code switching must occur when those constraints are 
present. 
When we look at the section on the discussion of 
English items appearing in the wrong place" in the 
previous chapter, we find that the syntactic constraints 
can no longer be considered even a necessary condition. 
In examples (10, 11, and lla), we can still find English 
items occurring in a Cantonese context and their 
occurrence violates some of the constraints (especially, 
the free morpheme constraint). They occur because the 
speakers want to create certain rhetorical effects. 
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(10) Good morning 
zou2 good morning san4 
early good morning morning 
(11) File ling 
gan2 
ASP 
When looking at code choice especially for rhetorical 
effects, it is quite difficult to infer the reason for 
choosing particular code by analyzing just one sentence. 
As a result as Gibbon (1987) says "much of the work in 
code choice and code-mixing has been undertaken in the 
ethnographic traditioru" (P.76) Ethnographic studies of 
code-mixing and code switching can be found in the work 
of researchers of ethnography of speaking (like Hymes 
1962, 1972, Gumperz 1982) . They use an ethnographic 
approach of recording massive amounts of data of genuine 
speech, and then detecting patterns using evidence from 
the data and the native speakers‘ intuition. 
Researchers‘ will use their background knowledge of the 
local culture to generate social and non-referential 
meaning of the mixed code. 
Let's look at example (11). Even though "File||ling" 
violates the Free-morpheme constraint (Poplack 1980, 
Leung 1987) and the Bound morpheme constraint (Chan 1992), 
it exists in a few utterances in the data. The reason 
why it is so is unknown unless we look at the discourse 
and the whole situation. 
This chapter will use the methodology of 
ethnographical observation, which is discussed in Chapter 
3. By using the evidence internal to the data and the 
native speakers‘ intuition, discourse analysis is adopted 
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to analyze the conversational function of code switching 
and code mixing (Gumperz 1982, Marasigan 1983, Gibbons 
1987). Conversations on the radio will be extracted for 
analysis and used as illustrations of conversational 
functions. A comparison will be drawn with the previous 
work in order to show that switching serves a similar 
function in different settings. 
The examples presented in this chapter will include 
different types of English items which we have discussed 
in Chapter 4. Before we proceed, it is necessary to 
introduce Blom & Gmnperz (1972)‘s distinction between 
"situational switching" and "metaphorical switching". 
In "situational switching" each point of switching 
corresponds to a change in the situation, with no topic 
change. Blom & Gumperz (1972) write "the notion of 
situational switching assumes a direct relationship 
between language and the social situation.“ (P.424) On 
the other hand, in "metaphorical switching", switching 
occurs because of a change of topic. Blom & Gumperz 
(1972) write "the language switch here relates to 
particular kinds of topics or subject matters rather than 
to change in social situation." (P.425) 
5.1 Quotation (Gumperz 1982, Marasigan 1983, Gibbons 
1987) 
One function served by the mixed code is to quote 
directly or indirectly. A quotation serves as a proof 
that the speakers are saying the truth and are presenting 
the idea closer to its original form. 
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(15) <The speaker presented a weather report in 
English and made some comment. She then asked her 
colleagues:> 
S : if the weather report is so humid, 
ngo5 waa5 
I say 
S: how could the flre danger warning be red? 
From the example, the speaker switches code because 
she wants to preserve the originality of the message. 
The speaker wants to comment on the weather report so she 
repeats this sentence in its original form. The weather 
report was announced in English before the speaker made 
such a comment. So she keeps the content of the weather 
report in English in order to keep the originality of the 
message. 
5*2 Addressee specification and Topic change 
(Gumperz 1982, Marasigan 1983) 
In the second example, the switch is used to direct 
the message to one of several possible addressees. The 
switching conveys certain social meanings and role 
relationships. 
In the collected data, there is an interesting 
example to illustrate this function. The way news 
headline is reported in one of the Channels is different 
from that in other Channels. 
A shortened version is quoted for illustration, For 
the complete version please refer to Appendix 3. The 
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English translation of the Cantonese sentences is given 
in parenthesis. 
(16) S1: It's five thirty. Thls is the FM Select News 
headlines. 
S1: A cease-fire was announced a short time ago by 
Pro-British Protestant Military six weeks after the Irish 
Republican Army declared its truce. The Combined 
Loyalist Military Command announced a statement that it 
wlll universally cease all operational hostilities from 
ml d-nlght tonight. 
1 
S2: Wai6 zo2 hing3 zukl ging2 dui6 sing4 lap6 j atlO 
baak3 ng5 sap6 zaul nin4. Ging2 dui6 ming4 j at6 nel 
geoi2 hang4 ci4 sin6 bo6 hang4 cau4 fun2 wut6 dung6 ge3. 
Sail gung3 baklO taam4 cungl hei2 bo6 jyu6 gai3 hai2 ng5 
jat6 noi6 a3 haang4 jeon4 nel bun2 gong2 zui3 dol tiu4 
zui3 keil kuil ge3 lo6 ching4. Jung2 coeng4 dou6 zau6 
daat6 jatl baak3 ng5 sap6 gungl lei5 ge3. Ju6 gai3 gaml 
ci3 ge3 bo6 hang4 wut6 dung6 ho2 ji5 wai6 dol gaanl ci4 
sin6 geil kau3 cau4 dakl ciul gwo3 jatl baak3 maan6 ge3. 
(For celebrating the 150th Anniversary of lhe Royal Hong Kong Police Force, the Royal 
Hong Kong Police Force will hold a charity walking activity tomorrow. The starting point is 
Sai Kung ‘‘Bak Tam Chung . They expect the participants to complete lhe most difficult 
routes in Hong Kong in five days. The total length of the routes will be 150 KM. This charity 
activity is expected to raise over one million Hong Kong dollars for some local charrty 
institutions.) 
S1: Anyway a passenger plane carrying sixty-six 
people to Tehran crashed in a mountain ln Central Iran 
with all aboard now believed to he dead. The Dutch made 
Forker F28 disappeared several hours ago around the 
Carcras Mountains about Thirty-five minutes after take 
off. 
In the News Headline, the local news (Hong Kong News) 
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is reported in pure Cantonese, while the world news is 
announced in English. World news goes just after local 
news and local news goes right after world news in the 
same news broadcast. There may be a specific purpose in 
doing so. Analysis and discussion will be provided in 
this section. To verify that the news broadcast is not 
an ad hoc practice of the Channel, two days inspection 
has been done to ensure the regularity of the switching. 
The result shows the bilingual news broadcast with code 
switching is a regular practice on that channel, since 
the other two days showed the same pattern. 
The news broadcast in the data is a good example of 
metaphorical code switching (Hudson 1980, Wardhaugh 1992), 
which means "a change of topic requires a change in the 
language used. . . ." "The interesting point here is that 
some topic may be discussed in either code, but the 
choice of code adds a distinct flavor to what is said 
about the topic. The code encodes certain social 
values." (Wardhaugh 1992: P.106) 
The news broadcast data show that the local news is 
announced by using Cantonese, a language of solidarity 
(Cheung 1984), whereas the world news is reported by 
using English, a language of power (Cheung 1984) , an 
international language. 
Two possible explanations can be made for the 
phenomenon. The two explanations may be complementary in 
nature. 
1. The listeners are bilinguals who have a good mastery 
of the two languages. The change of code indicates the 
change of topics and to make a we—they distinction 
(Wardhaugh 1986). Cantonese expresses a we-type 
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solidarity among participants and thus is suitable for 
in-group communication. Thus when talking about local 
news, Cantonese is used. English is tiiey_oriented/ it is 
more appropriate to out-group and more formal situations, 
particularly those of an impersonal nature. Local news 
is more personal, more directly related to the daily life 
of Hong Kong people, thus it is expressed in Cantonese, 
which is used for in-group communicatiorL among Hong Kong 
people. On the other hand, since world news is more 
impersonal, less related to the daily activities, then it 
is expressed in an international language, English. 
2. There may be listeners who are not bilinguals and 
cannot understand both of the two codes. There may be 
English Monolinguals and Cantonese Monolinguals who 
listen to the Channel. In this case, English 
Monolinguals listening to this channel are denied access 
to the local news. They are excluded from being Hong 
Kong people by the switching of the code in this Channel. 
Cantonese really exercises its strength as a language of 
solidarity. On the other hand, Cantonese Monolinguals 
listening to this channel are denied access to the world 
news. Only those who are bilingual or educated can be 
able to know the news outside Hong Kong. In this case, 
Cantonese Monolingual are regarded as Hong Kong people 
but they are not treated in the same way as the 
bilinguals are. 
This may reflect a social distinction among the 
bilingual people , the English monolinguals and the 
Cantonese monolinguals in Hong Kong. The finding here 
agrees with Cheung (1984), "Cantonese-English mixed code 
is available to Chinese bilinguals who also happen to be 
in the same social class that has a value system which is 
neither totally Western nor entirely Chinese." (Cheung 
1984:P.280) 
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This set of news broadcast data is also similar to 
Marasign's (1983) data. In her study, Filipino students 
use Filipino when talking to an intimate and switch to 
English when talking to a non-intimate. She states that 
"the switcti serves to direct the message to a specific 
person. This type of switching recognizes not only the 
interacting members of the speech events but it also 
recognizes that their language behaviour may be more than 
merely a matter of individual preference or facility, but 
also a matter of role relations.” Marasigan 1983: P.76) 
As discussed above, the case in the data is quite 
sindlar to what she has reported. The data represent an 
example of addressee specification. The they code 
(English) is used for non—intimates and the 'Ve" code 
(Tagalog in Marasigan 1983, Cantonese in Hong Kong) is 
used for intimates. 
The code switching used in the discourse can be seen 
as a pragmatic phenomenon (Gumperz 1982). “In all cases 
speakers associate one of the two alternative expressions 
with the casualness or intimacy of home or peer group 
relations and the other with the formality of public or 
out-group relations. The ultimate semantic effect of the 
message, however, derives from a complex interpretive 
process in which the code j uxtaposition is in turn 
evaluated in relation to the propositional content of 
component sentences and to speakers' background knowledge, 
social presuppositions and contextual constraints." 
(Gumperz 1982: P.84). 
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5.3 Interjection (Gumperz 1982, Marasigan 1983) 
In the third case, code switching serves to mark an 
interjection or sentence filter. English words for 
interjections, like "well", "Okay", "Yeah" can be easily 
found. 
(17) S1 : 
nei5 hou2 
you good 




(How do you do?) 
(18) Okay, 
Okay, si4gaan3 hai6 luk6 dim2 
time be six point 
(Okay, it is six o*clock.) 
In example (17), switching is used for greeting 
purposes and it is used for marking a change of topic in 
example (18). 
5.4 Reiteration (Gumperz 1982) , Repetition (Marasigan 
1983) Emphasis & Clarification (Gibbons 1987) 
There are many cases in which a message is repeated 
in another code to emphasize the importance of certain 
messages (examples 19 and 20 , or to clarify what is said 
(examples 21-24), or to make jokes. 
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( 1 9 ) 3 : 
qarnl ] atb 1. inl hei3 daai6 zi3 doul hai6 daaifci rnou6 
Today weather about_ s t i 1J be big mlst 
(It is foggy today,) 
3 : 
j in6sin4 Linl rnan4 toi4 iukbdakl hei3 wanl j i6 sap6 saaml dou6 
Now Weather Obaervationary ceco rd ai r teraperature tv.^ enty three degree 
*> 
(the Royal HK observationary recorded that the air temperature is 23 now.) 
S: It 's a foggy Thursday morning wlth a 
current temperature of twenty three degree, 
(20) <Two speakers are talking in a nuisic show) 
5 1 
nei5 gei2 dol nin4 kapl aa3 
you how many year PRT 
(Which form are you studying in?) 
52 : Form seven 
.S1 : Form seven, 
zungl catl hok6sangl lai4 gaa3 
Form seven student be PRT 
(Form seven, a form seven student!) 
In examples (19), & (20), the repetition in another 
code emphasizes the importance of the message to the 
public. An important message is, in this sense, a 
certain message that the speaker believes everyone wants 
to know or he/she believes everyone should know. 
Examples (19) contains information that everyone want to 
know no matter whether they are English—speaking or 
Cantonese-speaking. In example (20), the repetition in 
Cantonese emphases that "he is really a form seven 
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student". 
In the next four examples, repetition is used to 
clarify what is said. 
(21) <Two speakers talk about movie stars) 
5 1 
tongl hon3 sil 
(Tom Hanks) 
52 : Tom Hanks . 
(22) <Two speakers talk about a movie) 
5 1 ? 
mung4taai3 kei4 mel je5 lai4 
Montage what be 
(What is Montage?) 
52 : Montage. 
In example (21), a western movie star is introduced. 
The Cantonese translation is used by Speaker one, Speaker 
two repeats the information by using the original English 
name of the person because the English version is more 
commonly used among Hong Kong people. The name in 
example (22) is a western name which is also a technical 
term used in film production. People may not know what 
the speaker is talking about if the Cantonese translation 
is used, so the concept is repeated in English. In these 
two cases English is used to clarify certain terms or 
names that originated outside Chinese community. 
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(23) | organize, 
hou2 dol je5 hai6 koei5 organize onl pai4 
many thing be he organize organize 
(Many things are organized by him.) 
(24) lay off, 
zikl hai6 caau2 jau5 ju2 
that be fly cuttle fish(lit. lay off) 
(Lay off, that is lay off . 
In example (23) & (24) , mixing occur because it is 
necessary to clarify what is said. Terms in examples (23) 
and (24) are also not widely recognized by the people, or 
the speaker thinks that they need to be clarified thus 
these terms are repeated in Cantonese. In these two cases 
Cantonese terms are used to clarify English terms. 
5.5 Personification and objectivization (Gimiperz 1982, 
Marasigan 1983) 
The functions of personification and objectivization 
relates to the degree of speakers involvement in or 
distance from the message or the addressee, to whether 
the message is the speaker ^ s own opinion, or to whether 
it is related to a general fact. 
(25) <In a phone-in game show, an audience menJDer had 
won a ticket to a movie, and the DJ said to the 
member.> 
S: 
nei5 ho2 ji5 tung4 ngo5dei6 jatl cai4 tai2 sau2 jing2 
you can with us together see movie primiere 
(You can see a movie primere together with us,...) 
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S Apri1 Seventh. You get there before eight P.M. Okay 
go3j at6 kei4 jau5 hai6 ...• 
CL date be 
(The date is April Seventh. You get there before eight P.M. Okay.)) 
In example (26), the speaker uses the "we" code in the 
beginning. However, when she talks about some 
instructions, she switches to a “they” code to give her 
statement more authority and to show that this is not her 
opinion. 
5. 6 Concluding Remarks 
From the above analysis, it is shown that the mixed 
code in the data serves certain communicative functions 
(Gumperz 1982) . Switching from one code to another 
brings about certain rhetorical effects. English items 
occurring in the data are not mixed into Cantonese 
conversations on an ad hoc basis. Nor are they mixed 
just for filling in the lexical gap or the lack of 
Cantonese terms for naming things or ideas. The 
functions (Quotation, Emphasis, Clarification, etc.) 
served by the mixed code found on the radio resemble 
those shown in Gibbons (1987) . This indicates that 
switching serves roughly similar functions in the 
education and mass media settings. 
Apart from the functions we have discussed, CM and CS 
have some other important functions. Code switching can 
be used for conveying some soical message, negotiating 
social identity and signifiying changes in topics and 
participants. Cheng & Bulter (1989) suggested that 
code-switching reflects how the participants see their 
relative social roles and the topic of discussion'' 
(P.295). They also suggested some functions of the mixed 
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code. According to them the mixed code is used to 
convey confidentiality, anger or annoyance, to change 
the speaker ^ s role, to elevate one's status, authority 
and expertise, to quality a message, to quote someone, 
etc" (Cheng & Bulter 1989 : P.298)• Pakir (1989) 
examined the mixed code in Baba Malay. She stated that 
''patterns of code selection among linguistic alternants 
are explained in terms of negotiating a collective social 
identity and of accommodating to fellow speakers" (P. 
379) . The mixed code is used for reiteration purposes. 
The switch from English to Hakkien is used to explain 
concepts which involve a recurrent Chinese belief and 
practice". Tay (1989) and Bokamba (1989) agreed that CM 
and CS were viewed as communicative strategies. Tay 
(1989) suggested code switching of university graduates 
in Singapore is used to establish solidarity and rapport 
in multilingual discourse" {P.407). She continued to 
say "group identity and solidarity can be marked by the 
use of the relevant dislect if the participants share the 
same code... members of the same group not only use a 
common core vocabulary but a common core grammatical and 
phonological system" (Tay 1989 : P.413) Similarly 
Bokamba (1989) suggested that the use of the mixed code 
"depend[s] on the interlocutors involved, the topic of 
conversation, the norms of interaction, and the intent of 
the discussion." (Bokamba 1989 : P.287) 
If the radio broadcast keeps on using more and more 
mixed code and if the public is influenced by it, the 
social boundary, defined by social and education status 
as suggested by Cheung (1984), will have to be redefined 
since the majority of the population may have exposure to 
the mixed code. Cheung (1984) previously suggested that 
code-mixing and code switching marks the middle-class 
identity. 
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"Language has been used to unite and to divide people. 
While English in Hong Kong divides people into those 
who know the language (the middle class) and those 
who don't (the working class), Cantonese unites the 
general public and mixed-code the middle class., 
Cheung (1984: P.281) 
It is possible that the boundary at the present time 
is not marked by the use and non-use of code~mixing and 
code switching in conversations, but by more complex 
systematic variations in the use of code-mixing and code 
switching, such as certain phonological features or 
syntactic features. 
An additional speculative claim can be made. If more 
and more people; no matter bilingual or not, educated or 
not; mix English in their Cantonese conversation, the 
educated bilingual will insist on keeping a near English 
pronunciation of the English item in Cantonese context 
provided that they want to maintain their separate social 
and educational status. 
5.7 Limitation of the Analysis 
This analysis which adopts an ethnographic-
sociolinguistic approach and discourse analysis has 
important implications for understanding interpersonal 
communication. Gumperz (1982) states "the view that code 
switching is a discourse phenomenon in which speakers 
rely on juxtaposition of grammatically distinct 
subsystems to generate conversational inferences has 
important implications for our understanding of how 
verbal signs function in human interaction and for our 
understanding of the role of speech variation in human 
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society., (Gumperz 1982 : P.97) 
However, Gibbons (1987) argues that problems may 
arise with the data analysis process. Since the 
ethnography of communication is a relatively newly 
developed field of study (started by Dell Hymes in 1962), 
researchers vary in methodology and theory-construction. 
Categorization may vary in different studies. 
Furthermore, traditional ethnographic data analysis 
provides no quantitative results which statistically 
relate linguistic and social elements, which most 
sociolinguists are interested iru 
Although there are some criticisms on the 
ethnographic approach, ethnographic studies are still 
useful and important in the field of linguistics. Fasold 
(1990) said that [T]the ethnography of communication 
would fill the gap by adding another subject (speaking or 
communication) to the arLthropologist‘s list of possible 
topics for ethnographic description, and expand 
linguistics so that the study of the abstract structure 
of syntax, phonology, and semantics would be only one 
component of linguistics." (Fasold 1990:P.40) To add to 
and complement the ethnographic analysis presented here, 
the next chapter will provide a statistical analysis to 
test for relationships between linguistic and social 
elements. 
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6. Statistical Results 
This chapter consists of two major parts. The first 
part presents the findings using descriptive statistical 
tools, such as frequency, means and crosstabulation. In 
the second part, inferential statistical tools like chi-
square will be used to see whether or not there are 
dependency relationships between the linguistic factors, 
that is the use of the mixed items, and the 
extralinguistic variables, such as the type of programme, 
Channel, etc. 
6.1 Frequency of occurrence - Description statistics 
In this section, frequency count and means 
calculation will be used to analyze the data. The 
frequency of occurrence of different categories of 
English items discussed in Chapter 4 will be shown in 
table form. Two different ways of counting, word count 
and item count, are used. For word count, we count the 
number of English words appearing in the data. For item 
count, we count the occurrence of particular items that 
appear in the data. Repetition of the item is excluded 
in item count but included in word count. For example, 
in (6), 
(6) Puppy love 
(just like puppy love) 
"Puppy love" will be counted as two English words in 
word count, but as one item in item count. The reason 
for the two ways of counting simply because it is 
essential to know the actual number of English words that 
appear in the data; and to know whether the occurrences 
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are long or short phrases and whether repetition of 
particular items occur or do not occur in the data. 
6,1.1 The database 
Table 11. Frequency (word) count on the use of different 
types of English items in Cantonese conversation in the 
data 
fN EAL ENO""" EWP~~pTO | ^ Total 
Total no. of~~1331 496 ^ Ib 5^8 ^ 3272~~ 
words 
Average~~n^~~24.65 9.19 5.17 0.47 9.78 11.35 60.59 
per 
programme. 
Percentage 40.68%~~15.16%~~8.53%~~0.7 6%~~16.14% ~~18.73%~~100%~ 
of the Total 




Number of programme 54 
Fig. 2 Percentage of occurrence of the six categories 
(word count, rank order) 
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In Table 11 and Fig. 2, the first row shows that 
total number of English words mixed in Cantonese that 
occur in the data, while the second row shows that 
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average number of English words occurring in each 
programme. The third row shows the percentage of the 
ttal and the fourth row shows the rank order of the items. 
We can see that the frequency of Names (N) has the 
highest rate of occurrence among the different types of 
items. Code switching {CS) and "voluntary" mixing (VM) 
follow. English Alphabetical Letters {EAL) also have a 
high occurrence. This resembles the findings of Leung 
(1987) & Lai (1989) which show that proper nouns are one 
of the most conunon mixed items. 
Table 12. Frequency (item) count on the use of different 
types of English items in Cantonese conversation in the 
data 
|~N EAL ENO EWP~~\~m | ^ Total 
Total no. of~~3^ 92 l02 7 TTE ^ ^ 
words 
Average~~Ko^~~67^ ITv 1.89 0.13 5.09 1.11 16.5~~ 
per 
programme. 
Percentage 39.84%~"10.33%~~11.45% 0.79%~~30.86%~~6.73%~~100%~~ 
of the Total 




Number of programme = 54 
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Fig.3 Percentage of occurrence of the six categories 
(item count, rank order) 
% of occurrence 
40.00%|^fl^^B| __ _ 
30.00¾ = : • ¢ ^ ^ 
20.00% ^ ¾ | ^ H ^ ^ ^ 
10.00% J ^ ; B ^ M r ^ i l " ^ i r^^Wj 
Q QQ% _i<^ iy;|^ s=JWBt^ c;;=JH|Btiij^ =smt;;:;ii;iJI^ Bii=assaJ^ ^^ ^^ S^I^ ^ 
‘ N VM ENO EAL CS EWP 
Table 12 and Fig. 3 show the result by item count, 
the result is very similar to that shown in Table 1. The 
occurrence of Names (N) is still the highest, but the 
average number of occurrence per programme has dropped. 
This indicates that there are lots of repetition of Names. 
However, the occurrence of "Voluntary" mix (VM) is higher 
than code switching (CS) . It is not difficult to 
understand that the occurrence of code switching in item 
count has dropped drastically. It is because code 
switching consists of longer items. The frequency of 
English Alphabetical Letters (EAL) has also dropped 
because of a large number of repetitions. 
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Table 13. Freauencv count on the use of Enalish words in 
different radio Channels 
C h a n n e l s ~ ~ TOtai ™ ^ Perc^ntag$ Rank"^ j Avoxage , Totai Percentage Rank Average 
no, of - - , > Orclor of no. of Order no. of 
EtigU^  ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ v^ rds per English items per 
• yfOMs ‘ ‘ '-' -, : ,' " ", - , . “ : ', “ , progcaJttR® items programme 
~K 194 5.93%~^~6 21.56 64 7.18% 6 7.11 ~ " 
/ ; /':::: ; : , ‘ , ‘ ‘ ':::::' ’:::' ‘':':“ ( 9 ) 
> > ( * ‘ f * 
-¾ B12 24-82% ] 90.2 ^ 30.19%““1 29.89 
, >•, > > , , “> * . / > / > ^v o^ , V , ,/• > ’ : ‘ > ‘ <: 
i> f ^ ^ V ‘ - ‘ ‘ ‘ > > ‘ , ‘ >o ‘ ‘ y / f ^ \ 1 yf I > “ ^^  ^  ^  , “ y ) 
9 A , Y V \ 
~c :2^5¾ ;a.;71%;:;: 5 '-. :;JX.67;'^ 7.97% 5 7.89““ 
, , ^|^^ ^|1^,| :_ ;y:=^i:[:-,^f^:gi+i!,i|g^,s—_^  [ ^ :: ;3 !^^  ^ ,_: ^ ^ ^^  -^^ ^ ^  ! :;^;^; (^ )^ 
"5 .4MC;- ''t^.2m^ A r “ ):,4a;.,22;-: 131 14.7% 4 14.56 
> ^ ) <. , ^ , > V > , 
7 >>^ V > > y V y V V ^ y > > / “ V < ( V y > / > . ^ ^ 
f # % 5^  >/> , ' / •>''' > - ‘ ‘ ‘ , , , ' ' ' ' '> / ' / 1 1 \ 
C ^7 f ^ V , V ‘ ^ ^ , ^^  j 
> 
^ 468 't4^ 3D%^ '' '3/, v^  i;S2'/:-- '• 138 15.49%““3 15.33 
;: !^ ::^  :; 1^ : |^::|:? ::-^gj^i,;:: :^  [^  ,31^1|:|:: |1^^_: ,|^  ;€5 ,(Pi:)^i^::|^j::^::i:....^i^g j^ p >p^^p|^^^:^^: 1^:Y^''^^|ii^|i^p^^p 
i >rf^ * y > < > > / ^ ^ % 
( V y j / > V " < V V 9 r ^ ^ 1 
T 1D79 32.9B%- 1 ‘ ‘ _119.9^“2lS 24 .47%““2 24.22 
• ^ ^ ) ’ ''''” ,•‘ ' 11 .'•'' ‘ -'''•• ‘ ‘ '“ ’ f ‘‘ ‘ ( ^ ^ ) 
Total 3272 100% ^ ~ - “- -;'r, - 891 100% 
> ^ > ‘ 
. ^ '2*/|^' 'A V '' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ '- ‘ *''' '> s , > \'<^1 ‘ z / ''' 1:: -• > \ ">~ 1' / C2_ /] \ 
£ « ^ d ^ ^ A y> ^y ^y -.^ x x y > > * " “^ f 1 
V ^ >V< *TJt , ,^/ ‘ vx ‘ y V V Y y ^^^yy > , z" /r z \ """^ / 
^^',,- "/, ‘‘ • ,,, - >:" : >" ',?"' ‘ ‘ ‘ *• >, ' • ‘‘‘ ' : 
The above table shows the occurrence of the aggregate 
amount of the mixed items occurring in different channels. 
The numbers inside the parenthesis indicate the number of 
programmes recorded. We may find that different channels 
have different shares of the total percentage by 
comparing the percentages of different channels. Channel 
F has the largest percentage share (32.98%) while Channel 
A has the smallest percentage share (5.93%) in the word 
count. In the item count, Channel B has the greatest 
share (28%) while channel A has the smallest (8.7%) • 
Channel F has become the second highest (23.2% • The 
drop is because there is a large amount of sentence mix 
in the Channel (for further discussion please refer to 
the part on tests on independency relationship) . The 
difference may be because each channel has its own 
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official policies towards the use of English items in 
Cantonese conversation and also because they have 
different target audiences. In Table 3, people in 
Channel A and C tend to avoid using too much mixed code. 
However, programmes in Channel F and B face less 
restriction on the use of the mixed code. 
There is no doubt that the regulation of the channels 
may have an effect on the use of the mixed code. However, 
other factors such as time, DJs gender, and the type of 
the programme, etc. may also affect the use. We will 
have a closer look at these factors in the next section. 
Inferential statistical test will be used to test their 
dependency relationships to the use of different types of 
the mixed items. 
6.1.2 ''Voluntary" mixing (VM) 
In Chapter 4, we have discussed we can group the 
items of "voluntary" mixing into various syntactic 
categories. The following table shows the frequency of 
occurrence of items of different categories. 
Table 14. Frequency count on the use of VM of different 
syntactic categories (item count) 
Syntactic Number of Percentage 
categories English itemsof Total VM 
mixed in 
Cantonese 
Single noun r72 63.47% 
auxiliary 0 0% 
Verb l0 14.76% 
Independent 2 0.738% 
clause 
Adjective 40 14.76% 
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Adverb 2 0.738% 
Preposition 2 0.738% 
Phrase l0 3.69% 
(prep., adj, 
adv, inf.) 
Conjunction 1 0.369% 
Fillers 1 0.369% 
Interjection 1 0.369% 
Total W i 100% 
The result shows that the occurrence of single noun 
mixing is the highest in the data. This confirms Poplack 
(1980), Lai (1989), Reynolds (1985) and Chan's (1992) 
findings which suggest single noun mixing occurs the most 
frequently in code-mixing situations. 
In our data, we found that open class words^% such as 
nouns, verbs and adjectives are high in percentage of 
occurrence. However, adverbs independent clauses and 
close class words^^, such as conjunctions, prepositions, 
fillers and interj ections are relatively low in 
percentage of occurrence. 
6.2 Testing for Independence 
In the studies of language choice, attempts are often 
made to correlate physical and social context with choice 
between different languages. Fishman (1971 :P 583) says, 
"habitual language choice in multilingual speech 
communities or speech networks is far from being a 
“ S o m e linguists relate open class words to content words, including 
nouns, adjectives, adverbs, etc. 
15 Some linguists relate close class words to function words, 
including prepositions, auxiliary verbs, and quantifiers, etc. 
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random matter of momentary inclination, even under 
those circumstance when it could very well function 
as such from a purely probabilistic point of view •••, 
'Proper' usage dictates that only one of the 
theoretically co-available language or varieties will 
be chosen by particular classes of interlocutors, on 
particular kinds of occasions to discuss particular 
kinds of topics." 
Researchers following this approach often pose 
questions to ask who speaks what language to whom, where 
and when. 
6.2.1 The sample 
The data collection process has been discussed in the 
methodology section. In the data there are 54 radio 
programmes recorded. Channels of transmission, types of 
the programmes (musical, game and talk show) , time of 
transmission, gender of the DJs, age of the target 
audience and addressee participation are the 
extralinguistic variables that were coded. 
The linguistic variables include the use of some of 
those mixed items we have discussed in Chapter 4, that is 
"voluntary" mix, and sentence mix (code switching)• 
6.2.2 Statistical Tools 
Crosstabulation and chi-square tests are used in this 
section. Chi-square (X^ ) is used to test the null 
hypothesis, that is to test whether the two sets of 
variables are independent or not. 
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6,2.3 "VbIuntary^ ' m±x±ng and code switching-
Intrasentential code-mixing and intersentential code 
switching are two phenomena commonly found in the data. 
In this section, we use crosstabulation and chi-square 
tests to test whether setting, i.e. the radio channel, 
time; genre, i.e. the type of the programme; topic and 
participants relates to the use of code-mixing and code 
switching. 
6.2.3a "Voiuntary^^ mixing 
Only three programmes out of 54 do not use code-
mixing in our data. The use of code-mixing is strikingly 
high regardless of setting, topic, and participants in 
our data. 
6.2.3b Code switching 
38 out of 54 programmes do not code-switch while 16 
programmes do. The setting, topic, and participants may 
affect the code switching?^ 
a. Setting 
al. Radio Channel 
Channel reflects the producers \ or the DJs' 
encouragement and avoidance of using English items in 
Cantonese conversation in the programme. It is sensible 
to make a hypothesis that Channels may relate to the use 
of mixed code. 
6 Due to the small number of N (=54), .l level of significant is 
chosen. As Isaac & Michael (1971) suggest, there is a search for 
all promising leads and no genuine prospect can be overlooked, a 
liberal level of significant is selected, avoiding the Type 11 
error." (P.185) 
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K e y : Frequencies over 50% and frequencies showing the majority are shaded. 
No Use Use 
Channel A & B Tb “ “ 3 18 
'83,33% 16.67% 
Channel C & D “ 14 ~~~^ 4 18 
:,77.78% 22 .22% 
Channel E & F 9 9 18 
50% 50% 
38 16 54 
Chi-square(2df)=5.5066 (p<0.0637) 
From the above table, in Channel A, B, C & D the 
majority of the progranune do not code—switch which is 
significant at 0 . 1^ ^ . 
When we look at the research done by SRH, Channel 
relates to audiences' age. 
9-29 30-55+ 
Channel C & D ^ 5 H " 1 2 7 5 “ “ ~ 1910 
33.25% “ 66.75% 
Channel A & B 782 ~ “ ‘ ii28 1910 
40.94% - 55.06¾ 
Channel E & F 3 ^ T5T 542 
“66-61% 33.39% 
1778 2584 4362 
Chi-square(2df)=194.6215 (p<0.0000) 
In Channel A, B, C & D the majority (over 50%) of the 
audience are above 30, while in Channel E & F the 
majority (66.61%) of the audience are below 30. When we 
group channel A, B, C & D together the chi-square result 
‘‘Due to the small number of N (=54), 0.1 level of significant is 
chosen. As Isaac & Michael (1971) suggest, ^ 'there is a search for 
all promising leads and no genuine prospect can be overlooked, a 
liberal level of significant is selected, avoiding the Type 11 
error." (P.143) 
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is higher and shows a more significant result. 
No Use Use 
Channel A, B, 29 7 36 
C & D (old 80.56% 19.44% 
audience) “, 
Channel E & F ~^ 9 ~ ~ “ “ 9 18 
(young 50% 50% 
audience) 
38 16 54 
Chi-square(ldf)=4.0078 (p<0.0453) 
The result shows a significant dependency 
relationship (p<0.0453) between channel and code 
switching. The majority (80.56%) of the programmes of 
channels with an older audience (30-55+) do not code— 
switch, while at least half of the programmes or channels 
with younger audiences do have code switching. 
a2, Time 
Time is an important element in sociolinguistic 
studies especially as part of the setting in the study of 
ethnography of speaking. The programmes are grouped into 
three groups according to time: morning programmes, 
afternoon programmes and evening programmes, as discussed 
in the methodology section. The hypothesis that the use 
of the mixed code is related to time is rejected by the 
statistical test. No significant result can be shown. 
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No Use Use 
Evening 15 3 18 
83.33% 16.67% 
Morning 13 5 18 
72.22% 27.78% 
Afternoon fO 8 18 
55.56% 44.44% 
38 16 54 
Chi-square(2df)=3.3750 (p<0.1850) 
Even though the result is not significant we can 
still observe an interesting pattern. Evening programmes 
have the highest percentage (83.33%) of not using Code 
switching, the morning programmes are the second highest 
(72.22%) and the afternoon is the least high (55.56%). 
This may be related to the fact that younger people may 
be listening to the radio mostly in the afternoon after 
school. 
b. Genre 
bl. Tvpe of the programmes {audience participation) 
With reference to whether there are audience members 
participating in the programme, that is whether the 
audience is allowed to call in to discuss certain matters, 
and to play games, etc., the programmes are divided into 
three groups. They are phone-in programmes, fax-in 
programmes and programmes with no audience participation. 
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No Use Use 
Phone-in 25 7 32 
78.13% 21.88% 
Fax-in 3 1 4 
75% 25% 
DJ talk T6 8 18 
55.56% 44.44% 
38 16 54 
Chi-square(2df)-2•8588 (p<0.2395) 
The test shows no significant relationship between 
the two variables. This may be due to the relatively 
small number of fax-in programmes. If we take out the 
fax-in programmes in the analysis. The chi-square may 
show a more significant result. 
No Use Use 
Phone-in ^ 7 32 
78.13% 21.88% 
DJ talk “ l0 8 18 
55.56% 44.44% 
35 15 50 
Chi-square(ldf)=l.8229 (p<0.1770) 
The chi-square still shows a non-significant 
relationship. However, from the table we discover that 
the percentage (78.13%) of phone-in programmes which do 
not code-switch is clearly higher than that (55.56%) of 
DJ talk (no audience participation). The result reflects 
• that code switching is relatively more preferred in DJ to 
DJ talk than in DJ to audience talk. 
G. Topic 
cl. Topic 
The programmes can be divided into 3 types according 
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to the nature. They are music shows, game shows, and 
talk shows. Whether the nature of the programmes affects 
the use of the mixed items is also tested. 
No Use Use 
Game show 26 5 31 
83.87% 16.13% 
Musical show l2 “ 9 21 
57.14% 42.86% 
Talk show 0 2 2 
0% 100% 
38 16 54 
Chi-square(2df)=1.0686 (p<0.5861) 
Since we don't have many talk shows in the data, the 
result is not significant though we can still discove.r a 
clear pattern, that is strikingly high percentage (83.87%) 
of game shows do not code switch. When we take out talk 
shows and do the test again, the chi-square shows a more 
significant result. 
No Use Use 
Game show 26 5 31 
“83.87% 16.13% 
Musical show “^ l2 9 21 
57.14% 42.86% 
38 14 52 
Chi-square(ldf)=3.2888 (p<0.0698) 
Topic relates to code switching with p value <0.0698^^. 
The great majority (83.87%) of the game shows do not code 
switch, while almost half of the musical shows (42.8 6%) 
do code switch. 




From the above tests, we know that code switching 
occurs frequently in DJ to DJ talk. DJs and reporters 
play a very important role in the language use in the 
mass media. This section tests whether the gender of 
these people relates to the use of the mixed code. In 
most previous research into the use of code-mixing and 
code switching in Hong Kong, gender has not played an 
important role. 
No Use Use 
All male DJ Te f 4 20 
80% 20% 
Male & female Te 5 21 
DJ 76.19% 23.81% 
All female DJ 6 7 13 
46.15% 53.85% 
38 16 54 
Chi-square(2df) 4.8870 (p<0.0869) 
The result of the chi-square test for the above table 
shows no significant relationship. However, if we 
collapse the table by grouping all male DJs with Male & 
female DJs, we find a more significant relationship and 
pattern. 
No Use Use 
With the “ “ ~ " 32 9 41 
presence of 78,05% ‘ 21,95% 
male DJ . ‘ 
All female DJ 6 “~^ ~"~""~ 13 
46.15% … 5 3 . 8 5 % 
38 16 54 
Chi-square(ldf)=3.4075 (p<0.0649) 
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The chi-square test of the above table shows a 
significant relationship at p<0.06^' between the gender 
of the DJ and the use of code switching. The result 
shows that with the presence of a male DJ, the majority 
of the programmes (78 .05%) do not code switch. On the 
other hand, without the presence of male DJ, the majority 
(53.85%) of the programmes code_switch. 
6.2. 4 Concluding Remarks 
The variables tested suggest some relationship with 
code switching. A larger sample of progranunes is needed 
before a final determination can be made. Some variables 
related to setting show dependency relationships to the 
use of code switching. Radio channel relates 
significantly to code switching. The majority (80.56%) 
of the channels with an older audience (30-55+) do not 
code-switch, while over half of the programmes from 
channels with young audiences do code-switch. 
The topic also shows a significant relationship with 
code switching. In the test, the great majority (83.87%) 
of the game shows do not code—switch, while almost half 
of the musical shows code-switch. 
Participants are another variable which relates to 
code switching. With the presence of male DJs, the 
majority (78.05%) of the programmes do not code-switch. 
On the other hand, without the presence of male DJs, the 
majority (53.85¾) of the programmes use code switching. 
Other variables like time, and types of programmes do 
not have a significant relationship with code switching. 
” Please refer to note (15). 
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However, these variables show clear patterns. Evening 
programmes have the highest percentage (83.33%) of not 
using code switching. Morning programmes are the second 
highest (72.22¾), while the afternoon programmes are the 
least high (55.56%) . The percentage (55.56%) of 
programmes with no audience participation not using code 
switching is lower than that (78.13%) of phone-in 
programmes. This suggests that Code switching is 
relatively more preferred in DJ to DJ talk. 
6.3 Iiaplicational Patterning 
In this section, the data will be analyzed to see 
whether they are implicationally related or not, and 
whether the wave model (Bailey 1973) can or cannot 
explain the situation. 
In the study of language choice and linguistic 
variation, implicational scales are often used to look at 
the implicational relationship between social domains 
(Gal 1979, Fasold 1984) and linguistic variables (Bailey 
1973). 
An implicational scale (or implicational hierarchy as 
discussed by Hudson 1980) shows a kind of relationship 
between linguistic properties and individuals such that 
the possession of one property entails the possession of 
all the other properties below it in the scale or 
hierarchy. (For detailed discussion please refer to the 
discussion on the implicational analysis in chapter 3) 
In the data taken from the radio, the use of 
particular English items fits in an implicational pattern. 
In the literature. Gal (1979), Fasold (1984) and Bailey 
(1973), the properties concerned might be different rules 
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of grammar, or the same rule applying in different 
environments. The properties in our model concern the 
use of different types of English items mixed in 
Cantonese conversation. In fact the use reflects to some 
extent the degree of deviation from the original 
Cantonese syntactic structure with pattern 2 expressing 
the least difference^^ and pattern 5 having the most 
deviation. 
Table 15, Implicational scales on the use of different 
types of English items in Cantonese conversation in the 
data 




( 2 ) 
~I I I : = i T6 
2 - - - + 3 1 
3 - - + + 13 22 
t^ *"*" *f" Hf*^  "^  >^  j^  3_ 1 
5 + + + + 15 8 
Tot&i Total~" 
=54 =52 
Key: + = use of particular items 
- = n o t use of particular items 
Scalibility2i 
(1) No. of Programmes: 
Implicational Scale with 3 exceptions. 
Scalability value 98.61% 
(2) No. of Programmes: 
Implicational Scale with 7 exceptions. 
Scalability value 96.63¾ 
2Q ‘ 
Pattern 1 is pure Cantonese with no code-mixing and code 
switching. 
^ Those who are interested in the exceptions please refer to 
Appendix 6. 
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This pattern shows that if we can find CS (code 
switching) in a radio programme or in individual speech, 
we may also be able to find the use of code switching, 
English items with no Cantonese equivalent, "voluntary" 
mixing, and English personal names in Cantonese 
conversations. On the other hand, if no English personal 
name is used in the programme/ in individual speech, none 
of the other types of mix can be found. 
The pattern is not difficult to understand. If a 
person or a programme uses syntactically more complex mix, 
CS (code switching) , the simpler mix will also be used. 
If a person accepts using longer trunks of English items 
(code switching) in Cantonese conversation, s/he will use 
shorter trunks of English items. 
The common use of English personal names in Hong Kong 
is mainly because of the influence of western culture. A 
person having an English name is common and using it in 
daily conversation does not imply the use of other types 
of mix. However, if the person does not mix English 
names in Cantonese conversation, he/she is less likely to 
use other types of mix since the not using of English 
name reflects his/her educational level, and/or his/her 
dislike of and/or ignorance of the western culture. 
Concluding Remarks 
The use of different types of the mixed items 
recorded from the radio fall into an implicational 
pattern. Whether the pattern is generalizable in other 
settings needs further investigation. Nevertheless, it 
is time to rethink the sociolinguistic importance of the 
mixed items which have been commonly neglected in the 
past. Take personal names as an example. In the 
questionnaire research of Chapter 4, implicational 
variation in using English names in Cantonese 
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conversation was shown. And in this chapter English 
personal names fit into an implicational scale with other 
types of English items. The result indicates that 
although English personal names have little significance 
in traditional linguistic, especially syntactic, analysis 
of code switching (Leung 1987, Chan 1992), they have 
their importance from a sociolinguistic perspective. The 
results from this chapter have two significant 
implications. First, a speaker must use shared knowledge 
of the addressee, including social-cultural background 
and other extralinguistic knowledge along with linguistic 
knowledge in deciding on the use or non-use of the mixed 
code. Second, the implicational pattern found reflects 
the synchronic variation as well as the diachronic change 
in progress. 
6.4 Wave Mbdel 
In this section, variation theory in sociolinguistics 
used in the study of linguistic change is adopted in 
order to see how well the data fit into the model, and 
whether the model can explain synchronic variation as 
well as the diachronic change of the use of the mixed 
code. 
As discussed before, in Kwok & Chan (1972), Luke & 
Richards (1982) and even Gibbons (1987) 's time code 
mixing and code switching were less common in the mass 
media because at that time a certain degree of formalism 
was maintained. However, as we have seen in the previous 
chapters, more and more use of the mixed code can be 
found nowadays in the media. 
Recently, the wave model has been modified by Charles 
James Bailey (1973) especially for sociolinguistic 
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studies. Figure 4. presents the model graphically. As 
proposed by Bailey, initially there is no change in 
relative time zero. In relative time one, when group one 
starts the change, certain properties can be found in a 
specific (linguistic or social) environment (a) in the 
figure, which marks the group identity of the people. In 
relative time two, group 2 people also change to follow 
members of group 1. Members of group 1 not only continue 
to use the change in environment (a), but also expand to 
environment {b) . As the process continues and if the 
process is not interrupted, finally all the people will 
complete the change. When the change is completed, all 
properties can be detected that is to say everyone uses 
the change in all environments (a, b & c) . Ultimately, 
the change goes from categorical absence to categorical 
presence or vice versa. However, the change may not be 
completed if a certain group(s) is(are) reluctant to 
identify with the others, the group (s) will stay at a 
certain point. Certain external authoritative forces can 
also affect the change. 
Fic[. 4 Bailev,s wave theory of language variation and 
change 
Relative time 0 
a b c Group 
- - - all 
Relative time 1 
a b c Group 
- - - 2,3,4 
+ - - 1 
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Relative time 2 
a b c Group 
— — - 3,4 
+ - - 2 
+ + - 1 
Relative time 3 
a b c Group 
— — — 4 
+ — - 3 
+ + - 2 
+ + + 1 
Relative time 4 
a b c Group 
- - - some 4 left behind 
+ - - 4 
+ + - 3 
+ + + 1, 2 
Relative time 5 
a b c Group 
- - - none 
+ - - some 4 left behind 
+ + - some 3 & some 4 
+ + + 1, 2, 3 
• • • 
As the process continues 
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Time of completion 
a b c Group 
- - none 
+ — — none 
+ + - none 
+ + + none 
+ + + all 
The situation of code-mixing and code switching in 
the media resembles that reflected in the wave model. In 
Kwok & Chan (1972) and Luke & Richards (1982) 's time not 
much discussion on the use of code-mixing in the media 
was given, since very little or no English items appeared 
in Cantonese conversation in the media Now in the data 
presented, the majority of the sample fall in pattern 3 
and 4 in table 15. Over half of the programmes use 
English personal names, “voluntary” mix and English 
letters of the alphabet. This indicates the use of the 
mixed code is spreading out from no programmes using it 
in earlier times to some programmes using it now. Figure 
5. below present the process graphically. However, the 
future situation is still open to investigation. 
Fig. 5 Application of the wave model to the data 
Relative time 0 
Pattern C S E N O V M N "o. of 
SPeakeis 
no. 
1 - - - - All 
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Relative time 1 
Pattern C S E N O V M N "('• ‘“ 
GpoakfjLS 
no. 
1 - - - - a lot 
2 — - - + some 
Relative time 2 
Pattern C S E N O V M N " • )f 
Speakers 
no. 
1 - - - - some 
2 - - - + some 
3 - - + + some 
• • 
As the process continued 
Now 




1 - — - - 1 10 
2 — — — + 3 1 
3 - - + + 13 22 
4 “ - + ‘ + + 22 11 
5 + + + + 15 8 
Total Total 
=54 =52 
Key: + = use of particular items 
- = n o n - u s e of particular items 
The majority of the progranunes fit into pattern 5 
which uses Names, voluntary" niixing, English letters of 
alphabet and English with no Cantonese equivalent. There 
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are a few programmes ahead and still a few behind. 
According to the wave model, in relative time zero, 
probably in Kwok & Chan (1972) s time or in an earlier 
time, no English items occurred in almost all radio 
Channels. In relative time one, English names (N) 
appeared in some of the channels. In relative time two, 
more programmes used English names (N) and ''voluntary^' 
mixing (VM) started to appear in some of the programmes. 
As the process continued, nowadays we may be able to find 
the occurrence of N, and VM, in Cantonese conversation in 
50 (13+22+15) out of 54 radio programmes; and 41 (22+11+8) 
individual speakers out of a total of 52. 
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7. Summary and conclusion 
In the introduction, four objectives are stated. The 
first objective was to examine the language use on radio, 
and to group the English items which are mixed into 
Cantonese conversation in terms of their linguistic 
characteristics. 
The second objective was to use an ethnographic-
sociolinguistic approach developed by Hymes (1962, 1972, 
1974) and Gumperz (1982) to analyse the mixed code in the 
data in order to verify that the mixed code found on the 
radio are not ad hoc, rather they have certain 
communicative functions. 
The third objective was to use some descriptive 
statistical tools to determine which type of English 
items occur the most frequently in Cantonese conversation 
in the .data, and to use some inferential statistical 
tools to compare the use of the mixed code and some 
social factors in our data, to see whether certain social 
factors, such as audience, and the nature of the radio 
programme may affect the code choice. The data was also 
analysed to see whether it fit Bailey‘s (1973) wave model 
of language change. 
The fourth objective was to start setting up a 
database for interested researchers on the topic of code-
niixing and code switching in Hong Kong. 
The objectives stated in the introduction have been 
achieved. The data show that there is now a considerable 
amount of English items appearing in the Chinese channels 
on the radio. This marks the spread of the mixed code 
into the media within ten years time. The English items 
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include English personal names, place names, brand names, 
titles of books, songs & movies, the letters of English 
alphabet for numbering & abbreviation, English items with 
no Cantonese equivalent (new terms), voluntary" mixing 
and intersentential switching. Questionnaire research 
was also done as a supplementary explanation for the 
sociolinguistic importance of the use of English personal 
names in Cantonese conversation. Young people in Hong 
Kong were found not to use English personal names to 
their family members, and they prefer to use English 
names with members of the same age group. This will 
throw some light also on the use of other types of 
English items used in Cantonese context. 
By using the ethnographic approach in Chapter 5, we 
have shown that the mixed code serves certain 
conversational functions found by Gumperz (1982), 
Marasigan (1983) and Gibbons (1987). This indicates that 
the use of English items in Cantonese conversation is not 
just for filling lexical gaps, but it carries a certain 
discourse function if we look at the whole discourse 
rather the sentence alone. The study in this thesis 
shows that, in order to communicate successfully, the 
participants in a conversation require knowledge and 
abilities which go beyond the grammatical competence they 
need to decode short isolated messages. Syntactic 
constraints on code-mixing are inevitably important in 
linguistic analysis, but they alone do not provide us 
with a sufficient condition for the existence of code 
switching, nor is syntactic analysis adequate for a 
general theory of verbal communication. This argument is 
further strengthened in looking at the statistical 
results. 
The chi-square tests show that certain social 
variables have dependency relationships with the use of 
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the mixed items. This matches the result of most 
research on code switching, which states that the use of 
code switching is socially bounded. In our data, radio 
channel relates significantly to intersentential code 
switching. Channels with younger audience members tend 
to switch more. It is found that code switching is 
preferable in DJ to DJ talk and the majority of the game 
shows do not code switch. The gender of DJs also affect 
the code switching. With the presence of male DJs, the 
majority of the programmes do not switch. 
The statistical analysis also shows that different 
types of English mixed items fit into an implicational 
pattern, which is highly predictive of the use of various 
types of items in the data. The implicational pattern 
also indicates the systematic nature of the mixed code. 
It also fits into Bailey's (1973) wave model which 
explains linguistic variation and change. 
This research has several implications. Firstly, the 
research has shown that there is a considerable amount of 
English items mixed in Cantonese conversation in the 
radio. This shows that linguistic change has occurred. 
In the past, very few English items were used in the 
Cantonese medium radio. Language planners and educators 
may be interested in the situation in the mass media, 
since the mass media has a high potential to influence 
the language use of the public. (Hudson 1980) 
Secondly, this research has discovered that people 
systematically vary in the way they use the mixed code. 
They prefer using the mix to different groups of people. 
Age is an important factor in the choice of the mixed 
code. The research in the questionnaire survey shows 
that young people use the mix of English personal names 
with members of the same age group. This is also 
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reflected indirectly in the radio data, where mixed code 
is preferred by Channels that cater to a young audience. 
This indicates that certain social factors are affecting 
code choice. To develop a complete theory of 
communication, the shared knowledge of the participants 
and other social variables have to be taken into account. 
Gumperz (1982) suggests that researchers have to 
integrate “what we know about grammar, culture and 
interactive conventions into a single overall framework 
of concepts and analytical procedures/' (P.4) Recently, 
Scollon & Scollon (1995) stress the point that 
communication works better the more the participants 
share assumptions and knowledge about the world.“ {P.11) 
To achieve this utopian but not chimerical theory of code 
switching and how it is used in interpersonal 
communication, much more work has to be done. 
Definitions revisited ——Code-mixing VS Code switching 
In the previous chapters, we have made a distinction 
between code switching and code-mixing. In the thesis we 
have said that code-mixing is a kind of intrasentential 
switch or mix in which English items are used in 
predominately Cantonese sentences. On the other hand, 
code switching is an intersentential switch. 
However, in reality the distinction is sometimes 
quite difficult to make empirically. Code switching and 
code-mixing are probably best considered as two points in 
a continuum as suggested by Fasold (1984). In following 
example, which is taken from the data, the English items 
that are mixed have a complex structure. 
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(a) m " ^ t:o m.ike you fee/ rest. 
kei4sat.6 t:Gnql:janiliiqok() zanlhai6 jatl qo3 hou2 jaul haan4 qe3 
in fact listen music rea L be one CL very _ceidxed PF<T 
(In fact, listening to music is really an unhurried 
way to make you feel rested.) 
The sentence can be divided into two parts, the first 
part is an embedded Cantonese relative clause while the 
second part follows the English structure. It is partly 
Cantonese and partly English. For practical purposes, 
examples like this (we have only less than five) are 
coded under the heading of "voluntary" mixing. In fact, 
the case is more complicated. In daily life, the length 
of the English item mixed into Cantonese conversation may 
vary. 
Example (a) violates the equivalent constraint"^ 
(proposed by Poplack 1980), the fragment constraint and 
the category equivalent constraint^^ (proposed by Chan 
1992) 
Chinese (Cantonese) is a language that accepts only 
premodifying phrases or clauses. English, on the other 
hand, accepts post modifying phrases or clauses. In our 
example, the head 'Vay" is modified by a premodi fying 
Cantonese adjectival phrase “ ” and also a post 
modifying English infinitival complement "to make you 
feel rest" which is not allowed in Chinese (Cantonese) 
22 Please refer to note 8. 
23 
The fragment constraint states that the longer elements of English 
must be fitted at the same point as the equivalent elements of 
Cantonese (Chan 1992). The category equivalence constraint states 
that an English fragment is distributed in position where a 
Cantonese fragment of the corresponding category is distributed no 
matter what the distribution of the fragraent is in English. In 
code-mixing, an element from the embedded code is distributed in a 
position where an element of the same category from the matrix code 
is distributed in the matrix code. The matrix code is the language 
from which the sentence structure of the code-raixed sentence is 
derived- Such an element ranges from a morpheme to a phrase-“ Chan 
1992: P.57) 
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structure. In this example it may seem that the speaker 
confused the two syntactic structures (Cantonese and 
English) however, is more reasonable to view the head 
'Vay” as a code-mixed item, and to view the infinitival 
complement “to make you feel rest" as a switch. 
This case shows some difficulties in distinguishing 
code-mixing from code switching by classifying solely 
according to the granmiatical property or by classifying 
according to whether the items appear intrasententially 
or intersententially. As suggested by Fasold (1984), 
there is no doubt that the linguistic difference between 
intersentential switching and intrasentential mixing is 
theoretically important in distinguishing the two, but it 
is very often hard to empirically tell what is going on 
in a particular case. 
"This way of distinguishing between language switching 
and mixing may be technically satisfactory, but it seems 
to me that it violates common sense. . . It is perhaps 
better to say that the two phenomena are points on a 
continuum from the sociolinguistic point of view." 
(Fasold 1984 : P.183) 
Thelander (1976) has similar points of view. He 
studied a small Swedish community. He focused on the 
switch between standard Swedish and a local dialect. He 
used variants like, THEY", WERE", N T", and another 
subjective component (s.c.) as the indicator of 
intersentential switch from standard language variety and 
the dialect varieties. People speaking the standard 
variety will use THEY-S(standard)", \ WERE-S N T-S" 
and (s.c.-S). Moreover, people using dialect varieties 
will have variants of THEY-D(dialect)", ARE-D and 
WERE-D". He suggested that in most cases a code-
switching takes place from one clause to the other". 
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V— 
However the distinction is sometimes not satisfactory. 
He found out that there are lots of possible combinations 
of the variants. He observed that in a list of examples 
reducing the cases of code-mixing will mean increasing 
the cases of code switching'"<. (Thelander 1976 : P.111) 
Although there are some grey areas in the distinction 
of code—mixing and code switching, the actual occurrence 
of the unclear examples are relatively small. 
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to point out that there 
are some border-line cases. 
^^  For more discussion please refer to Thelander (1976). 
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8. Limitations and Future research 
As part of the research process, it is the 
researchers' responsibility to tell their readers the 
limitations of the research. The present research has 
not attempted to create a perfect theory on code choice 
and language use in Hong Kong. This study is but a small 
study of the language use in the media. The objective is 
to investigate the use of code switching in one aspect of 
the mass media, radio programmes, to study the 
communicative functions served by the mixed code, to take 
into account the social factors which affect the use of 
the mixed code by statistical tests, to apply 
implicational scaling in predicting the use of the mixed 
code, and to see how well the data fit into Bailey's wave 
theory of language variation and change. The present 
research still has some limitations and much more work 
need to be done. 
Future Research 
Firstly, the data have been collected only on the 
radio and the results are generalizable only in the radio 
setting. However, whether and how much the findings of 
the research can be generalized to other types of mass 
media and other situations is still not certain. Further 
research concentrating on television programmes, movies 
shown, newspapers and magazines, has to be done to 
achieve a complete picture. 
Secondly, the research has provided results 
indicating that certain social variables are related to 
the use of the mixed code; and that the use of different 
types of English items fits in an implicational pattern. 
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However, the question of whether the relationship remains 
in other settings in Hong Kong, such as in, government, 
business and employment where the mixed code occurs still 
need to be investigated by further research. 
Thirdly, as discussed before, since the political and 
socio-economic situation is changing in Hong Kong in this 
decade, the status of English, Cantonese and Mandarin 
will also change accordingly. The language use in Hong 
Kong may be very different in a few years time. It may 
very well be the case that the results of the present 
research may be different from similar research 
undertaken in a later period of time. However, the 
results of the present study provide an interesting point 
for comparison between earlier and later studies. 
Further investigations have to be made in order to have a 
clear picture of the language use in Hong Kong in the 
future. 
It is necessary to make one important remark at this 
point. In analyzing the present recorded data, certain 
Mandarin items, including words, phrases, and clauses, 
can also be found in Cantonese conversation on the radio. 
This constitutes another type of code mixing and code 
switching in Hong Kong. Since the occurrence of this 
type of mix is still limited in number and this thesis 
concerns mainly Cantonese-English mix, the appearance and 
the importance of the occurrence of Mandarin items will 
not be discussed here. However, Mandarin will become 
more and more important in Hong Kong because of the 
changing political and socio-economic situation of the 
region. Cantonese-Mandarin mixing and Mandarin-English 
mixing could also be found in. Hong Kong in the coming 
decade. This will make the language situation of the 
region more complicated and interesting. It is important 
to study this phenomenon in the future. 
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Fourthly, as we have discussed there are difficulties 
in distinguishing code-mixing from code switching in some 
examples and certain syntactic constraints are violated 
in some of our examples. Further research may 
investigate the situation in greater detail, for example, 
by gathering more border-line cases. Much more work has 
to be done on syntactic constraints in code-mixing and 
code switching. 
Finally, the present research focuses on the use of 
the mixed code on the radio. It is claimed that the 
language use in the mass media has a potential to affect 
the language use in the community. As Hudson (1980) 
claims "the effect of the mass media on people's speech 
deserves careful study, but has received virtually n o n e , 
(P.171) The present study is a stepping stone to help 
determine the possible relationships between language in 
the mass media and the language of individuals. Further 
research needs to be done to determine whether it is 
mutual or uni-directional effects that determine the 
relationship between the language in the mass media and 
the language of individuals. 
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Appendix 1 Notes on the History of Hong Kong 
(Information comes from Hong Kong 1995) 
Before 1840 • Hong Kong was a small fishing port with a 
population of about 3650. 
• Primary production dominated in the 
territory. 
1840 - 1842 • The First Opium War began. 
20 Jan 1841 • The Convention of Chuenpi (Chuanbi) was 
signed during the First Opium War. Hong 
Kong Island was ceded to Britain. 
26 Jan 1841 • A naval landing party hoisted the British 
flag at Possession Point. 
• Hong Kong Island was formally occupied. 
1856 1858 • The Second Anglo-Chinese War began. 
1858 • The Treaty of Tientsin (Tianj in) was signed 
and ended the War. 
1860 • The Convention of Peking, which ended the 
post-war hostilities, provided the perpetual 
lease of the Kowloon Peninsula as far as 
Boundary Street and Stonecutters Island to 
Britain. 
• European countries and Japan continued to 
demand concessions from China.— 
9 June 1898 • A convention was signed in Peking, granting 
an extension of Hong Kong territory. 
• The New Territories, comprising the area 
north of Kowloon up to Shum Chun (Shenzhen) 
River and 235 Islands, was leased to Britain 
for 99 years. 
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April 1899 . The British took over the New Territories. 
The area was declared to be part of the 
overall territory of Hong Kong and the 
British started their administration over 
the whole area. 
1930s • Massive number of refugees came from China 
to Hong Kong because of Japanese invasion. 
1937 • About 100,000 refugees came from China to 
Hong Kong. 
1938 • About 500,000 refugees came from China to 
Hong Kong. 
1939 • About 150,000 refugees came from China to 
Hong Kong. 
• Total population of Hong Kong rose to about 
1.6 million (estimated). 
1941 • World War 11 began. 
December • Japan invaded Hong Kong. The Japanese 
1941 occupied Hong Kong for three years and eight 
months• 
1945 • The Japanese surrender. 
• British control over Hong Kong restored. 
At the end • Population rose to about 1.8 million. Hong 
of 1947 Kong received an influx because of the Civil 
War in China. 
1948 - 1949 • A large number of immigrants came from 
China. 
Mid-1950 • Hong Kong population rose to about 2.2 
million and continued to grow. 
• Hong Kong expanded its role as an entrepot. 
• Secondary and Tertiary industry started to 
expand. 
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19 December • The Sino-British Joint Declaration was 
1984 signed by the British Prime Minister Ms 
Margaret Thatcher and the Chinese Prime 
Minister Mr. Zhao Ziyang. 
• The Joint Declaration states from 1 July 
1997 onwards. Hong Kong will be returned to 
the People's Republic of China & become a 
Special Administration Region (SAR) of the 
People's Republic of China and provides that 
Hong Kong's life style will remain unchanged 
for 50 years after 1997. 
At the end • Hong Kong had a population of about 
of 1994 6,149,100 (estimated). 
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Appendix 2 
The following is a sample questionnaire for the survey 
concerning the use of English personal names. The 
English version was given to the subjects. 
This is a research about the use of English names, e.g. 
Mary, John, in Daily Cantonese conversation. 
Please put a tick (^ ) for the answers and fill in the 
lnformatlon or N/A when necessary. 
1. Have ycm got an English name ? 
Yes No 
2. Ifyes, What is it? 
3. Who gave you the name 
Grandfather/Grandmother Father/Mother Brother/Sister Teacher 
Friend Yourself Other 
4. When did you ge t yau English name 
Just after birth Kindergarten Primary School 
Secondary School University Work 
Other 
5. Didyoii use the English name inyour H.K. LD. Card? 
Yes No 
6. Will you use your English name to the following persons? 
Always Most ofthe time Sometimes Never 
a) Grandfather 
b) Grandmother 
c) Uncle 1 
d) Aunt 1 
e) Uncle 2 
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Always Most of the time Sometimes Never 
f) Aunt 2 
g) Father 
h) Mother 
i) Elder brother 
j) Elder sister 
k) Younger brother 
1) Younger sister 
m) Classmate/coUeague (male) 
n) Classmate/coUeague (female) 
0) Teacher (Chinese, male) 
p) Teacher (Chinese, female) 
q) Stranger (Chinese, male) 
r) Stranger (Chinese, female) 
s) Close friend (Chinese, male) . 
t) Close friend (Chinese, female) 
7. What willyou use whenyou talk to a non-Chinese teacher? 
EngHsh name e.g. Peter, Mary 
EngHsh translation of Chinese name e.g. Chan Tai Man 
8. What wiil you use when you talk to a non-Chinese stranger? 
EngUsh name e.g. Peter, Mary 
EngUsh translation of Chinese name e.g. Chan Tai Man 
9. What willyou use whenyou talk to a non-Chinesefiiend? 
EngHsh name e.g. Peter, Mary 
EngHsh translation of Chinese name e.g. Chan Tai Man 
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Personal information 
Please circle the answer and fiH in relevant information required. 
Sex M F Age 
Education Level 
Primary or below Lower Secondary Upper Secondary Matriculation 
Post Secondary University Postgraduate 
Have you studied abroad? 
Yes Years No 
You have leamt English for years. 
What language do you use at home? 
Do you need to use EngHsh at work or for study? Yes No 
Occupation Salary 
Business Owner 7,499 or below 
Professional 7,500 - 9,999 
Senior Executive 10,000 - 19,999 
Executive 20,000 - 29,999 
White collar 30,000 - 39,999 
Blue coUar 40,000 - 49,999 








Bilingual News Headline 
The English utterances are given in italics and the 
translations of the Cantonese utterances are in brackets. 
S1: It's five thirty. This is the FM Select News 
headlines. 
S1: A cease-fire was announced a short time ago by 
Pro-British Protestant Military six weeks after the Irish 
Republican Army declared its truce. The Combined 
Loyalist Military Command announced a statement that it 
will universally cease all operational hostilities from 
mld-nlght tonight. 
S2: Wai6 zo2 hing3 zukl ging2 dui6 sing4 lap6 jatl 
baak3 ng5 sap6 zaul nin4. Ging2 dui6 ming4 j at6 nel 
geoi2 hang4 ci4 sin6 bo6 hang4 cau4 fun2 wut6 dung6 ge3. 
Sail gung3 bakl taam4 cungl hei2 bo6 jyu6 gai3 hai2 ng5 
jat6 noi6 a3 haang4 jeon4 nel bun2 gong2 zui3 dol tiu4 
zui3 keil kuil ge3 lo6 ching4. Jung2 coeng4 dou6 zau6 
daat6 j atl baak3 ng5 sap6 gungl lei5 ge3. Ju6 gai3 gaml 
ci3 ge3 bo6 hang4 wut6 dung6 ho2 ji5 wai6 dol gaanl ci4 
sin6 geil kau3 cau4 dakl ciul gwo3 jatl baak3 maan6 ge3. 
(For celebrating the 150th Anniversary of lhe Royal Hong Kong Police Force, the Royal 
Hong Kong Police Force will hold a charity walking activity tomorrow. The starting point is 
Sai Kung "Bak Tam Chung". They expect the participants to complete the most difficult 
routes in Hong Kong in five days. The total length of the routes wiil be 150 KM. This charity 
activity is expected lo raise over one million Hong Kong dollars for some local charity 
institutions.) 
S1: Anyway^ a passenger plane carrying sixty-six 
people to Tehran crashed in a mountain in Central Iran 
wlth all aboard now believed to be dead. The Dutch made 
Forker F28 disappeared several hours ago around the 
Zagros Mountains about Thirty-five minutes after take off. 
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S2: Sal tin4 ho4 bun6 faal jeon2 dui3 hoil ge3 cui3 
zung4 kiu4. Haa6 zau3 faat3 saangl baat3 cel lin4 waan4 
soengl zong6 gaaul tungl ji3 ngoi6 ge3. Do6 zi3 loeng5 
jan4 sau6 soengl. Si6 faat3 hai2 ha6 ng5 ge3 jatl dim2 
yi6 sap6 ng5 fanl ge3. Jin6 coeng4 hai6 jatl go3 gaaul 
wui6 cyu3. Col bo6 siul sikl biu2 si6 waai4 ji4 jau5 
yan4 cungl dangl do6 zi3 ji3 ngoi6 faat3 saangl. 
0"here was a traffic accident at "Chui Yung” Bridge near the Shatin Riverside Garden. 
Eight cars crashed together. Two persons were injured. The accident happened al one 
twenty-five in a road junction. Given the basic information, il was suspected that some 
drivers did not follow the traffic lights and caused the accident.) 
S1: Former Haitian strongman Raoul Cedras has boarded 
a US charger seven fifty-seven that'll fly him to exile 
in Panama. Cedras led the overthrow in 1991 of the 
elected President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, Arlstide ls 
planning hls return Saturday to re-estahlish 
Constitutional Government in Haiti. 
S2: Thank you very much. 
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Appendix 4 - Database 
Keys on transcription 
Sample; 
Code Speaker\ “ 
N0001 ~5J""" Emily fax. 
sau1 dou2 jat1 wai2 pang4 jau5 Emily ge3 fax. 
(received a friend, Emily's, fax.) 
1. The first column contains the code of the data. The 
English alphabetical letters show the six categories, 
namely N, VM, EN EAL, CS, and EWP. 
2. The second column contains information about the 
speakers. The speakers can be categorized into four main 
types. The first type is DJ (Disc Jockeys). The second 
type is C (the callers). The third type is AD 
(advertisment). The fourth type is the interviewees). 
Sometimes an example may involve more than one speaker, 
especially in the CS categories. 
3. The third column contains the Data. The data are 
transcribed in Cantonese characters (the first line), 
LSHK Romanization system (the second line), and the 
English translation (the third line). English is 
transcribed orhographically and the English items are in 
italics. Explanation of certain data, is given in 
square brackets []. 
~~Code~~ Speater| 
N0001 DJ~~ &7?///^^ fax. 
sau1 dou2 jat1 wai2 pang4 jau5 Emily ge3 fax. 
(received a friend, Emily's, fax.) 
N0002 ~5J~" Eddie. 
sau1 dou2 ni1 wai2 pang4jau5 giu3 Eddie. 
(received this friend, Eddie.) 
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N0003 |DJ~~ | Antia . 
keoi5 soeng2 dim2 bei2 taai3 taai2 Anita teng1. 
(he'd like to give a song to his wife, Anita.) 
N0004 ~5J~~ Kina . 
keoi5 dim2 coeng3 bei2 keoi5 dei6 ge3 daai6 gaa1 ze1 Kina 
teng1. 
(he give a song to thier big sister, Kina.) 
N0005 ~5J~~ Chariie . ‘ 
daal6 gaa1 ze1 hou2 zung1 ji3 Chariie ge3. 
(big sister likes Charlie very much.) 
N0006 ^ ~ ~ Maggie fax. 
sau1 dou2 ni1 wai2 pang4 jau5 giu3 zou6 Maggie ge3 fax 
(received this friend, called Maggie, and her fax.) 
N0007 ~DJ~~ Connie . — 
Conn/e zip3 dou2 siu1 sik1 
(Connie gets the message.) 
N0008 ~BJ~~ Spencer. ~~ 
sau1 dou2 ni1 wai2 pang4 jau5 Spencer 
(received this friend, Spencer.) 
N0009 ~DJ~ Jessica Chen . 
dak6 bit6 dim2 bei2 Jessica Chen teng1 
([this song] is especially for Jessica Chen.) 
N0010 AD~~~ Fila. 
jau4 Fila 
(we have Fila.) 
N0011 AD~~ "Diamond Gold" . 
"Diamond Gold "di1 sau2 sik1 
(the accessories of "Diamond Gold".) 
N0012 AD~~ “ toudf . 
hai2 mui5 kei4 "dung1 touch" lin4 zoi3 
(it is published in every issue of "dung1 touch ,. 
N0013 AD~~ Nicam - — 
Nicam jau5 leng3 biu1 wun6 
(we have beautiful watch in exchange in "Nlcam".) 
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N0014 \DJ~~| Tracy7 “ 
nei5 zi1 m4 zi1 go3 daap3 on3 aa3, Tracy. 
(do you know the answer, Tracy?) 
N0015 ^ ~ ~ Joyce , ° . 
Joyce aa4, ngo5 gam1 maan1 jiu3 zou2 di1 zau2 
(Joyce, I have to leave earliertonight.) 
N0016 AD~~ 53 /7/ . 
heoi3 Satch/ pei4 geoi6 maai5 je5 
(to go to Satchi leather to buy something.) 
N0017 ^ ~ ~ Satchi Club . 
Satchi Club hing1 bin6 pei4 soeng1 
(casual light suit case from "Satchi Club' . 
N0018 AD~~ Shell. ‘ 
gun3 gwan1 ho2 dak1 saam1 dun1 Shelf 
(the champion can get three tons of "Sheir.) 
N0019 ~DJ""" Stephen ? “ 
hai6 m4 hai6 Stephen aa3 
V 
(is it Stephen?) 
N0020 ~5J~~~_< " 3 — ? 
gam2 nei5 hai6 m4 hai6 Harry aa3 
(then are you Harry?) 
N0021 ~5J"~" Steve Hany. 
ngo5 soeng2 daa2 bei2 Steve tung4 Harry 
(I like to call Steve and Harry.) 
N0022 W~~ Boston “More fhan a feeling". 
teng1 gwo3 hai6 Boston ge3 "More than a feeling” 
(we have listened to Boston s "More than a feeling”. 
N0023 AD~~ Branket Mediterranian. 
dou3 Branket Mediterranian 
(to go to "Branket Mediterranian".) 
N0024 ~DJ~~~ ffiS^Ht "Good night giri: 
gan6 pai2 hou2 zok3 "Good night giri: 
(a recent good work "Good night girl") 
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N0025 |DJ~~ | M/ss Tang 
gau3 ging2 Miss Tang dim2 joeng2 min6 deoi3 san1 tiu1 zin3 ne1 
(how could Miss Tang face the new challenge?) 
N0026 DJ Brenda Pauline. 
Brenda tung4 Pauline 
(Brenda and Pauline) 
N0027 D J ~ ~ Stella, ?3^  - “ 
Steffa, ngo5 dei6 jiu3 teng1 jat1 teng1 sap6 ji6 dim2 zung1 san1 
man2 
(Stella, we have to listen to the twelve o'clock news.) 
N0028 W " " " MMxMh Madonna "Secrer. “ 
zeoi3 san1 zok3 ban2 Madonna “Secret" 
(a brand new work, Madonna's "Secret") 
N0029 m~~ P3D3Sonic OK . 
dai6 saam1 gaai3 Panasonic leoi4 se6 kaa1 laa1 OK daai6 coi 
(the thrid Panasonic Karaok competition) 
N0030 C , Roger““ ” 
wai2, ngo5 giu3 Roger 
(Hello, am called Roger.) 
N0031 DJ~~Kenny ? 
KennygoA jau5 mat1 je5 tai4 ji3 aa3 
(what suggestion do you have, Kenny?) 
N0032 Wj~~ Fiona, . 
faan2 ji4 Fiona, faan2 ji4 ngo5 gok3 dak1 bit6 ceot1 sam1 coi4 
(however Fiona, however I think she is more innovative.) 
N0033 DJ~~ June • . 
jat1 go3 jiu3 luk6 jyut6 June ge3 neoi5 zai2 
(a girl called June) 
N0034 W~~Dickymm. ~~ 
Dicky m4 goi1 
(thank you Dicky) 
N0035 D J ~ ~ 0///. — 
lau4 sau2 zik6 bo3 sat1 ge3 zau6 jau5 Polly 
(It is Polly who remains working in the broadcast room) 
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N0036 |DJ~~~iBrenda . ‘ 
Brenda ni1 fun1 zung1 
(This minute Brenda...) 
N0037 AD~~~ Sheff . “ 
Shell zi3 ho2 seon3 laai6 
(the most worth-depending "Shell") 
N0038 D J ~ ~ "Disc ofthe week" n^he Monstor. 
gam1 kei4 “Disc ofthe week" ban2 plng4 "The Monstor 
(this issue of the "Disc of the week” comment on 'The Monstor".) 
N0039 W~~~ “>^5” “Pinf<Bo/\ 
dong1 zung1 baau1 kut3 "Yes"tung4 "Pink Boy" 
(it includes "Yes" and "Pink Boy”. 
N0040 lDJ~~~ "Music •3^^00^” . “ 
"Music Cartoon"zing3 sik1 dang1 tong4 jap6 sat1 
("Music Cartoon" offically becomes famous.) 
N0041 AD~~~ California Red. ~" 
gaa1 zau1 hung4 "California Red" 
("California Red", "California Red” 
N0042 AD~~ "RedFive".~~ ~ ~ 
dai6 ng5 fan1 dim3 "Red Five" 
(the fifth branch "Red Five".) 
N0043 W~~~ "The Lorrous". “ 
neoi5 zyu2 jam1 "The Lorrous" 
(the female leading voice "the Lorrous”. 
N0044 ~DJ~~~ "everybody is doing it, so whycan't we?" 
sau2 zoeng1 daai6 dip2 "everybody is doing it, so why can't we" 
(the first music record "everybody is doing it, so why can't we” 
N0045 ~DJ~~ ff® "No need to a/gwe"MH ®®. 
san1 dip2 "No need to afgwe"ging1 ji5 min6 sai3 
(new music record "No need to argue" is already available.) 
N0046 ~DJ~~ single "Zomb/\ — ~~ 
sau2 zoeng1 single "Zomby" 
(the first single "Zomby") 
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N0047 | D J ~ | Leon. 
Iai4 ming4 aa3 Leon 
(Lai Ming, Leon [artist]) 
N0048 AD~~ Baleno . 
ji4 gaa1 Baleno jau5 go3 hok6 sang1 zit3 
(now, there is a student festival in “Baleno”. 
N0049 ~5J~~" Susan. “~" 
gam1 zung1 faan1 gan2 gung1 ge3 Susan 
{Susan, who is working at Admality) 
N0050 ~DJ~~ Louis. 
m4 goi1 saai3 Louis 
(thank you very much, Louis.) 
N0051 ~5J~~~ Derek. 
ngo5 dei6 ge3 gwok3 noi6 pang4 jau5 Derek 
(ourfriend, Derek, from China.) 
N0052 ~DJ~ a a ^ Carpenters . “ 
cung4 coeng3 faan1 Carpenters ge3 zok3 ban2 
(sing again Carpenters' work [song]) 
N0053 ~5J~~~ "IffwerB Carpenters: 
hou2 do1 go1 sing1 gun3 luk6 Iff were Carpenters . 
(a lot of singers record "If 1 were Carpenters '.) 
N0054 ~DJ~~ “Smooth 0 6^3 “Sweetest Taboo”. 
hou2 ci5 koei5 sing4 ming4 zok3 ban2 "Smooth Operafor"tungA 
maai4 "Sweetest Taboo" 
(just like his famous works, "Smooth Operator and "Sweet 
Taboo".) 
N0055 ~DJ~~~ mX5L^n "The bestofShada/'^mf irn-
ni1 zek3jau6 ming6 wai4 'The best of Shada/' ge3 zok3 ban2 
(this record, called "the best of Shaday") 
N0056 W ~ Shaday . 
jik6 dou1 teoi1 ceot1 Shaday ge3 jin2 coeng3 wui2 luk6 jing2 
daai2 
(also available, Shaday's concert video cassette) 
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j N0057 \DJ~~\AmyMm9. “ “ 
i 
Amy mei6 bin3 seng1 
(Amy has not changed her voice.) 
N0058 ^ ~ ~ ~ Jenny'^ JE "Separate Waf. 
ngo5 dei6 jau5 Jenny ge3 "Separate Way'' 
(we have Jenny's "Separate Way.) 
N0059 ~5J~~ Rosame-
ngo5 dei6 Rosanne 
i 
(we are Rosanne.) \ ‘ 
N0069 DJ~~~ Double Thai . “ 
Double Thai daai3 nel5 heoi3 sik6 laat6 ziu1 caau2 daai6 haa1 
(Double Thai brings you to eat fried curry shrimp.) 
N0061 W~~~ Eric “Love Story Part One . 
Eric syun1 jiu6 wai1, oi3 dik1 gu3 si6 “Love StoryPart One , 
(Eric, Suen jiu wai, "Love story", "Love Story Part One") 
N0062 15j~~~ Jason. ~~ 
ngo5 giu3 zou6 Jason 
(I am called Jason.) 
N0063 DJ""" Miss Tang. — 
ngo5 hai6 Miss Tang 
(1 am Miss Tang.) 
N0064 ~DJ~~ @ a ® , ^^Phone. 
zi6 jau4 fung1, zi6 jau4 Phone 
(free wind, free call) 
N0065 ~5J~~" Hit Radio . 
H/fRacf/oji1 jin4 dou1 jau5 
(Hit Radio still has.) 
N0066 ~DJ~~~ Tower Record . 
Towe^Record ']a^^ seoi3 sang1 jat6 
(Tower Record's first anniversary) 
N0067 C 006 “ 
ngo5 zi6 gei1 gaai3 siu6 ngo5 hai6 Roger 
(I introduce myself, I am Roger.) 
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N0068 |C lmmmKar iPoper . ‘ 
ngo5 zau6 hai6 gong2 Kari Poper 
(I am taiking about Karl Poper.) 
N0069 W~~ Kari Poper ‘ . “ 
Kari Poperaa3 gwo3 zo2 sai3 laa3 
(Karl Poper has passed away.) 
N0070 W~~ Telecom Paging . 
jau4 Telecom Paging dak6 joek3 bo3 ceot1 
(Telecom Paging sponsors to broadcast.) 
N0071 ~DJ~~ m Anne Alex _ 
waa3 Annie aa3 ni1 paai4 Aiex zou6 mat1 laan5 dak1 gam3 gan2 
jiu3 
(ah, Annie, why is Alex so lazy recently?) 
N0072 ^ ~ ~ ~ Connie . “ 
Connie aa4 m4 hou2 gam3 mun6 mun6 bat1 lok6 
(Connie, don't be so unhappy.) 
N0073 ~DJ~~ Annie , _ . 
Annie aa4, ngo5 nam2 ngo5 zau6 lai4 sei2 
(Annie, I think I am dying.) 
N0074 ~DJ~~ Sophia . 
Sophia waa6 gam1 maan1 jiu3 heoi3 saa1 tin4 
(Sophia says she had to go th Shatin tonight.) 
N0075 ~5J~~ Lufa Fmnga, . 
Lufa Franga gaak3 iam4 mei5 jam1 ngok6 zoeng2 
(Lufa Franga, Lufa Franga musical award) 
N0076 15J~~~ m Marai Can1e^m "Endless Love". 
jyu5 Marai Carrie hap6 coengZ"Endless Love" 
(to sing "Endless Love" with Marai Carrie) 
N0077 AD "Songs” . 
"So^s"san1 lik6 coeng3 pin2 gung1 si1 ceot1 ban2 
("Songs" published by the Sony Music Record.) 
N0078 W~~ Roy. 
m4 tung1 hai6 aa3 Roy 
(maybe it is Roy.) 
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N0079 |DJ~~ | V7Var?. “ 
soeng2 man6 haa5 Vivan 
(I would like to ask Vivan...) 
N0080 ~Ei~~ John Berry • “ 
teng1 jat1 teng1 John BerrygeZ jam1 ngok6 
(listen to John Benry's music.) 
N0081 DJ °{^ ''Out ofAfrica" AiSffiSm#^tlA!^f. 
hai2 “out ofAfnca"]ap6 bin6 miu4 se2 ceot1 fei1 zau1 daai6 luk6 
(in "out of Africa", the African continent is described.) 
N0082 DJ~~ “3 5” ^ 0 "The Long and~ 
Winding Road". 
"Beetles"pe^^ tau4 sei3 so2 coeng3 ge3 jat1 sau2 maan6 coeng4 
kuk1 zit3 ge3 dou6 lou6 “The Long and Winding Road 
("Beetles", "the hairy four" sang a song of a long curly road, "The 
Long and Winding Road.) 
N0083 7 mmmmmAda Chan. 
ngo5 hai6 si5 coeng4 ging1 lei5 Ada Chan 
(I am the marketing manager, Ada Chan.) 
N0084 W ~ ~ 6 . 
gam1 jat6 aa3 Pem ceot1 zo2 mun4 
(today Pem has left Hong Kong.) 
N0085 ~DJ~ Connie, . 
Connie nei5 jiu3 gaau3 ngo5 
(Connie, you have to teach me.) 
N0086 ~5J~~ " 0>7^/ Cindy. 
ngo5 dei6 teng1 haa5 dai6 ji6 tiu4 sin3 Cindy, Cindy 
(we listen to the second line, Cindy, Cindy.) 
N0087 C May, May Chan, 
ngo5 hai6 aa3 May, May Chan 
(I am May, May Chan.) 
N0088 AD~~ in-place -
in-place ming4 jan4 gun2 
(in-place, famous person's house) 
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N0089 |C | Maha . 
nei5 waa6 bei2 keoi5 teng1 Maria wan2 keoi5 zau6 dak1 
(you can just tell her Maria is looking for her.) 
N0090 AD~~ Telephone Talk, . 
Telephone Talk, ji6 dei6 cyun4 jam1 
(Telephone Talk, sound from abroad) 
N0091 DJ RicV Classic, "Emotion and Emotion” . 
keoi5 hai6 Ric'0 Classic “Emotion and Emotion hai6 jat1 wai2 
pang4 jau5 gaai3 siu6 ngo5 teng1 
(he is Ric'0 Classic, "Emotion & Emotion" which is introduced to 
me by a friend.) 
N0092 W~~ Carmen . 
jing4 jin4 jau5 ngo5 Carman pui4 zyu6 nei5 dei6 
(we still have Carman with us.) 
N0093 W~~~ Steven WiHword. 
keoi5 hai6 Steven WWword 
(he is Steven Willword.) 
N0094 "5J~~ Musi'c Instinct, . 
Music Instinct, jan4 zi1 co1 sing3 bun2 sin6 
(Music Instinct, the good nature of human being) 
N0095 ~E]~~ Babra Straason and Barry Gip, 'What Kind ofFool: 
keoi5 dei6 hai6 Babra Streason and Barry Gip, 'What Kind of 
Fool" 
(they are Babra Streason and Barry Gip, "What Kind of Fool".) 
N0096 DJ fg{^ Manhattan Transfer Too Busy Thinking about my Baby". 
keoi5 hai6 Manhattan Transfer, 'Too Busy Thinking about my 
Baby" 
(he is Manhattan Transfer, "Too Busy Thinking about my Baby".) 
N0097 DJ “Right here waiting foryou" and I'm hght here waiting foryou 
. 
"Right here waiting foryou" and I'm right here waiting foryou 
zing1 syun2 jat1 ling4 sei3 
("Right here waiting for you" and I'm right here waiting for you one 
zero four Fm Select.) 
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N0098 |DJ~~"| Francis Chan. “ 
ngo5 hai6 Francis Chan 
(I am Francis Chan.) 
N0099 DJ~~~ "Heniken Moment". ‘ 
jyu5 nei5 gung6 dou6 mui5 go3 "Heniken Moment" 
(to pass every "Heniken Momenf with you) 
N0100 lDJ~~~ Tony Breston "Breathe Again: 
Tony Breston lik6 hyun3 gok3 wai2 “Breathe Again" 
(Tony Breston advise to us "Breathe Again . 
N0101 7 Chariie . “ 
wai6 Charlie se2 ni1 zek3 go1 
(to write this song for Charlie) 
N0102 7 Thomas . 
go1 zan6 si4 Thomas tung4 ngo5 laa1 
(at that time Thomas and me) 
N0103 7 Cfia Cha Cha. 
cyun4 sing4 loi4 baa6 Cha Cha Cha 
{the whole city comes cand dances Cha Cha Cha.) 
N0104 ~D]~~“Conrak Production . " "" 
"Conrak Production" cim1 lok6 
("Conrak Production has signed.) 
N0105 W ~ Alan . 
Alan hou2 zung1 ji3 
(Alan likes it very much.) 
N0106 DJ~~ Aaron Laur7a . 
Aaron gok3 fu3 sing4 Launa lok6 jan4 zuk1 
(Arron, Gok Fu Sing, Launa catcher of singers) 
N0107 ~5J~~ Zero Loui Chris. 
zung6 jau5 Zero tung4 Z_OL/i tung4 Chris 
(also we have Zero, Loui and Chris.) 
N0108 DJ / s — 
keoi5 pang4 jau5 lsusu 
(her friend lsusu.) 
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N0109 \DJ~ “Tina". ‘ 
go1 meng2 giu3 zo6 "Tina" 
(the name of the song is “Tina . 
N0110 ^ ~ ~ Kathyi^^, Kathy^^. ~ 
Kathy aa3, Kathy aa3 
(it's Kathy, Kathy.) 
N0111 ~5J~~ > ^ _ ~ ~ 
ni1 go3 jau6 hai6 Andy 
(this is also Andy.) 
N0112 ~DJ~~ Lesife. “ 
dou1 giu3 Lesile 
(he is also called Lesile.) 






DJ Sehna ^SH. 
Ser1na gung1 hei2 saai3 
(Serina, congratulations.) 
N0114 15j~~~ 
iing6 ngoi6 ne1 




N0115 ~DJ~~~ and then Winnie 
and then Winnie ne1 
(and then how about Winnie?) 
N0116 ~DJ~~~ Moon Moon 
ngo5 hai6 Moon Moon. 
(I am Moon Moon.) 
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N0117 | D J ~ l " C m e k " Z ^ "The End ofthe World".~~“ 
"CrBek"zl^ ngoi6 "The End ofthe World". 
(apart from "Creek", we have "The End of the World".) 
N0118 DJ~~m^X "The End ofthe World", “ 
hou2 ci5 "The End ofthe Worid". 
Gust like "The End of the Worid".) 
N0119 ~DJ~~ Ming. — 
aa3 Ming, 
(Ming.) 
N0120 ~DJ~~ Ming . ‘ 
aa3 Ming ge3 din6 waa2 
(Ming's call.) 
N0121 ~DJ~~~ Vivan . “ 
Vivan ge3 leng3 soeng2 
(beautiful potographs of Vivan) 
N0122 W ~ ^~~~~ 
nei5 hai6 bin1 go3? 
(who are you?) 
C Carol. 
ngo5 hai6 Carol 
(I am Carol.) 
Caro/. 
aa3 zing1 deoi3 Carol 
(zing1 versus Carol.) 
N0123 W""" Janet Jackson. ‘ 
san1 man4 zi1 cln4 jau5 Janet Jackson 
(before the news we have Janet Jackson.) 
N0124 ~DJ""• . 
tong1 hon3 si1 
(Tom Hanks) 
f Tom Hanks, 7^ . 
Tom Hanks, Tom hon3 si1 
(Tom Hanks, Tom Hanks.) 
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wan4 lou6 naa4 waa4 dak6 
(Winona Ryda.) 
N0126 7 " ? ‘ 
mung4 taai3 kei4 hai6 mat1 je5 lai4 




N0127 ~5J~~ Sam “ . — 
aa3 Sam go1 tou3 
(Sam's works [film]) 
N0128 C James. 
aa3 James 
(James) 
N0129 ~5J~~ Derek Samh. 
jat1 zan6 gan1 jau5 Derek tung4 Sarah 
(a moment later, we have Derek and Sarah.) 
Noi3o AD~"Pilots mumM. 
Pilots waan4 bou2 pan3 cat1 
(Pilots environmental spray [paint]) 
N0131 W~~~ ^Vbodyffia, Derek Samh. 
jau Woodywut6 hau2, zaam6 doi6 jau5 Derek tung4 Sarah 
(we have Woody, Woody, temporarily we have Derek and Sarah.) 
N0132 ~DJ""" Beyoncf “ ” Deafh Lapit “[6{> get~~ 
back . 
sau2 sin1 jau5 Beyond ge3 "ngo5 si6 fan5 nou6 " gan1 zyu6 jau5 
Deafh Lapit ge3 “Let's get back: 
(at first we have BeyoncTs (I am angry" and then we have Death 
Lapit s "Let's get back".) 
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N0133 \AD~~\Carpet CD. ‘ 
Carpet ng5 zek3 CD 
(Carpet five CD.) 
N0134 DJ~~ Thomas. 
aa3 Thomas 
(Thomas) 
N0135 ^ ~ ~ ~ Apple Shop ' jeans. 
Apple Shop ge3 jeans 
Oeans of Apple Shop) 
N0136 AD~~ r e x w o o d * S B $ * n g . ‘ 
Texwood ping4 gwo2 paai4 zyun1 mun4 dim3 
(Texwood, Apple brand authorized shop.) 
N0137 AD~ Rejoice . ~~— 
Rejoice sai2 tau4 seoi2 
(Rejoice, Shampoo) 
N0138 C Cherry. ~ ~" 
ngo5 giu3 Cherry 
(I am called Cherry.) 
N0139 W~~ _ Eric . 
soeng6 go3 lai5 baai3 dou1 jau5 go3 giu3 En'c ge3 pang4 jau5 
(last week, we also have a fri6nd called Eric.) 
N0140 ~5J~~ ^ ~ 
giu3 mat1 meng2 aa3 
(what is your name?) 






DJ DennyMf. iW/cftea/. 
Denny nei5 hou2. dai6 saam1 wai2 kau4 jyun4 Micheaf 
(Denny, how are you. The third player [ball game] Micheal.) 
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N0142 \DJ~|anq Agnes, ~ “ 
ngo5 giu3 Agnes 
(I am called Agnes.) 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ 
I N0143 lDJ~~~ ‘ 
nei5 giu3 me1 meng2 aa3? 
i 






Fanny zou6 mat1 je5 aa3? 
{Fanny what are you doing?) 
N0144 D J ~ Thomas . — 
tau4 sin1 go3 Thomas dou1 gei2 hou2 
(the Thomas, we ve just had, is quite good.) 
N0145 W ~ ~ ? 
nei5 giu3 mat1 je5 man2 aa3? 




DJ 03 . 
aa3 Cat nei5 hou2 
(Cat, how are you?) 
N0146 ~5J~~~ Chris. 
Iaam4 tin4 keoi1 go1 go3 Chris 
(the Chris who live in Lam Tin.) 
N0147 DJ SoWhatmM. 
So What go1 tou3 
(the film of So What.) 
N0148 D J " ^ JuHe. 
ni1 di1duk6 fan1 syu1 mui1 aa3 Julie 
(Julie who study abroad) 
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N0149 \DJ~~\Bonnie Bonnie? “ 
Bonnie zou6 mat1 aa3 Bonnie 
(Bonnie, what are you doing?) 
N0150 ~DJ~~~ Eva . ‘ 
Eva nei5 hou2 
(Eva, how are you?) 
N0151 ~DJ~~ Solo Care. 
sou3 lou6 git3 So/o Care 
(Solo Care, Solo Care) 
N0152 m~~ Tedym^i^L OK. 
Tedy coeng3 kaa1 laa1 OK 
(Tedy sings Karaok.) 
N0153 AD~~~ClubMed±m- “ 
Club Med daai6 zoeng2 
(the prize of Club Med.) 
N0154 W ~ ~ “ 
nei5 giu3 mat1 meng2 aa3? 
(what is your name?) 
C ^^7/ -
aa3 why aa3 
(Mr. Why.) 
N0155 ~5J~~~ 
nei5 giu3 me1 meng2 aa3 




DJ Fora \ 
Fora zou6 me1 aa3? 
(Fora what are you doing?) 
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N0156 \DJ~~"| ? ‘ 
nei5 giu3 mat1 meng2 aa3? 




N0157 ~DJ~~ Belinda . “ 
Belinda giu3 ngo5 man6 tin1 man4 toi4 
(Belinda tells me to ask th Weather Observatory.) 
N0158 DJ~~ whats yourname, 
man6 tai4 zi1 jat1 zau6 hai6 what's your name, nei giu3 me1 
meng2? 
(one of the questions is "what is your name, what is your name?” 
C Jo Jo. 
Jo Jo 
(Jo Jo) 
DJ Jo Jo. 
nei5 giu3 Jo Jo 
(you are Jo Jo.) 
N0159 DJ~~ Hong Kong C . 
nei5 heoi3 dou3 Hong Kong C sin1 zi3 gin3 dou2 
(you can see [it] when you arrive Hong Kong C.) 
N0160 ~DJ~~ Radio Hong Kong. 
zi6 jau4 hoi1 fong3 Radio Hong Kong 
(free and liberal, Radio Hong Kong) 
N0161 ^ ~ ~ 0 £ 0 ° . 
Lo Lo ge3 din6 waa2 
(Lo Lo‘s call) 
N0162 ~DJ""" Liilu iLo Lotff. 
nei5 ji5 wai4 Lulu aa4 Lo Lo aa3 
(you expect it is Lulu, it is Lo Lo.) 
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N0163 \DJ~~| Com?/e Connie ? 
jau5 ling6 jat1 wai2 tung4 hok6 Connie, Connie nei5 gam1 nin2 
duk6 gei2 nin4 ban1? 
(we have another student Connie. Connie which form are you 
studying?) 
N0164 ~DJ~~ Jackline ° 3( >7 
Jackline jat1 wai2 zung1 luk6 ge3 hok6 sang1 Jackline 
(Jackine, a form six student) 
N0165 m ~ ~ m ^ s A n n a . 
ngo5 hai6 Anna 
(I am Anna.) 
N0166 ~5J~~ Phil Collins . 
Phif Coffins ge3 go1 
(Phil Collins' songs) 
N0167 ~DJ~~ Mandy, Connie. 
ceot1 min6jau5 Mandy, gam1 maan1 jau5 Connie 
(we have Mandy outside, tonight we have Connie.) 
N0168 a y ~ ~ William , . 
bat1 gwo3 WiHiam ne1, keoi5 ge3 si4 gaan3 m4 hai6 gam3 hang2 
ding6 
(but William, his time is quite uncertain.) 
N0169 15j~~~ ^ Amyl 
waa3! Amyl 
(oh! Amy!) 
N0170 C Tina. 
ngo5 giu3 zou6 Tina 
(I am Tina.) 
N0171 DJ~~ Annie . 
Annie aa4 
(Annie, please.) 
N0172 D J ~ " Shirley . 
ngo5 dei6 ji1 gaa1 jau5 Shirley ge3 din6 waa2 
(nowwe have Shirley's call.) 
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N0173 |DJ~~ Jessica. 
soeng6 ci3 jau5 go3 neoi5 zai2 giu3 Jessica. 
(last time, we have a girl called Jessica.) 
N0174 AD~ Sauna . 
Sauna gun2 
(Sauna House) 
N0175 ~5J~~ Florence ^  
sung3 bei2 Florence ge3 jat1 sau2 go1 
(a song dedicate to Florence.) 
N0176 C « Fanny. 
ngaan4 sang1 ngo5 hai6 Fanny 
(Mr. Ngaan I am Fanny.) 
N0177 ~5J~~~ Agnes. 
hou2 gwaa3 zyu6 Agnes 
(I really miss Agnes.) 
N0178 AD~~ ^ Scorpio, Copra, Skyline GTR Spec, 
jau5 Scorpio, Copra, Skyfine GTR Spec. 
(we have Scorpio, Copra, Skyline GTR Spec, [car].) 
N0179 DJ~~~ C.y. Kong German. ~ 
Cy. Kong tung4 German 
(C.Y. Kong and German) 
N0180 ~DJ~~~ Flamingo 
Flamingo ge3 zok3 ban2 
(Flamingo's works) 
N0181 AD~~ Motarofa key. 
Motarola zeoi3 ngam1 key 
(Motarola, my favoriate.) 
N0182 ~DJ~~" Wallace . 
Wallace hai2 dou6 
(Wallace is in.) 
N0183 ^ ~ ~ Big Echo Bfoody Mary, 
heoi3 Big Echo coeng3 kaa1 laa1 OK jam2 zo2 bui1 Bfoody Mary 
(to go to Big Echo to sing Karaok and to drink a glass of Bloody 
Mary.) 
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N0184 |D/~~"| Ken. 
ngo5 dei6 jau5 aa3 Ken 
(we have Ken.) 
N0185 ~DJ~~ Bo Bo . “ 
Bo Bo ze1 nei5 hou2 
(how are you, Bo Bo?) 
N0186 C James. 
ngo5 dou1 hou2 do1 ze6 aa3 James 
(I am also very thankful to James.) 
N0187 ~DJ""" "Home Sweet Home" . 
"Home Sweet Home" ngo5 dik1 gaa1 
("Home Sweet Home", my home.) 
N0188 ~DJ~~ Gioria ? 
Gloria, nei5 hou2 
(Gloria, how are you?) 
N0189 ~DJ~~mB^Jarnesimm^m. 
Kam4 jat6 aa3 James daa2 din6 waa2 lai4 
(yesterday, James called us.) 
N0190 W j ~ ~ 630^ " . 
aa3 Gar/ bong1 ngo5 dei6 jyu6 bei6 zo2 
(Gary has helped use to prepare.) 
N0191 ^ ~ ~ m m m A a r n n ffi. 
zin2 fan1 go3 Aaron tau4 
(to have a Aaron style hair cut) 
N0192 ~5J~~ Jacky. 
jau4 maa4 dei2 but1 laan4 gaai1 Jacky 
(Jacky who live in Jau Ma Tei.) 
N0193 ~DJ~~~ Kim. 
m4 goi1 saai3 aa3 Kim 
(thank you very much Kim.) 
N0194 AD~~m^TSheIim&. 
man6 haa5 S"e//jau4 zaam6 
(ask the staff in Shell gas station.) 
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N0195 |DJ | Daddy Dicky |p] Mammy Unda. 
jau5 Daddy Dicky tung4 Mammy Linda 
(we have Daddy Dicky and Mammy Linda.) 
N0196 ^ ~ ~ Dicky Linda . “ 
Dicky tung4 aa3 Linda mai5 jau5 hou2 daai6 aat3 lik6 
(so Dicky and Linda have a lot of burden.) 
N0197 W ~ Donny Summer “Hot StufT. ~~“ 
jau5 Donny Summer "Hot Stuff" 
(we have Donny Summer's "Hot Stuff . 
N0198 D J ~ ~ Loui Steven & Harry Wu. 
ngo5 hou2 sin6 mou6 Lot// jau6 hou2 sin6 mou6 Steven & Harry 
Wu. 
(I am envy about Loui and also very envy about Steven & harry 
Wu.) 
N0199 W ^ Albert May. 
Albert tung4 aa3 May 
(Albert and May.) 
N0200 ~DJ~~~ Frankie . ~ 
Frankie aa3 
(Frankie.) 
N0201 ~5J~~ "Outbreak-mmnWu". 
hai6 mai6 hou2 soeng2 taai2 "Outbreak''"gik6 dou6 ging1 fong1" 
(do you like to see "Outbreak","Outbreak' [film].) 
N0202 ~DJ~~ 33^^^ . 
ji4 gaa1 jau5 Sandy ge3 ceot1 jin6 
(now we have Sandy apearing.) 
N0203 ~DJ~~ "Raise in the 3/ " The Mandarin Rain". 
"Raise in the Rain"zA hau6 jau5 ni1 sau2 hou2 hou2 teng1 ge3 
go1 "The Mandarin Rain". 
(After "Raise in the Rain", we have a very nice song, "The 
Mandarin Rain . 
N0204 ^ ~ ~ " "Shamn Desert fnn Resort & Casino”. 
keoi5 dei6 zyu6 "Sharon Desert fnn Resort & Casino" 
(they live in "Sharon Desert Inn Resort & Casino”. 
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N0205 | D J ~ | “London Bridge is Falling Down'\ 
coeng3 go1 di1 "London Bridge is Falling Down". 
(they sing the type like "London Bridge is Falling Down.) 
N0206 7 "Preschool series"W^m^M. 
"Pre-schooi series" bei2 hok6 cin4 ji4 tung4 
("Pre-school series" for pre-school child.) 
N0207 ^ ~ ~ WS/7aday^Em 
jau5 Shaday ge3 go1 
{we have Shaday's songs) 
N0208 ~5J~Sakemoto ^ ^ 'Beauty"' 
Sakemoto loi4 zi6 "Beaut/’ 
(Sakemoto from "Beauty,.) 
N0209 ~DJ~~ Keith [ CD. 
Keith fat3 hong4 ge3 CD 
(the CD which is produced by Keith 
N0210 ~DJ~~ Gary Mom ? 
nei5 taan4 dak1 hou2 gwo3 Gary More me1? 
(can you play [guitar] better than Gary More?) 
N0211 DJ~~ “ Beyorjd . 
hau6 mei1 keoi5 dei6 Beyond dou1 coeng3 faan1 ni1 sau2 go1 
(at last, Beyond also sang this song.) 
N0212 ~5J~~ ~6/70^ ? 
gam2 Henryge3 faat3 zin2 ne1? 
(then how about Henry's development?) 
N0213 DJ~~ Zem.. 
zou2 san4, zou2 san4 Zero 
(good morning, good mornign Zero.) 
N0214 ~DJ~~ "Smile Again ] ^ ” 
zau6 hai6 "Smile Again maa5 lei6 aa3 ' 
(that is "Smile again Maria . 
N0215 ~5J~~ Sam Sam. 
aa3 Sam, daai6 go1 Sam 
(Sam, big brother Sam.) 
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N0216 \DJ~~~| Lesile . “ 
hai6 Lesile zoeng1 gwok3 wing4 
(it is Lesile, Cheung Gwok Wing.) 
N0217 D J ~ ~ Shirley . “ 
Shifieygwaan^ suk6ji4 laa1, lam4jik1 lin4 
(Shirley, Kwan Suk Yi, and Lam Yik Ling.) 
N0218 DJ~~%"Vogue"'^§^. 
hai6 "Vogu&'ge3 
(it is from "Vogue".) 
N0219 DJ~~ Cutson. 
ngo5 hai6 Cutson. 
(I am Cutson.) 
N0220 ~5J~ Micheal . 
Micheal, ngo5 jau5 je5 waan2 
(Micheal, have something to play with.) 
N0221 ~5J~ %mm CandyLam. 
dim2 gaai2 giu3 Candy Lam 
(why are you called Candy Lam?) 
N0222 C € /73/70(/ C-H-A-N-D-YLam, Chandy 
Lam. 
ngo5 sing3 lam4 giu3 Chandy daan6 hai6 go3 go3 jan4 dou1 
cyun3 co3 C-H-A N-D-Y Lam, Chandy Lam. 
(my surname is Lam and my name is Chandy, but everyone spells 
it wrong. C-H-A-N-D-Y Lam, Chandy Lam.) 
N0223 DJ~~~MSftowftSA. ‘ 
fung1 show faai3 wut6 jan4 
(crazy show happy man.) 
N0224 ~DJ~~ 53^0(/ ' _ . 
jau5 Sandy lam4 jik1 lin4 ge3 gwok3 jyu5 go1 kuk1 
(we have Sandy Lam's Mandarin song.) 
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N0225 \DJ~~~| ^^[ _ 0 ? 
Hello nei5 hou2 hai6 mai6 aa3 Wing aa3 
(He!lo, how are you? Is it Wing?) 
C |/^ . 
aa3 Wing. 
(its Wing.) 
N0226 W~~ Tove Song: 
san1 go1 "Love Song" 
(new song "Love Song”. 
N0227 ~5J~~~ "The End ofthe Worid". 
baau1 kut3 jau5 "The End ofthe World" 
(including "The End of the World".) 
N0228 ^ ~ ~ Timmy. 
ni1 zek3 dim2 bei2 Timmy 
(this song is dedicated to Timmy.) 
N0229 W~~~ “Loving You"Alex. 
mui5 jat1 tin1 dou1 si6 lyun2 oi3 tin1 "Loving You,,Alex 
(everyday is a day of love "Loving You" Alex.) 
N0230 ~5J""" 3? 
nei5 giu3 me1 meng2 
C (what is your name?) ‘ 
/^/ 
Ivy aa3 
(I am Ivy.) 
N0231 ~D]~ 
nei5 giu3 me1 meng2 aa3? 
(what is your name?) 
C Wendy. 
ngo5 hai6 Wendy 
(I am Wendy.) 







N0233 \DJ~\Bfenda “ . 
Brenda lai4 dou3 
(when Brenda has come...) 
j N0234 7 Linda 1 . 
ngo5 hai6 Linda wong4 hing1 ping4 
I 
] (I am Linda, Wong Hing Ping.) 
N0235 W ~ Brenda WVan. 
jat1 hai6 aa3 Brenda jat1 hai6 aa3 Vivan 
(Brenda or Vivan) 
N0236 W ~ ~ 
wai2 nei5 hai6 bin1 go3? 
(HelIo, who are you?) 
C Ken. 
aa3 Ken 
(I am Ken.) 
N0237 W~~rnSummer Gracejgm. 
jau4 Summer Grace sung3 ceot1 
(giving out by Summer Grace.) 
N0238 ~DJ~~PeierW. 
Peferaa3 
(it is Peter.) 
N0239 ^ ~ May m^ May. “ 
May aa3 May 
(May, May.) 
N0240 W~~ Eric, . ^ 
Eric, ngo5 mei6 heoi3 gwo3 toi4 waan1 
(Eric, I haven't been to Taiwan.) 
N0241 ~DJ~~ Yankis, / nd /s#^ ig^ . 
Yankis, lndis paang5 kau4 fuk6 zong1 
0"ankis, lndis baseball clothings.) 
N0242 W""" Derek. 
m4 hou2 gong2 aa3 Derek 
(don't talk about Derek.) 
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N0243 |DJ~~]Eric Eric . 
Eric waa6 Eric duk6 syu1 hou2 lek1 
(Eric says Eric was good at studying.) 
N0244 ~DJ~~m^MichealFung, “ 
giu3 zou6 Micheal Fung 
(he is called Micheal Fung.) 
N0245 DJ""" Maggie . 
Maggie hou2 fun1 jing4 nei5 
(welcome Maggie.) 
N0246 ~5J~~ Ate///e . 
ngo5 giu3 Nellie aa3 
(I am called Nellie.) 
N0247 ~DJ~~ <^  pop ’ Pop Watch. 
jau5 di1 me1 je5 hai6 zeoi3 pop aa3, Pop Watch 
(what are the most popular, Pop Watch.) 
N0248 W~~ ^ « Jolfy My? 
nei5 gu2 ngo5 hai6 Jo//yding6 Ally 
(you guess who I am, Jolly or Ally?) 
N0250 ~DJ~ 
nei5 giu3 me1 meng2? 
(what is your name?) 
C Elsie. 
ngo5 giu3 Elsie 
(I am called Elsie.) 
N0251 ~UJ~~ W/man . 
zing3 jyu4 Wyman gong2 hou2 hei3 zoi6 hau6 tau4 
(as Wyman says good things always went at the end.) 
N0252 ~DJ~~ BillboardAlbum Chart .~~ 
Billboard Album Chart mei5 gwok3 daai6 dip2 bong2 
(Billboard Album Chart, Bill board Album Chart.) 
N0253 ~5J~~BrayWestian^mmM^mmW^ 
Bray Westian ge3 loeng5 sing1 kei4 gun3 gwan1 "Greatest Hits". 
(Bray Westian's "Greatest Hits", Champion for two weeks.) 
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N0254 |DJ~~\Rapid Two Packets ^/ / against the Worid". 
Rapid Two Packets ge3 daai6 dip2 W e against the World" 
(Rapid Two Packets' newest record, "We against the World.) 
N0255 ^ ~ Chi Chung's Choice "DJ's Heavy" 
Chi Chung's Choice gaai3 zuk6 jing1 leon4 san1 long6 zuk6 ge3 
"DJ's Heavy" 
(Chi Chung's Choice continues new wave from England "DJ's 
Heavy”. 
N0256 ~DJ~~~ Cham Cloud "Tuesdayn_ music club" Eric Clapton 
"Story Enough" 
Sharo Cloud ge3 'Tuesday night music club"iung4 Eric Clapton 
ge3 "StoryEnough" 
(Sharo Cloud's "Tuesday night music club" and Eric Clapton's 
"Story Enough”. 
N0257 ~53~~f^E& Shiseidoi-^m. 
hai6 jau4 Shiseido tai4 gung 1 
(it is from Shiseido.) 
N0258 m ~ CD "Life on Broadwa/'byBany Menaio. 
nei5 nguk1 kei2 jat1 ding6 jau5 ni1 zoeng1 CD "Life on Broadway" 
by Barry Menalo 
(you should have this CD "Life on Broadway by Barry Menalo.) 
N0259 ~5J~~ Memoo^: 
hai6 daai6 gaa1 dou1 suk6 sik1 ge3 "Memory" 
(it is the famous "Memory".) 
N0260 DJ~ Leon '‘ “. ~ 
zau6 hai6 Leonge3 "bit6 zoi3 dou6 lau4 leoi6" 
(it is Leon's "don't ever cry again.) 
N0261 W~~~ Ms Esther Elaine. 
fris tung4 keoi5 pang4 jau5 Esthertung4 Elaine. 
(Iris and her friends Esther and Elaine.) 
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1 
] N0262 \DJ~~~| "Congmtulation Piece"mm^ Tull ofLove Bab/, i 
I keoi5 ge3 zeoi3 san1 daai6 dip2 "Congratulation Piece" leoi5 mln6 
.! • 
jau5 "Full ofLove Baby" 
(her brand new record "Congratulation Piece" has "Full of Love 
Baby" inside.) 
N0263 ~DJ~~ William. 
go2 wai2 William 
i 
(that William.) 
N0264 W ~ aMffl@r "Tune to replay", 'Totaf quarrei". 
Iin4 zuk6 loeng5 sau2 "Tune to replay", 'Total quarrel" 
(we have two songs, "Tune to replay", "Total quarrel".) 
N0265 ~5J~ ^Draggers' Tango: 
I 
keoi5 dei6 ge3 "Draggers' Tango" 
\ 
(their Draggers' Tango".) 
N0266 ~DJ~~ RiverFrankie “PinkFrankie”. 
River Frankie ge3 "Pink Frankie ' 
(River Frankie's "Pink Frankie . 
N0267 ^ ~ ~ J a s o n m m . 
Jason dim2 coeng3 gei1 
(Jason's music box.) 
N0268 ~DJ~~ ShinnerEast 30 />?©0^  call . 
Shinner East Machineryw\/u\5 bei2 ngaam1 ngaam1 calf ngo5 ge3 
pang4jau5 
(Shinner East Machinery will give to the friend who has just called 
me.) 
N0269 ~5J~ AugL~~ 
ni1 go3 hai6 Augi 
(this is Augi.) 
N0270 ~DJ~~~ Sefine Joyce. ~~ 
Sefine tung4 Joyce 
(Seline and Joyce.) 
N0271 ~DJ~~ Steven. 
ni1 dou6 jau5 go3 Steven 
(here is Steven.) 
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N0272 |DJ"“^\Gary, BabyAndy :Dick. 
Gary, BabyAndyiung4 aa3 Dick 
(Gary, Baby Andy and Dick.) 
N0273 C Hello. fmCally. 
Hello ngo5 giu3 Ca//y 
(hello, am Cally.) 
N0274 C Ca//y, Cally . 
ngo5 m4 hai6 Cally, ngo5 hai6 Cally tung4 si6 
{l am not Cally, I am Cally s colleague.) 
N0275 ~5J~~ Lam. 
ngo5 naam4 pang4 jau5 aa3 Lam 
(my boyfriend Mr. Lam.) 
N0276 ~DJ~~~ Blue & Barley 7\ Bariey that Bluc/' “Running in Faith . 
Blue & Barley ge3 "A Bariey that Blucy"iungA "Running in Faith: 
Blue & Bar1e/s “ A Barley that Blucy" and "Running in Faith." 
N0277 ~DJ~~~ “Loving You". 
sung3 soeng5 “Loving You" 
(giving a song "Loving You”. 
N0278 ^ ~ ~ John. 
aa3 John 
(John.) 
N0279 AD~~ Hardee's . 
Hardee's haa1 dik6 si1 
(Hardee's, Hardee's.) 
N0280 ~DJ~~ “How many is in the windows?" 
jau5 "How many is in the windows?" 
(we have "How many is in the windows?") 
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N0281 \DJ~~~| ? — — 
nei5 giu3 me1 meng2 aa3? 




DJ Antla . 
Anita nei5 hou2 
(Anita, how are you?) 
N0282 ~5J~~" May Leon. 
aa3 May tung4 Leon 
{May and Leon.) 
N0283 ~5J~~~ ° ? 
nei5 dei6 giu3 mat1 je5 meng2 aa3? 
(what are your names?) 
C Kelvin . 
Kelvin aa3 
(Kelvin.) 
C tVem^ y. 
ngo5 aa3 Wendy 
(I am Wendy.) 
N0284 W~~~ May. 
sung3 bei2 aa3 May 
(give it to May.) 
N0285 ~Dj~~imn^m? 
nei5 giu3 mat1 meng2 aa3? 





dim2 aa3 Ruby 
(what's going on, Ruby?) 
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^ > _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ 
I N0286 \DJ~~| ^nr7 . 
j 
i aa3 Ann tiu4 lin2 hou2 leng3 aa3 
(Ann, your necklace is very beautiful.) 
N0287 W~~ Samantha Man. 
zyu6 hai2 lik6 waa4 ging3 ge3 Samantha Man 
(Samantha Man, who lives at Lik Wa Path.) 
I N0288 ~DJ~~ThankyouWAJan. 
I 
i 
Thank you aa3 Jan 
(Thank you, Jan.) 
N0289 ^ ~ ~ M a o A M i n g . . 
Mao A Ming mou4 aa3 man5 
(Mao A Ming, Mao A Ming.) 
N0290 DJ~~ Ken. 
ngo5 hai6 aa3 Ken 
(I am Ken.) 
N0291 W~~~^UmmSi :Kowloon. 
keoi5 si3 gwo3 duk6 zi6 heoi3 Kowloon 
(he has tried to go to Kowloon by himself.) 
N0292 W ~ Toronto. 
hai2 Toronto 
(in Toronto.) 
N0293 C a ^ f ^ Vancouver & ' ' ^ . 
ngo5 hai2 Vancouverfaan1 lai4 
(I come back from Vancouver.) 
VM0001 ~5J~~EmHy^rn^fax. ‘ 
Emilyge3 fax 
(Emily's fax.) 
VM0002 ^ ~ ~ fax . ~ 
fax lai4 ge3 pang4 jau4 
(the friends who fax here.) 
VM0003 W~~ “ urgenf . 
keoi5 zau6 jan3 zo2 hou2 do1 urgent hai2 dou6 
(he printed a lot of "urgenf' here.) 
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j 
i VM0004 \DJ~| Milk Shake. 
1 
jat1 jan4 jau5 jat1 bui2 mifk shake 
j (everyone has a glass of milk shake.) 
j VM0005 ~DJ~~~ percent . 
1 jau5 sap6 go3 percent ham4 loeng5 ho2 ji5 zoi3 zou6 
.j 
• j 
(ten percent of that can be recycled.) 
1 " > ^ ^ " ^ ^ > ^ * ^ _ > ^ _ _ _ 
VM0006 ~DJ~~ Auntie . 
I 
jau5 jat1 go3 Auntie ge3 maa1 mi4 
(a auntie's mother.) 
VM0007 m ~ ~ fax . 
fax gei1 hou6 maa5 
(fax [mach i ne] n u m ber.) 
VM0008 AD~~ update . 
zi3 update hei3 hau6 
(the most up-date atmosphere.) 
VM0009 AD~~ /3 | -
lei4 gaai1 Iing4 naa4 relax haa5 
(come to gaai1 ling4 laa4 and relax.) 
VM0010 AD~~ Sauna. 
jau5 go1 mou2 teng1 tung4 Sauna 
(it has Club house and Sauna house.) 
VM0011 ~5J~~ 35 . “ 
ngo5 dei6 ge3 taste aa1 
(our taste.) 
VM0012 ~5]~~ Miss, . 
zou2 san4 Mtss 
(good moming Miss.) 
VM0013 W~~ look . 
soeng2 go3 look dim2 joeng2 zau6 dim2 joeng2 
(one can make up you appearance as what one wants.) 
VM0014 DJ~~" set. 
ceot1 hou2 do1 set 
(there are many sets [of it].) 
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V M 0 0 1 5 | D J ~ | happy . 
jau5 siu2 siu2 m4 hai6 gam3 happy laa1 
(a bit not so happy.) 
VM0016 ~5J~~ game. 
ni1 go3 game 
(this game.) 
VM0017 lDJ~~ sparkie. 
sat1 heoi3 keoi5 ge3 sparkle 
{lose his sparkle[star quality].) 
VM0018 m ~ " award. 
zip3 sau6 keoi5 ge3 award 
(received his award.) 
VM0019 ~5J~~ gentieman . 
nei5 jiu3 biu2 jin6 jau5 gentleman fung1 dou6 
(you have to show off your gentleman manner.) 
VM0020 C <:^  0^ ?5( (0 . 
ngo5 hai6 jing2 si6 hei3 coi4 gung1 si1 zou6 demonstratorge3 
{l am being a demonstrator in a audio-visual appliances 
company.) 
VM0021 C demonstration. 
m4 sai2 zou6 demonstration. 
(no need to do demonstration.) 
VM0022 W~" action and reaction. 
zau6 hai5 action and reaction 
(that is action and reaction.) 
VM0023 ^ ~ ~ fax . 
so2 jau5 fax lai4 ge3 pang4 jau5 
(all the friends who fax here.) 
VM0024 W ~ ~ over1oactmMM. 
overioad aa3 gwo3 cung5 
(it's overload, overload.) 
VM0025 ^ ~ ~ end up . 
zeot1 zi1 ne1 end up ngo5 hai6 dim2 joeng2 fan3 gaau3 
(at last we end up to sleep like this.) 
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VM0026 | D J ~ | _ 0 musfc video. 
zung2 zuk6ji1 sik1 ge3 Music video 
(music video of radical consciousness) 
VM0027 C friend . 
mui5 jat1 ci3 ngo5 heoi3 ngo5 friend nguk1 kei2 dou1 daap3 lip1 
(every time I go to my friend's house. I use the lift.) 
VM0028 ~5J~~ ^ / 3 . 
keoi5 defayzo2 jat1 jat6 
(it has been delayed for one day.) 
VM0029 DJ"^ opening. 
gam1 jat6 go3 gu3 si6 opening 
(the opening of today s story) 
VM0030 0 / " " " closing ? 
dim2 joeng2 gong2 go3 closing aa3 
(how to describe the closing.) 
VM0031 DJ~~^H^examp/eH#rfl. 
gaa1 ha5 hai5 example si6 gaan3 
(now it is time to show examples.) 
VM0032 DJ~~ fans . 
jau5 di1 fans hou2 zing6 
(some fans are very quiet.) 
VM0033 W ~ ~ i>ye-ibye . 
tung4 daai6 gaa1 gong2 sing1 bye-bye fo3 
(say good bye to you.) 
VM0034 DJ~~ parfy-~~‘ 
gaau2 zo2 go3 daai6 party 
(we made a big party.) 
VM0035 ^ ~ ~ single. 
keoi5 ge3 sau2 zoeng1 single 
(his first single [music record].) 
VM0036 D J ~ ~ mike. 
baau3 mike 
(break the microphone.) 
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VM0037 \DJ~~| friend ? — 
me1 je5 friend lai4 gaa3 
(what kind of friend is it?) 
VM0038 W~~"lifeguard “ . “ 
lifeguard lai4 ge3 
(he is a lifeguard.) 
VM0039 C lifeguard. 
ngo5 hai5 zou6 lifeguard 
(I am working as a lifeguard.) 
VM0040 DJ~~ office. 
ngan4 baau1 hai2 office 
(the purse is in the office.) 
VM0041 ~DJ~~ lunch time “ . 
ping4 jat6 lunch time hou2 do1 tung4 si6 lai4 ni1 dou6 maai5 je5 
sik6 
(weekdays' lunch time, a lot of our colleagues come here to buy 
food.) 
VM0042 ~5J~~ mn atleast mmm. 
jan1 wai6 at least dou1 teng1 dou6 
(because at least we can hear.) 
VM0043 AD~~ update . 
zi3 update hei3 hau6 
(the most up-date atmosphere.) 
VM0044 W ~ ~ S ^ c o / 7 c e r f a 0 ° K ® . “ 
ngo5 nam2 concert leoi5 min6 ge3 go1 
(I think the songs in the concert...) 
VM0045 DJ~~ fax- — 
sau1 dou2 nei5 zoeng1 fax 
(received your [piece of] fax paper.) 
VM0046 C nmpo in tmn^W. ~ ~ 
ngo5 go3 point hai6 mat1 je5 
(what is you point?) 
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VM0047 \DJ~~~\ttf happy^. ‘ 
hou2 /7appyaal 
(very happy!) 
VM0048 D J ~ ~ m m X U l enjoymm. ‘ 
mui5 go3jan4 dou1 gam3 enjoygam3 leng3 
(everyone is so enjoyable.) 
VM0049 W ~ fax m ^ A . ~" 
fax gei1 on3jap6 
(insert the number [...] of your fax machine.) 
VM0050 D J ~ ~ sexy. — 
hou2 sing3 gam2 hou2 sexy 
(very sexy, very sexy.) 
VM0051 ~DJ~~" 0/5(0 6 _ . “~~ 
dui3 di1 customer m4 hai5 gam3 hou2 
(he does not behave so nice to his customers.) 
VM0052 W~~ cfieck . ~" 
jyu4 gwo2 jiu3 check ge3 waa2 
(if one needs to check,...) 
VM0053 DJ~~ amend. 
zing2 go3 amend 
(make an amend.) 
VM0054 DJ~~ “ break “ 
2ung1 gaan1 gwo2 di1 break 
(the breaks in the middle [of some programmes].) 
VM0055 C cut 
jat1 zou2 jiu3 cut 
(have to cut [some person's speech at once.) 
VM0056 DJ~^cutA. — 
jiu3 c"fjan4 
(have to cut some person [speech].) 
VM0057 DJ~~ ta!k show. “ 
jat1 go3 gam2 ge3 talk show 
(a talk show like this) 
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VM0058 |C | talk ? 
jau5 di1 me1 je5 talk aa3 
(what can be talked about?) 
VM0059 W ~ “ f7ecessa/y evil . 
ni1 di1 giu3 zo6 necessary evif bit1 jiu3 zi1 hoi6 
(these are called "necessary evil", evil which is necessary in 
nature.) 
VM0060 W~~~ cheers. 
m4 cheers 
ah! Cheers! 
VM0061 m ~ ~ ~ ^ f t c a s w a / " a m 
nam2 zyu6 casual di1 ze1 
(I think I am just casual.) 
VM0062 W~~casual -
casual jat1 jat6 bun3 jat6 
(to be casual on only one day.) 
VM0063 ~DJ~ office . — 
ni1 jat1 gaan1 hai5 office lai4 gaa3 
(this is an office!) 
VM0064 ~5J~~~ Uintemet U l : m . — 
waan2 internet waan2 soeng5 jan5 
(manic to play internet.) 
VM0065 ~DJ~~ Thankyou . 
Thank you haa5 
(Thank you.) 
VM0066 ^ ~ ~ ^ m / u n c h h o u r ^ r ? “ 
bat1 jyu4 lunch hour heoi3 aa1 
(how about we go during luch hours?) 
VM0067 W~~ !unch . 
sik6 jyun4 lunch sin1 
(have our lunch first.) 
VM0068 DJ~~~ i^,^ cashier^m. 
1 
nei5 heoi3 cashier gwo2 dou6 
(you go to the cashier.) 
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VM0069 |/ 1¾^ sweet^m. 
dou1 gei2 sweet ge2 
(also very sweet.) 
VM0070 7 timing . 
ho2 nang4 timing m4 ngaam1 
(maybe, rt is bad timing.) 
VM0071 ^ ~ ~ positive . 
teng1 ha5 jat1 di1 gei2 positive ge3 je5 
I (listen to something quite positive.) 
j VM0072 ^ ~ " ^ ^ break . 
..1 
ngo5 dei6 jiu3 break heoi3 gwong2 gou3 
•( 
I (we have to break and have some advertisment.) 
I VM0073 W ~ ~ mprvjectmmmt 
•] 
I go3 project zung1 jyu1 gaau2 dim6 
;i 
(finally, the project is finished.) 
VM0074 ~D]~ numberone. 
ji5 nei5 zou6 number one 
(regard you as the number one.) 
VM0075 m~~ ^ ^ way to make you feef rest. 
kei4 sat6 teng1 jam1 ngok6 zan1 hai6 jat1 go3 hou2 jau1 haan4 
I ge3 way to make jou feef rest 
1 
\ -(listening to music is really a unhurried way to make you feel 
rested.) 
' 0 ‘ 
i • 
VM0076 ~U]~~ breathe again. — 
I 
j gok3 wai2 breathe again 
'i 
i ‘ (everyone breathes again.) 
VM0077 7 ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ? 
feedback faan1 lai4 dou1 gei2 hou2 
(we have some good feedback.) 
VM0078 7 problem . 
dou3 go2 zek3 dip2 problem dou1 mei6 jau5 ge3 
:j (until that musical record, there is still no problem.) 
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VM0079 \DJ~ Radio . 
hai2 radio bo3 
(broadcast through the radio.) 
VM0080 W ~ ~ m ^ ^ j a z z . 
hou2 zung1 ji3 jazz 
(really like jazz music.) 
VM0081 1 i m m m pop music. 
ngo5 zung1 ji3 teng1 faan1 pop music 
(I like to listen to pop music again.) 
VM0082 7 ^i^^^^T^^ii^iii^^^^^^^^^^Mi^7^ 
Rock ngo5 m4 hai6 gam3 zip3 sau6 wak6 ge2 classic ngo5 dou1 
teng1 haa4 
(rock music is not my favourite kind, maybe I would listen to 
classical msuic.) 
VM0083 DJ~~ „ " Tmpical “ ‘ ^¾. 
ngo5 nam2 hai6 ba1 sai1 go2 di1 Tropical go2 di1 jam1 ngok6 
(I think it is Brasil's Tropical music.) 
VM0084 ~DJ~~ feeling. 
wui5 jau5 go3 feeling 
(will have a feeling.) 
VM0085 DJ~ catch . 
nei5 catch dou2 keoi5 
(you can catch it [idea].) 
VM0086 7 1' First Love . 
jiu3 ngo5 se2 jat1 sau2 siu3 neoi5 aa3 First love aa3 
(I have to write [a song] about young giri's fist love ) 
VM0087 1 ^mmprobiern. 
zek3 dip2 hou2 do1 problem 
(there are many problems in the disk [musical record] ) 
VM0088 7 rest 'Vi - . “ 
nestzo2 jat1 paat4 
(has taken some rest.) 
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VM0089 \DJ~~~]A/ex/dayAS5°S. 
Next dayjap6 dou3 lai4 
(next day, someone comes.) 
VM0090 DJ~~ rm project ^  postpone. 
seng4 go3 pmject '\\u3 postpone 
(have to postpone the whole project.) 
VM0091 ~DJ~ variety. 
hou2 do1 zung2 variety 
(many varities.) 
VM0092 DJ~ insist . 
keoi5 />7s/sfjat1 ding6 jiu3 soeng5 iai4 
(he insists to come up here.) 
VM0093 7 collection. 
dai6 ji6 hap6 ge3 collection 
(the second collection [music].) 
VM0094 7 cassette. 
jyun4 sing4 ni1 go3 cassette 
(finished this cassette.) 
VM0095 ~5J~~ fax . ~ ~ 
ceoi4 si4 fax iai4 laa1 
(fax here any time.) 
VM0096 ^ ~ " demanding. 
jau5 si4 di1 neoi5 zai2 taai3 gwo3 demanding 
(sometimes girls are too demanding.) 
VM0097 ~U]~~ fans 
dak1 saam1 go3 fans 
(there are noly three fans.) 
VM0098 DJ~ Fax fax . “ 
Fax go3 fax iai4 
(fax a fax here.) 
VM0099 ~5J~ _ “ 
dim2 gaai2 gu2 roller ne1 
(why do you guess it's "roller"?) 
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V M 0 1 0 0 | D J ~ | hint 
dai6 ji6 go3 hint 
(the second hint.) 
VM0101 ~5J~~~ and then Winnie ? 
and then Winnie ne1 
(and then how about Winnie?) 
VM0102 ~U3~~ i5se//^]cm productm^ 
dim2 se" nei5 ge3 product ne1 
(how to sell your products?) 
VM0103 ~5J~~ fans . 
keoi5 fans zung1 ji3 
(his fans like that.) 
VM0104 W ~ ~ sftow. 
zou6 ci4 sin6 show 
(perform in charity show.) 
VM0105 ~5J~~ mood. 
tou3 hei3 go3 mood 
(the mood of this film.) 
VM0106 ~DJ~~~numberoneW ^ . “ 
Number one go1 kuk1 
(number one song.) 
VM0107 AD~~~ Apple Shop " jeans. ~~ 
Appfe Shop ge3 jeans 
(thejeans ofthe Apple Shop.) 
VM0108 W~~ feeling. “ 
hou2 jau5 feeling 
(full of good feeling.) 
VM0109 AD~~ classic . “ 
gang3 gaa1 c/ass/cjau6 si4 hing1 
(very classical and also vogue.) 
VM0110 AD~" sho_g Apple Shop. 
jiu3 shopping gang2 hai5 jiu3 lai4 Apple shop 
(to do shopping one should go to the Apple Shop.) 
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; |VM0111 \DJ~| top “ . 
zi3 top ge3 hou2 bo1 
i 
(the toppest, the best ball [match . 
VM0112 DJ~~m:^m^^Clerkm. 
• i 
,j zou6 man4 jyun4 aa3 clerk aa3 
(being a clerk, a clerk.) 





VM0114 W ~ ~ checkmm^iiL. 
check dou3 dai6 cat1 wai6 
(we have checked till number seven.) 
VM0115 ~DJ~~~ Form seven “ . : 
. 
Form seven zung1 cat1 hok6 sang1 iai4 gaa3 
j (form seven, he is a form seven student) 
_' i 
VM0116 W~~ Student~~“ 
duk6 syu1 aa3 student 
(student, keep on studying.) 
VM0117 ~5J~~ sho_g. — "• 
tai2 hei3 sik6 faan6 shopping 
(seeing movie, having dinner, and shopping.) 
VM0118 ~DJ~~ office . 
ngo5 dei6 office gwo3 di1 
(next to our office.) 
I VM0119 W~~~ Idea ? “ 
I 
jau5 di1 mat1 je5 idea ne1 
(what kind of idea do you have?) 
VM0120 DJ~~ oml . ‘ 
haau2 oral nei5 dou1 hou2 geng1 
(you are also very nervous to take the oral examination.) 
VM0121 DJ~~ mhearsaL ‘ 
hai2 ni1 dou6 gaau2 go3 rehearsal 








: •^  
^ . 
.4 
|VM0122|DJ~~ | definition . 
nei5 go3 definition zau6 hai6 
(your definition is. .) 
VM0123 DJ~~ secmtary. 
bei3 syu1 secretary 
{secretaty, secretary.) 
VM0124 ~DJ~~ 0 '^63| ? 
I nei5 jau5 mou5 di1 good idea aa3 
(do you have any good idea?) 
VM0125 DJ~~ sales, 
! bou2 him2 sales 
(insurance sales.) 
I VM0126 ^ " " • » ® standard mdio show. 
I 
saam1 go3 zung1 tau4 standard ge3 radio show 
] (three hour standard radio show.) 
VM0127 W ~ ~ W t i W s ^ 
mui5 jat6 zou6 show 
(to perform the show everyday.) 
VM0128 ~DJ~ fans. “ 
hou2 hou2 ge3 fans 
(very good fans) 
VM0129 D J ~ ~ In Chinese, . ~ " 
In Chinese, ngo5 zan1 ha6i m4 hai6 hou2 ming4 
(in Chinese, I still cannot understand.) 
VM0130 ~DJ~~ Wefi the voice is . 
Well, the voice is fei1 soeng4 dng1 co2 
(well, the voice is very clear.) 
VM0131 ~5J~~ {gtlffl weatherforecastlti^m. 
keoi5 lo2 go3 weatherforecast ceot1 lai4 
(she takes out a weather forecast.) 
VM0132 W~~ programme “ ~~~ 
nei5 go3 programme lai4 gaa1 maa3 





go3 jat6 kei4 zau6 hai6 April Seventh 
(the date is April the Seventh.) 
VM0134 ~5J~~ show. “~~ 
zou6 show 
(perform the show.) 
j 
I VM0135 ^ ~ ~ sample, “ 
go2 go3 giu3 zou6 sample 
(that one is called sample.) 
VM0136 ^ ~ ~ monitor. “ 
nei5 hai6 monitor 
(you ar a [class] monitor.) 
VM0137 DJ Good morning sir, good afternoon sir. 
• j 
i 
Good moming sir, waak6 ze2 good afternoon sir 
(good moming sir or good affemoon sir) 
VM0138 W ~ Form (/ — 
^-.' 
Form fourgeQ do1 seoi3 aa3 
(form four, how old are you?) 
VM0139 ~DJ~ notes . — 
jau5 notes aa3 
(you have notes.) 
VM0140 ~5J~ organize, . 
keoi5 organize, keoi5 on1 paai4 
(he organize, he organize.) 
VM0141 ^~~/3 0 . —~ 
/ay offzik1 hai6 caau2 jau4 jyu2 
(lay off, that is to fire someone.) 
VM0142 D J ~ ~ , fataL 
\ hou2 bei1 oi1 hou2 fata} 
(very sad, very fatal.) 
VM0143 D J ~ ~ fmstmtecL “ 
ni1 jat1 joeng6 je5 zeoi3 frustrated 
\ 





i |VM0144|DJ~~ | walkman “ “ . ~ 
teng1 walkman di1 jan4 gong2 je5 hou2 daai6 seng1 
(people listening to walkman speak loudly.) 
VM0145 W~~ check 
) 
I keoi5 hai6 m4 hai6 hai2 dou6 check gan2 jan4 ne1 
I (is he checking somebody here?) 
i VM0146 AD~~ Saunna . 
Sauna gun2 
(Sauna house) 
VM0147 W~~ mind . 
zoi3 kung4 di1 ngo5 dou1 m4 mind lo3 
(I don't mind even if I were poorer than I am now.) 
VM0148 ^ ~ office . “ 
hai2 office hung1 hei3 m4 lau4 tung1 
(the air ventilation is bad in an office.) 
VM0149 ^ ~ ~ nmi no problem . ““ 
mat1 si6 dou1 no problem laa1 
(everything is no problem.) 
VM0150 ~DJ~~ call . “ 
nei5 mou5 heoi3 call toi4 zou6 
(you are not working in a paging company.) 
VM0151 ~DJ~ ojt . 
ngo5 zau6 cut zo2 go3 din6 waa2 
(I then cut the phone.) 
VM0152 ^ ~ Fun . • — 
;i 
Fun do1 do1 
(a lot of fun.) 
VM0153 W ~ ° effect . 
ngo5 dei6 go3 bou6 mun4 effect zou2 
1 
(our department, the "effect group”. 
VM0154 DJ~~~ “ /oodyMao^. ~ 
i jam2 zo2 bui1 Bfoody Mary 
(have drunk a glass of "Bloody Marf.) 
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|VM0155|C | A-leveL — 
I ngo5 jiu3 haau2 A-Ievel 
(I need to take the Advance Level examination.) 
VM0156 7 melody. 
nei5 go3 melody 
(this melody.) 
I VM0157 D J ~ ~ cut . “ ~ 
i 
cut faan1 jat1 tiu4 sin3 
(to cut back to one way [driving].) 
VM0158 DJ~~ party.~"“ “ 
gaau2 zo2 go3 party 
(to make a party.) 
VM0159 W ~ ~ , 6"<:/ . ‘ 
i 
di1 friend pit3 zo2 keoi5 
(some friends left him.) 
VM0160 D J ~ ~ fax. “ 
ngaam1 ngaam1 sau1 dou2 fax 
(received a fax right now.) 
VM0161 D J ~ ~ overiap-
jau5 siu2 siu2 overlap 
(a little bit overlapping.) 
VM0162 D J ~ verygood. 
gam2 zau6 vety good 
(so it is very good.) 
VM0163 D J ~ message. “ 
I teng1 dou2 ni1 go3 message 
(listened to this message.) 
VM0164 D J ~ signal. “~~~‘ 
teng1 dou2 go2 go3 signal 
(listened to that signal ) 
^^0^65 DJ blackjack video games . “ 
jau5 blackjack jau5 video games aa3 
(there are blackjack and video game.) 
: 
• " i 
. 
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VM0166 | D J ~ " pfan . “ 
ji4 gaa1 plan gan2 
(it is planned now.) 
VM0167 ~5J~~~ local prvduction . 
lau4 ji3 zyu6 di1 local ge3 production laa1 
(to pay attention to some local productions.) 
VM0168 ~5J~~ “1 rfiythm . ~~ 
j 
hai2 syun4 leot2 tung4 rhythm fong1 min6 
(according to the melody and rhythm,...) 
I > _ > i g _ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ 
VM0169 ^ ~ ~ tmin .~~~~ “ 
jau4 sai3 dou3 daai6 jiu3 train keoi5 
..: 
(start to tratn him from infancy.) 
i VM0170 DJ~ through . 
ho2 ji5 through ni1 di1 tou4 ging3 
i 
j (one can through these path.) 
: i 
VM0171 W ~ fB—d ^ F . 
jiu3 ramind haa5 daai6 gaa1 
(I have to remind everyone.) 
VM0172 ^ ~ signal. 
teng1 dou2 ni1 go3 dak6 bit6 ge3 signal 
listened to this special signal.) 
VM0173 W~~ commericaL “ 
mou5 nam2 zyu6 commerical 
(we did want to be commerical.) 
I VM0174 ~DJ~Bandfeadermi%U 
"j • 
I Band leader zau6 hai6 keoi5 
(the band leader is him.) 
] VM0175 ~DJ~ engineer “ 
I m4 hou2 ji5 kaau3 saai3 engineer 
\ (we cannot all depend on the engineers.) 
VM0176 ^ ~ ~ " Gu/farsofo. 
I 
mou5 jan4 wui5 teng 1 nei5 Guitar solo 
.j (nobody will listen to your guitar solo.) 
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|VM0177|/ band. 
zok3 wai4 jat1 deoi6 band 
(to be a band...) 
VM0178 ~5J~ Rock ' . ~ 
jung6 faan1 keoi5 dei6 Rock ge3 fong1 fat3 jin2 jik6 
(to use the rock way to preform.) 
i VM0179 ~5J~~ Double . “ 
Double ji5 soeng6 
(more than double.) 
VM0180 DJ~~ w a^mj. “ 
coeng4 min2 fei1 soeng4 zi1 warm 
(the atmosphere is very warm.) 
VM0181 ^ ~ concert. — 
bun2 loi4 dak1 jat1 go3 concert 
(originally there is only one concert.) 
VM0182 ~5J~~ closing concert. “ 
zau6 hai6 dosing concert 
(that is the closing concert.) 
VM0183 DJ opening concert closing concert “ 
jau5 go3 opening concert tung4 closing concert 
(we have a opening concert and a closing concert.) 
VM0184 W ~ ~ tofa/ . ~ 
totaiiau5 sing4 saam1 cin1 jan4 cam1 jyu5 
(the total number of participants is over three thousands.) 
VM0185 W j ~ m % l p / e b a n d m . 
gang2 hai6 live band iaa1 
(it should be live band.) 
i VM0186 DJ~~ record. 
din6 nou5 jau5 record 
• 
(computer has the record.) 
VM0187 DJ~~" ending. “ 
jyu4 gwo2 mou5 ni1 go3 ending 
\ 






| V M 0 1 8 8 | D J ~ | joke. 
ni1 go3 joke 
(this joke.) 
VM0189 W ~ P Patient, Patient, Patient, Patient 
zung1 gwok3 jan4 jau5 sei3 go3 P z i 6 , Patient Patient, Patient, 
Patient 
(the Chinese have four “Ps patient, patient, patient, patient) 
• ' i _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ 
VM0190 W~~ Numberone . “ 
Numberonego1 kuk1 
(number one song.) 
j VM0191 DJ~~ part “ 
:•j 
I hai2 ling6 jat1 part 
1 (it is in another part.) 
•I 
1 VM0192 m ~ ~ Remix . 
i 
hai6 Remix baan2 
1 
(it is a remixversion.) 
VM0193 ~DJ~~ game ? 
bin1 go3 game aa3 
I (which game?) 
VM0194 W ~ Boutique . “ “ 
Boutique dou1 dak1 
(boutique is also possible.) 
VM0195 ~ 5 J ~ ~ m i B u f f e t ^ . 
i ] dak1 dou2 Buffet gyun3 
.1 
I (you won some buffet tokens.) 
j V M 0 1 9 6 DJ~m^^rCDwalkrnan. “ 
i 
1 j teng1 ha5 CD waikman 
i 
j (listening to CD walkman.) 
j VM0197 1 /3 . ~ ~ 
j 
! toi4 waan1 plan ge3 




|VM0198|DJ~~ | " planning.~ “~~ 
jat1 lo6 lok6 lai4 ge3 planning 
(the following planning...) 
VM0199 DJ~~ sponsor. “~ 
jau5 jan4 sponsor 
(someone sponsors.) 
VM0200 D J ~ ~ function. 
jam1 ngok6 zit3 ge3 function 
(the functions of the music festival.) 
VM0201 ~DJ~ andthen . 
anof then lai4 ngo5 ni1 dou6 
(and then come to my place.) 
j VM0202 7 1«‘ sensitive . 
man6 di1 gam3 sensitive ge3 man6 tai4 
j (to ask so senitive questions.) 
_ ‘ «««___^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^_ 
VM0203 ~5J~ term. ~~ 
zeoi3 hau6 go2 go3 term 
(the last term.) 
‘ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ 
VM0204 D J ~ ~ 5 friend . “ ~ " 
jat1 ding6 jau5 baan1 friend tung4 zi6 gei2 dak6 bit6 lou5 jau5 
(there should be some friends who are the most friendly to 
oneself.) 
VM0205 D J ~ ~ Bible . ~ ~ 
keoi5 gaau3 Bible gaa3 
(he teaches Bible.) 
_ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ 
VM0206 BJ~ Microphone. “~~ 
giu3 zou6 Microphone 
(he is called Microphone.) 
VM0207 DJ~ cQfiection. “ 
jat1 go3 collection 
(one coffection) 
VM0208 DJ~~~fg^W Shoulderpat^m^. ~~ 
i ; i , 
keoi5 zoek3 jau5 shoulder pat ge3 saam 1 
(he wears clothes with shoulder pat.) 
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VM0209 \DJ~~~| , pop ~ ~ — 
jau5 di1 me1 je5 hai6 zeoi3 pop aa3 
(what are the most popular things?) 
VM0210 ~DJ~ double . ~ 
gam2 nei5 jiu3 double nei5 ge3 ngoi3 sam1 
(then you have to double your beneficence.) 
I VM0211 W~~~ | survey. 
•i. 
Gam4 jat6 ngo5 dei6 zou6 zo2 survey 
(today, we have done a survey.) 
VM0212 W ~ chart 
hoi1 ci2 jau5 go3 chart 
(we start to have a chart.) 
•; VM0213 ~5~J~ fBsult. 
zing2 hou2 saai3 jat1 go3 resuit 
\ (we finished to make up a result.) 
VM0214 ~DJ~~ First Worid War course . 
nei5 hai6 m4 hai6 duk6 First Worid War go2 go3 course gaa3 
(are you studying the course about "First World War"?) 
VM0215 DJ causes underiying intermediate. 
gam2 nei5 gei3 m4 gei3 dak1 go2 di1 causes jau5 di1 underlying 
j 
jau5 di1 intermediate 
(then do you remember the causes, some ofthem are underlying 
while some are intermediate.) 
VM0216 ^ ~ ~ /^/5 0^ . “ 
i hei1 mong6 nei5 haau2 History dou1 nang4 gau3 seon6 lei6 di1 
(wish you take the History examination with no problem.) 
VM0217 ^ ~ ~ sales. “ 
nei5 zing6 hai6 zou6 sales 
(you are only a sales, [no otherjob].) 
VM0218 DJ~~ flowers. — 
maai6 faa1 f!owers 
1 
j (selling flowers, flowers.) 
— 
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|VM0219|DJ~~ | fmm . 
ming4 pai4 fo3 lai4 gaa3 from jat6 bun2 
(products of famous brands from Japan.) 
VM0220 ~DJ~~ headphone. “ 
ngo5 tau4 sin1 mou5 daai3 headphone 
(I have not wom my headphone just now.) 
VM0221 ~5J~~ cream. 
gaa1 di1 cream 
I {to add some cream.) 
I 
VM0222 DJ~ percent. 
.j 
sap6 ng5 go3 percent 
j (fifteen percent.) 
VM0223 W ~ 36 " service. 
1 zing6 hai6 sell keoi5 zi6 gei2 ge3 service 
i 
] (they only sell their service.) 
;l VM0224 ~5J~~ Leon fans. 
Leon ge3 fans 
(Leon's fans.) 
I VM0225 DJ~ m^.dfg/taIsfereo . “ 
2ung6 hai6 digital sterso haau6 gwo2 
(it has also digital stereo effect.) 
VM0226 W~~ Bilingual news headline, 
ji4 gaa1 daai3 bei2 nei5 Bilingual news headline 
(now we bring you "bilingual news headline”. 
VM0227 DJ~ Stop .~~' — ~ " 
i 
Stop m4 hou2 gam3 gan2 zoeng1 
(stop, don't be so nervous.) 
VM0228 DJ~~ relax - “ ‘ 
j 
i hing1 sung1 haa5 relax haa5 
I 
(relax for a while, relax for a while.) 
VM0229 ~DJ~ counter. “ 
. i 
jau5 di1 counter 
(some counter...) 
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VM0230 \DJ~~| book . ~ 
ngo5 book zau2 dim3 
(I reserve rooms in a hotel.) 
VM0231 DJ~~ reception. ~~ 
zau2 dim3 go2 go3 reception 
(the reception counter of the hotel.) 
VM0232 DJ~ “ “ software ^  . 
ngo5 dei6 maai5 hoi1 go2 go3 software ge3 dip2 
(we usuallt buy the diskette of that [computer] software.) 
VM0233 W ~ ~ 56// . 
keoi5 gwo3 lai4 sell ngo5 dei6 
(they come and sell us [with something].) 
VM0234 DJ~~ desperate. 
keoi5 dou1 hou2 desperate 
(he is also very desperate.) 
VM0235 C CD-Rom mn . 
hai2 go3 CD-Rom dou6 mn dou2 ceot1 lai4 
(we can run [the software] from the CD-rom.) 
VM0236 C install harddisk. “ 
jiu3 install lok6 harddisk 
(have to install to the harddisk.) 
VM0237 C packing . — 
keoi5 go3 packing jat1 joeng6 
(its packing is the same.) 
VM0238 C game. 
waan2 game 
(play game) 
VM0239 D J ~ ° salesman so/?ware ° . 
hou2 do1 si4 gaan3 go2 di1 salesman dou1 m4 zi1 di1 software 
jau5 di1 me1 
(most of the time even the salesmen don't know what are inside 
the software.) 
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VM0240 | D J ~ | prx)duct . 
hou2 ci5 kei4 taa1 ge3 product 'iBil joeng6 
0"ust like other products.) 
VM0241 DJ~ chop . 
ni1 go3 chop hou2 leng3 
(this chop is really beautiful.) 
VM0242 BJ~ , friend 
ngo5 dei6 gam3 friend 
(we are good friends.) 
VM0243 ~DJ~~ cute . “ “ ~ 
hou2 cute ceoi3 zi3 
(very cute, very cute.) 
VM0244 ^ ~ ~ ~ Form six 
Form six gei2 daai6 nin4 gei2 aa3 
(form six, how old are you?) 
VM0245 DJ~~ update . ~ ~ 
zi3 update hei3 hau6 
(the most up-date atmosphere.) 
VM0246 W ~ mood. 
jiu3 teng1 jam1 ngok6 sin1 zi3 jap6 dou2 go3 mood 
(have to listen to music in order to get the right mood.) 
VM0247 0/~~~ fBhear^al. 
wing5 jyun5 dou1 wui5 bei2 nei5 rBhearsaI 
(they will never let you rehearse.) 
VM0248 ~DJ~~ live band. ' 
daai3 maai4 live band 
(have brought live band.) 
VM0249 D J ~ supporting star 
zou6 go3 supporting star 
(to be a supporting star.) 
VM0250 DJ~ audience . ~ " ‘ 
jat1 jau5 audience mat1 si6 dou1 mou5 
(Once we have audience, we don't have problem.) 
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VM0251 |DJ~~ | gameshow. ~ 
zyu2 ci5 game show 
(lead the game show.) 
VM0252 W ~ ~ W s t y i e ^ m . “ 
go3 style m4 tung4 
(the style is different) 
VM0253 m ~ ;MH@ arrangement . 
zoeng1 go3 arrangement cyun4 bou6 goi2 gwo3 saai3 
(the arrangement has been changed all.) 
VM0254 W ~ ~ B a b y m W W . 
Baby m4 hou2 juk1 laa1 
(baby, don't move.) 
VM0255 ~DJ~ husband. ~~ 
ngo5 jat6 tau2 pui4 ngo5 husband 
(in day time accompany my husband.) 
VM256 DJ shake h shake ° f^ shake 1 ° . “ 
Shake haa5 shake haa5 shake haa5 ge3 fung1 fo2 hoi2 
(shaking, shaking, shaking 'Swind fire sea” [artist]) 
VM257 W ~ ~ show mike. ‘ 
cai4 cai4 show baau3 mike 
(let's call and break the mike together.) 
VM258 D J ~ from Barieyand Blues … 
from Barley and Blues gam1 maan2 tung4 ting3 jat6 ge3 tin1 hei3 
(from Barley and Blues, today and tomorrow's weather forecast.) 
VM259 ~5J~ belatedhappybirthday.~ 
kam4 jat6 keoi5 sang1 jat6jiu3 gong2 faan1 geoi3 belated happy 
birthday 
(yesterday is his birthday we have to say "belated happy 
birthday . 
EN0001 W ~ ~ M a d l o o k ^ , 9 l 
Madfook hai6 lit6 
(Mad look collection) 
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EN0002 | D J ~ | Top model “ . “ 
tung4 Top model ge3 san1 man2 
(and news of the top models.) 
EN0003 DJ A-cfass entertainers. “ 
A'CJass ge3 entertainers 
(A-class entertainers) 
EN0004 W ~ " 0 / show . 
sap6 saam1 hou6 hoi1 ci2 ge3 moming show si4 dyun6 
(period of morning show starting from the 13th) 
EN0005 D J ~ ~ Ham 3( ^ " . “ 
Ham actorhai6 jat1 go3 hou2 caa1 ge3jin2 jyun4 
(ham actor is a very bad actor.) 
EN0006 D J ~ show . “ 
jau5 hou2 do1 show gaau2 laa3 
(have produced a lot of shows) 
EN0007 DJ~ wet . 
ji4 gaa1 dou1 jau5 dak1 wet laa3 
(now there is a place to play) 
EN0008 D J ~ fee . ‘ 
hou2 gwai2 fee gaa3 
(very free) 
EN0009 DJ show show . “ 
show show nei5 zoeng1 hok6 saang1 zing3 
(to show your student I.D. card) 
EN0010 DJ~mmieadmlead'i^. 
so2 wai6 lead chin4 lead hau6 
(so called "before the leading words" and "after the leading 
words") 
EN0011 D J ~ ~ phone-in. “ 
Ni1 go3 phone-in 
(this phone-in programme) 
EN0012 D J ~ 5 . — — 
go3joeng2 dou1 gei2 sharp aa1 
(the appearance is quite sharp.) 
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• i 
E N 0 0 1 3 | D J ~ | » @ sell “ | 
Ni1 zek3 pou4 tou4 tong2 seH me1 je5 hou2 ne1 
(how do you sell this sweet?) 
EN0014 ~DJ~~ m^.puppyfove^mm. “ 
dou1 hai6 puppy love go2 zung2 
(it is stiil puppy love.) 
EN0015 D J ~ H o l d . “ “ 
Hold zyu6 go3 din6 waa2 
(hold the phone please.) 
EN0016 D J ~ ~ 5/>" . ‘ 
aa3 S/rlai4 gaa3 
(he is a Sir [teacher].) 
EN0017 D J ~ S i ^ r ‘ 
aa3 Sir 
(Sir.) 
EN0018 D J ~ team-worK . 
zeoi3 m4 hai6 team-work, zeoi3 go3 jan4 faa3 zau6 hai6 coeng3 
goi 
(Singing is not team-work, it is the most peronalized work.) 
EN0019 DJ~- call. 
jau5 gei1 wui6 sau1 dou2 caH 
(you have a chance to receive a call.) 
EN0020 ~5J~" Radio W^mM^nicehournicelMng. “ 
Radio bo3 ge3 hai6 nice hour, nice IMng. 
(it is the nice hour where it is broadcast on radio.) 
EN0021 W ~ picture picturB . 
Picture dou2, zik1 hak1 picture dou2 
( can picture [the imagine], can picture it immediately.) 
EN0022 D J ~ ~ 76/00^ . 
go3 me/odyzik1 hak1 ceot1 dou2 lai4 
(the melody immediately comes out.) 
^NO023 1 ^3 6 , . “ H 
keoi5 go3 range ne1, keoi5 zi6 gei2 dou1 m4 zi1 
(her [musical] range, she still doesn't know her range.) 
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EN0024|/ | mnge. 
jau5 go3 gou1 range 
(to have a high range.) 
EN0025 D J ~ m . 
zeoi5 m go1 zan6 si4 
(the fittest time.) 
EN0026 W ~ cut “ 
dai6 sap6 cut 
(the tenth cut [recording].) 
EN0027 W~~ high pitch ^  ~ 
high pitch zau2 jap6 heoi3 di1 gwat1 laa3 
(high pitch attacks the bone.) 
EN0028 W ~ ~ m B ^ w e t 
sing4 jat6 heoi3 wet 
(always go out playing.) 
EN0029 D J ~ S^^°«J®^ backii. “ ' 
jiu3 jau5 di1 jam1 ngok6 back zyu6 
(need some music as backing.) 
EN0030 DJ~>jmmi Chefing. “ 
siu1 ngo4 gyun2 kap6 Chefing 
(barbecue duck roll and chefing.) 
ENoo3i DJ~m-cutm&m. 
dai6 jat1 cut ngo5 wan2 m4 faan1 
(I cannot find the first cut [recording].) 
EN0032 D J ~ " sensa " 
jau5 di1 sense 
(have some common sense.) 
EN0033 ~5J~ sense. — 
nei5 dou1 jau5 sense 
(you also have some common sense.) 
EN0034 D J ~ 5 . 
jau5 dou2 s/rceot1 jin6 
(we have Sir To [Mr. To].) 
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EN0035 |DJ~~ sir 
soeng2 daa2 bei2 dou2 sir 
(one would like to call Mr. To...) 
EN0036 DJ Happy searching, happy searching -
Happysearching, Happysearching hoi1 sam1 san1 hong4 sin3 
(happy searching, happy searching. "Happy new cruise".) 
EN0037 ^ ~ ~ ~ styling. 
zeoi3 do1 styling 
(the most types of styling.) 
EN0038 DJ~~ thinking. 
zeoi3 ngaam1 thinking 
(the most suitable thinking.) 
EN0039 ~5J~~~ cutting. 
sai2 seoi2 cutting 
(washed cutting [clothings].) 
EN0040 AD~~ OK Box Box . 
kaa1 laa1 OK Soxjau1 doi6di1 6oxjau2 
(Karaok Box give discount to the Box friends.) 
EN0041 D J ~ ~ ¾ >Ace . 
daa2 zo2 go3 Ace bo1 
(have hit an Ace Bali [tennis].) 
EN0042 DJ~~~ 3 ( ^ . 
hoi1 ace bo1 
(start an ace ball [tennis].) 
EN0043 ~DJ~~ o_iL 
ji5 ging1 jau5 pang4 jau5 daa2 din6 waa2 lai4 on~cali 
(we already have some friends on call.) 
EN0044 lDJ~~~ l-N-G form . 
I-N-G form lai4 gaa3 
(it is an l-N-G form.) 
EN0045 ~DJ~~~ punch line. 
ni1 go3 sin1 hai6 punch line 
(this is the punch line.) 
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EN0046|DJ~~ lcut%. ~" 
cut dak1 
(you can cut [recording].) 
EN0047 ^ ~ ~ ~ CD Voice Memo Pad 
ngo5 dei6 sung3 CD Voice ge3 Memo Pad 
(we give out CD Voice's Memo pad.) 
EN0048 DJ""" miss “ .~~“ ‘ 
ji5 ging1 miss zo2 hou2 noi6 ge3 zok3 ban2 
(the work we have missed for a long time.) 
EN0049 D J ~ ~ fever . 
ceot1 heoi3 fever, ceot1 heoi3 waan2 
(go out fever, go out to play.) 
EN0050 DJ~~~ a( random. 
ngo5 dei6 at random 
(we do it at random.) 
EN0051 DJ~~~ ball room. “ 
jat1 gaan1 zau2 dim3 ge3 ball room 
(the ball room of one hotel.) 
EN0052 DJ~~~ . “ 
keep fit lo1 
Oust keep fit.) 
EN0053 ~DJ~~^mnfunky^m^nu. 
jau5 tiu3 mou5 funky ge3 zok3 ban2 
(we have dancing funky music.) 
EN0054 ~5J""" ^^key°^ca lL 
ngaam1 key ngaam1 call 
(suitable to call.) 
EN0055 AD biotoginic complex. 
jau5 biotoginic complex 
(it has biotoginic complex.) 
EN0056 ~DJ~~ in . “ 
sing4 zung1 zeoi3 in ge3 jan4 tung4 si6 
(the most fashioable people and stuff of the city.) 
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E N 0 0 5 7 | D J ~ ~ | _ ^ © 3 / . ^ 
naai5 slk1 creamy go2 zek3 ngaan4 sik1 
(milky, creamy colour.) 
EN0058 ~DJ~~ cable cmam. 
jau6 giu3 zou6 cable cream 
(it is also called cable cream [cooking 
EN0059 ~DJ~~ whipping cream. ‘ 
jau6 giu3 zou6 whipping cream 
(it is also called whipping cream.) 
EN0060 DJ cable cream whipping cream . 
cable creamjau6 dak1 whipping creamjau6 dak1 
(cable cream is OK, whipping cream is also alright.) 
EN0061 W " " " ° marNe cream, “ 
go1 zan6 si4 bin3 zo2 marble cream 
(at that time, it changes to "marble cream”. 
EN0062 W~~~ f ^ Z h o t s t u f f . ~ ~ 
fei1 soeng4 zi1 hot stuff 
(it is a hot stuff.) 
EN0063 W ~ ~ W]ackpom. 
jau5 jackpot aa3 
(we have jackpot.) 
EN0064 DJ~~mmBandsound^mtm. 
jiu4 gwan2 Band sound ge3 bei2 coi3 
(Rock band sound competition.) 
EN0065 ~DJ~~ goodtime. 
zou2 san4 good time 
(good morning good time.) 
EN0066 DJ~~ flow . 
nei5 kei4 sat6 soeng2 jiu3 sau2 go1 go3 flow aa3 
(you really need the flow of the song.) 
EN0067 ~DJ~~~ melodyline | . 
ding5 hai6 bei2 go3 melody line nei5 dei6 
(orjust give you the melody line.) 
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EN0068|DJ~~ | demo . 
keoi5 dei6 bei2 go3 demo ngo5 
(they give me the demo [tape].) 
EN0069 ^ ~ ~ ^ m c a t walk'S. “ 
jau5 maai4 cat wa!k tim1 
(also have catwalk.) 
EN0070 ^ " " " charge up . 
di1 sing4 haak3 zau6 charge up saai3 
(all the passengers have been charged up.) 
EN0071 lDJ~~ sick time. 
keoi5 hai6 sick time 
(he is in sick time.) 
EN0072 DJ cut cut, cut 
m4 goi1 cut’ cut cut 
(please cut.) 
EN0073 ~DJ""" take two. 
hou2 take two 
(well we have take two.) 
EN0074 DJ~~ / / a~~ 
keoi5 go1 go3 jingle 
(his jingle [music].) 
EN0075 ~5J~~ touchwood^.~~ 
touch wood sin1 
(touch wood first) 
EN0076 ~5J~~ cute . 
cute ban2 wui6 si5 
(cute version exchange square.) 
EN0077 ~DJ~~ hold hoJd . 
holdhold sin1 
Oust a minute please.) 
EN0078 ^ ~ " hardself^T9c. 
hard se// haa5 sin1 
(hard sell first.) 
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EN0079|DJ~ \ take one . ‘ 
take one m4 goi 
(take one please.) 
EN0080 DJ~~~ saxo_ne. “ 
giu3 zou6 saxophone 
(it is called saxophone.) 
EN0081 W~~~ pie chart “ 
zing2 go3 pie chart 
(make a pie chart.) 
EN0082 ^ ~ ~ symbolic. 
m4 hai6 gam3 symbolic 
(it is not so symbolic.) 
EN0083 ~D]~ symbolic. 
m4 gau3 symbolic 
(it is not symbolic enough.) 
EN0084 ^ ~ T-shirt. 
go1 di1 sai3 ge3 T-shirt 
(those small T-shirts.) 
EN0085 ~DJ~~ . 
nei5 hold dak1 gei2 noi6 
(I wonder how long you can hold [the line].) 
EN0086 ~5J~~ site service. 
gai3 zuk6 jau5 site service 
(we continue to have site service.) 
EN0087 ~DJ~" 03// . ~~ 
ngam1 ngam1 call ngo5 ge3 pang4 jau5. 
(the friend who has just called me.) 
EN0088 W~~ # i M J i i graphic. 
do1 ze6 din6 nou5 graphic 
(thank you for the computer graphic.) 
EN0089 ~5J~ sense. 
zeoi3 zung6 jiu3 jau5 sense 
(the most important is to have common sense.) 
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EN0090|DJ~~~| good boy. 
sau2, sau2, good boy 
(hand, hand, good boy.) 
EN0091 ^ ~ ~ ~ M trendy. — 
gang3 trendy 
(more trendy.) 
EN0092 W~~ touching, 
hou2 touching 
(very touching.) 
EN0093 ~DJ~~~ 0 ) . “ 
jung6 cold cream lok6 zong1 
(use cold cream to remove the make-up.) 
EN0094 ~ 5 J ~ . 
go1 di1 key hou2 naan4 gaap3 
(it is difficult to match the key [music].) 
EN0095 ^ ~ ~ ~ acoustic. ~~~_ 
hou2 acoustic 
(very acoustic.) 
EAL001 DJ~~ CD . 
CD hap6 daai2 jin6 ji5 soeng5 si5 
(CD cassette are available.) 
EAL002 ~5J~~ CYC _ . 
CYC gaa1 zuk6 zi1 wuf6 dung6 tin4 ngaap2 
(CYC activities, "Flexible Peking duck".). 
EAL003 W~~ TB ^ # © . 
TB kwan2 waak6 ze2 ngo5 dei6 giu3 zou6 fai3 lou4 kwan2 
(TB virus or we call it tuberculous.) 
EAL004 DJ~~ FM . 
FM gau2 sap6 sei3 dim2 luk6 zi3 gau2 sap6 luk6 dim2 gau2 
(FM 94.6 to 96.9) 
EAL005 ~5J~ 7 ^ Madonna. 
zeoi3 san1 ge3 MTV leoi5 ming6 ne1 gong2 seot6 Madonna 
(the brand new music video talking abou Madonna.) 
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EAL006 \DJ““\FM Hit Radio. 
FM gau2 sap6 dim2 cat1 Hit Radio 
(FM 90.7 Hit Radio) 
EAL007 ^ " " " K'fcA OK A-»-
kaa1 laa1 OK daai6 coi3 
(Karaok competition.) 
EAL008 ~5J~~~ BB. 
ho2 ji3 jung6 maai4 BB 
(you can use whistle.) 
EAL009 ~DJ~ 3 CD . ‘ 
gei3 zyu6 gong2 dak1 hou2 jau5 CD sung3 bei2 nei5 dei6 
(remeber, if you give us a good talk, we give you some CDs.) 
EAL010 ~DJ~~ KC “ fans. 
m4 goi1 saai3 KC ge3 fans 
(thank you KC's fans.) 
EAL011 W ~ ~ KC • fans. 
KC ge3 fans 
(KC's fans.) 
EAL012 DJ~~ “ BB BB . 
keoi5 dei6 hou2 ci5 jau5 BB’ bat gwo3 di1 BB ceoi1m4 hoeng2 
(they have whistles, but they produce no sound.) 
EAL013 ~UJ""" 8 " . 
zaa1 gaa3 BWluk6 luk6ji6 
(drive a BW 662 [car] ) 
EAL014 W j ~ ~ OK. 
biu2jin6 zau6 OK 
(the performance is OK.) 
EAL015 ~DJ~~~ BMB . 
heoi3 BMB coeng3 caan1 baau2 
(go to BMB to have enough singing.) 
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EAL016 \DJ~~|>A ,B C . ‘ 
A hai6 jat1 go3, B hai6 loeng5 go3, C hai6 saam1 go3 
(A is one, B is two, C is three.) 
C . 
/\laa1 
(it is A.) 
DJ C . C . 
hai6 C aa3, hai6 C aa3 
(it is C, it is C.) 
EAL017 DJ~~ 0 0 \ 
sung3 zek3 CD ngo5 dei6 teng1 haa5 
(give a CD to us as gift.) 
EAL018 ~5J~~ c a “ 
ni1 zoeng1 CD 
(this CD.) 
EAL019 ~DJ~~~ 0 . — 
OK gai3 zuk6 lok6 lai4 ngo5 dei6 jau5 
(OK, we continue to have...) 
EAL020 ~5J""" 0 / . “ 
DJ gok3 zi6 gok3 zing1 coi2 
(every disc jockey is fine.) 
EAL021 DJ"""^^ . ~ 
FM gau2 sap6 gau2 dim2 cat1 
(FM 99.7) 
EAL022 ~DJ""" . ‘ 
hai6Pzi6 
(it is a letter P.) 
EAL023 DJ~~ ABC . 
ABC gaai1 seon3 
(ABC good message.) 
EAL024 ~DJ~~ CASH. 
cam1 gaa1 CASH 
(to participate in CASH [music].) 
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EAL025 \DJ~~| DJ . “ 
jau4 DJ dou3 gam1 maan1 hoi1 jin2 coeng3 wui2 
(from DJ to tonight having a concert.) 
EAL026 15J~~AM^:AI1. ‘ 
AM cat1 baat3 saam1 
(AM 783.) 
EAL027 ~DJ~~~ RTHK FM . “ 
RTHK FM gau2 sap6 ji6 dim2 luk6 
(Radio Television HongKong FM 92.6) 
EAL028 ~DJ"^ QC. 
m4 hai6 QC 
(not a quality control.) 
EAL029 ~E}~~~ OK . 
coeng3 go1 OK ge3 jan4 
(the person who sings well.) 
EAL030 ~DJ~~" QK . — ~ 
QK dim2 coeng3 gei1 
(cute music box.) 
EAL031 DJ~~OtOK . 
gam2 OK laa1 
(than it is alright.) 
EAL032 ~DJ~~ U 
wai6 sin1 U 
(stomach medicine U.) 
EAL033 DJ~" /Q . 
mui5 jat1 geoi3 syut3 waa6 dou1 hai6 /Q tai4 
(every sentence is IQ question.) 
EAL034 ^ ~ ~ FM / ^ ^ . 
FM gau2 sap6 sei3 dim2 baat3 zi3 gau2 sap6 luk6 dim2 gau2 
(FM94.8 to 96.9) 
EAL035 ^ ~ ~ DJ, 
m4 hai6 DJ 
(nota DJ.) 
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EAL036 \DJ~~~ DLC. “ 
jau5 DLC 
(we have DLC [brand}.) 
EAL037 ^ “ “ W MVA. 
jau5 MVA 
(we have MVA [brand].) 
EAL038 D J ~ ~ FM . 
FM gau2 sap6 ji6 dim2 luk6 zi3 gau2 sap6 sei3 dim2 sei3 
(FM 92.6 to 94.4) 
EAL039 ~DJ~~ NPR. 
ng5 sap6 ling4 NPR 
(Susuki NPR [motor car].) 
EAL040 ~5J~~ OHC . 
OHCjau2 
(OHC oil.) 
EAL041 ~DJ~ FM . 
FM gau2 sap6 gau2 dim2 cat1 
(FM 99.7) 
EAL042 ~m~~ , CD. 
"ngo5 sam1 bat1 sei2" CD 
(my heart never die" CD.) 
EAL043 DJ~~~ Q, “ 
jau5 seng1 Q 
(a cut with sound [recording].) 
EAL044 W ~ ~ 0 . ^ 
OK laa1 mou5 man6 tai4 laa1 
(it is OK, no problem.) 
EAL045 ~5J~~ ® Q . 
zung1 gaan1 lat1 Q nei5 zau6 sei2 
(if you fail in the middle, you will die.) 
EAL046 W ~ ~ 5 . 
sung3 zek3 S biu1 
(give you an S-watch.) 
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EAL047 \DJ~| ° CD voice memo pad 
ngo5 dei6 sung3 CD voice ge3 memo pad 
(we give out CD voice's [band] memo pad.) 
EAL048 D J ~ ~ OV. ‘ 
zou6 gan2 OV 
(being an OV [music].) 
EAL049 DJ~~ OK, . 
OK maa5 soeng6 waan2 ngo5 dei6 ge3 jau4 hei3 
(we play our game at once.) 
EAL050 DJ~~ OK . 
OK man6 tai6 zi1 jat1 zau6 hai6 
(OK, one of the question is...) 
EAL051 ~5J~"(> . — 
OK si4 gaan3 hai6 luk6 dim2 




EAL053 ~DJ~~~_ ITCA. 
hou2 ci5 fTCA 
(look like ITCA.) 
EAL054 W ~ ~ M. “ 
gau2 sap6 luk6 hou6 M 
(96M [bus . 
EAL055 ~5J"""^JPGM93 noprvblem. 
jau5 JPG maan6 si6 dou1rfo problem 
(if one has JPG, everything is no problem.) 
EAL056 W~~ PPRG . 
PPRG ge3 siu1 sik1 
(PPRG's news [band].) 
EAL057 ~DJ~~~1^ . 
V luk6 jan5 king4 
(V6 engine [car].) 
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EAL058 \DJ~~~|W CYKong. — 
jau5 Cy Kong 
(we have C.Y. Kong.) 
EAL059 ~DJ~~ 0/. “ 
zou6 DJ 
(being a DJ. .) 
EAL060 ~5J~ BB. ‘ 
zi6 gei2 saang1 BB 
(to give birth to a baby by oneself.) 
EAL061 ~DJ~ BB . “ 
hou2 ci5 pou2 tung1 BB gam2 
Oust like an ordinary baby.) 
EAL062 W ~ ~ PTS. 
cyun5 kaau3 PTS 
(ail because of PTS.) 
EAL063 DJ~~ CD . 
ji4 tung5 ge3 CD hai6 lit6 
(children CD collection.) 
EAL064 ~DJ~~ EP. 
jat1 coeng1 EP 
(one EP [music].) 
EAL065 ~DJ~~~ CD. 
zing1 zong1 CD 
(CD delux.) 
EAL066 ~DJ~~ . 
zung1 gwok3 jan4 jau5 sei3 go3 P zi6 
(the Chinese has four Ps.) 
EAL067 DJ~~ 0 ^ . 
gan2 bin1 go3 DJ bong1 
(choose which DJ for help.) 
EAL068 ~DJ~~NHK%i^. 
NHK din6 toi4 
(NHK station [television].) 
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EAL069 \DJ | CD walkman. 
teng1 haa5 CD walkman 
(to listen to CD walkman.) 
EAL070 ^ ~ MTV. ‘ 
jiu3 pak3 MTV 
(have to record music video.) 
EAL071 W ~ KG. “ 
bun2 loi4 saam1 sap6 go3 KG 
(originally, it is 30 kg.) 
EAL072 W ~ " KG, 
baat3 sap6 gei2 go3 KG 
(more than 80 kg.) 
EAL073 D J ~ ~ MLB . ~~ 
MLB fuk6 zong1 
(MLB clothings.) 
EAL074 ~DJ SPC . 
jau4 SPC tai4 gung1 
(sponsored by SPC.) 
EAL075 ~53~~X~U. 
j ap6a 
(get into universities.) 
EAL076 DJ~~" AM. 
baat3 luk6 sei3 AM 
(864 AM) 
EAL077 ~DJ~~~ 8 . 
ho4 B zai2 
(little B Ho.) 
EAL078 ~DJ~~ TVB game show. 
TVB ge3 game show 
(the game show of TVB.) 
EAL079 ~5J~~ TVB. 
daai4 keoi5 heoi3 TVB 
(bring him to TVB.) 
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CS001 \DJ | ^ ^ ° yes you1l have this chance to see the American 
concert. 
zi3 jyu1 waa6 gam1 jat6 lai4 gong2 yes, you1l have this chance to 
see the American concert. 
(how about today, yes, you'll have a chance to see the American 
concert.) 
CS002 ~5J~~~ later on, you1l also be having a contest that I would be playing 
with you called the “Band time true time contest where one of 
you, lucky winner w/" have a chance to eat a the "Band time 
restaumnf’. . 
iateron, you1i also be having a contest that f would be playing 
with you called the "Band time, true time contesf where one of 
you, lucky winner wiH have a chance to eat a the “Band time 
restaurant, zi3 jyu1 waa6 coeng4 sai3 cing4 jing4 dim2 joeng2 
heoi3 saak3 ceoi2 ni1 di1 gam3 fung1 fu3 ge3 zoeng2 ban2 ne1 
(later on, you'll also be having a contest that I would be playing 
with you called the "Band time, true time contesf where one of 
you, lucky winner will have a chance to eat a the "Band time 
restauranf. how about the detailed information about how to get 
these wonderful prizes?) 
CS003 ~DJ~~ / have a wonderful evening. 
cam4 maan3 lai4 gong2 ne1 ngo5 zau6 gok3 dak1 I have a 
wonderful evening 
(last night, feel that had a wonderful evening.) 
CS004 ~DJ~~ forgef about it. 
jau5 dak1 keoi5 laa1 forget about it 
(let it go, forget about it.) 
CS005 W j ~ .This is Rosenne. . 
ng5 dim2 sap6 fan1 laa3. This is Rosenne. nei5 teng1 gan2 ge3 
hai6 jal1 !ing4 sei3 gam1 kuk1 toi4 




CS006 \DJ1 ~~\lVs ffve thirty. This is the FM Select News headlines. A cease-fire 
was announ ced a short time ago by Pro-Bhtish Protestant Military 
six weeks after the Irish Republican Army decfared its truce. The 
Combined Loyalist Military Command announced a statement that 
it wiff universally cease all operational hostilities from mid-night 
tonight. 
DJ2 Wai6 zo2 hing3 zuk1 ging2 dui6 sing4 lap6 jat1 baak3 ng5 sap6 
zau1 nin4. Ging2 dui6 ming4 jat6 ne1 gui2 hang4 ci4 sin6 bo6 
hang4 cau4 fun2 wut6 dung6 ge3. Sai1 gung3 bak1 taam4 cung1 
hei2 bo6 ju6 gai3 hai2 ng5 jat6 noi6 a3 haang4 jeon4 ne1 bun2 
gong2 zui3 do1 tiu4 zui3 kei1 kui1 ge3 lo6 ching4. Jung2 coeng4 
dou6 zau6 daat6 jat1 baak3 ng5 sap6 gung1 lei5 ge3. Ju6 gai3 
gam1 ci3 ge3 bo6 hang4 wut6 dung6 ho2 ji5 wai6 do1 gaan1 ci4 
sin6 gei1 kau3 cau4 dak1 ciu1 gwo3 jat1 baak3 maan6 ge3. 
(For celebrating the 150th Anniversary of the Royal Hong Kong Police 
Force, the Royal Hong Kong Police Force will hold a charity walking 
activity lomonrow. The starling point is Sai Kung ‘Bak Tam Chung". 
They expect the participants to complete the most difficult routes in Hong 
Kong in five days. The total length of the routes will be 150 KM. This 
charity activity is expected to raise over one million Hong Kong dollars for 
some local charity institutions.) 
Dji Anyway, a passenger plane carrying sixty-six people to Tehran 
crashed in a mountain in Central Iran with a// aboard now believed 
to be dead. The Dutch made Forker F28 disappeared several 
hours ago around the Zagros Mountains about Thirty-five minutes 
aftertakeoff,... 
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CS007 \DJ~~ . f t is a foggy 
Thursday moming with current temperature oftwenty three 
degree. . 
gam1 tin1 tin1 hei3 dou1 hai6 daai6 mou6 jin6 si4 tin1 man4 toi4 
iuk6 dak1 hei3 wan1 ji6 sap6 saam1 dou6. ltis a foggy Thursday 
moming with current temperature of twenty three degree, keoi5 
hai6 zoeng1 hok6 jau5. 
(today, the weather is foggy. According to the Royal Observatory, 
the temperature is 23 degree. It is a foggy Thursday moming with 
current temperature of twenty three degree. He is Cheung Hok 
Yau.) 
CS008 DJ Steven Wiffword, back in love again. 
keoi5 hai6 Steven Wiflword, back in love again 
(he is Steven Willword, back in love again.) 
CS009 ~DJ~~~ Now we're with you until one o'clock. . 
Now we're with you until one o'cfock. hai6 zing1 syun2 jat1 ling4 
sei3 
(Now weVe with you until one o'clock. FM Select 104.) 
CS010 ~5J~~Espedallyforyou, — . 
Especially for you, hei1 mong6 so2jau5 muk6 juk6 ngoi3 ho4 
zung1 dik1 jan4 dou1 gam3 hang6 fuk1 
(Especially for you. I wish all the people who are in love are very 
fortunate.) 
CS011 DJ ^% Manhattan Transfer Too busy thinking about my baby, 
keoi5 hai6 Manhattan Transfer Too busy thinking about my baby. 
(he is Manhattan Transfer. Too busy thinking about my baby.) 
CS012 ~DJ~~" I am right here waiting foryou to tuning to . 
I am right here waiting foryou to tuning to zing1 syun2 jat1 ling4 
sei3 
(I am right here waiting for you to tuning to FM Select 104.) 
CS013 DJ This is Angef. . 
This is AngeL ngo5 hai6 loeng4 on1 kei4 
(This is Angle. am Leung On Kei.) 
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CS014 \DJ~ The ftrB danger waming is red, -
The fire dangerwaming is red. ji1 gaa1 hung4 sik1 ge3 fo2 ging2 
seon3 hou6 sang1 haau6 
(The fire danger waming is red. The red fire danger waming is 
on.) 
CS015 ^ ~ ~ . W e / / weVerJusf played "Total 
Cofour. 
ngo5 dei6 dou1 m4 soeng2 jat1 cou2 jat1 muk6 sau6 dou3 
soeng1 hoi6. Well we've just played "Total Colour". 
(we don't want the environment to be hurt Well, we ve just played 
"Total Colour.) 
CS016 W~~ In the time oftwenty minutesin front offive PM 
. 
In the time oftwenty minutes in front offive PM gam1 jat6 dim2 
gong2 aa3, jau5 hou2 do1 pang4 jau5 lai4 taam3 baan1 
(In the time of twenty minutes in front of five P.M. Today there 
are a lot of friends come and visit us.) 
CS017 DJ if it is so humid, how can it be and the fire danger 
waming is red. 
ngo5 waa6 ifit is so humid, how can it be jau6 sap1 and the fire 
danger waming is red, 
(if it is so humid, how can it be humid and the fire dangerwarning 
is red.) 
CS018 o/~~~ Weli, the voice is . 
Well, the voice is fei1 soeng4 zing1 coi2 
(We!l, the voice is very wonderful.) 
CS019 DJ I have asked an embrassing question. weather forcast 
-
/ have asked an embrassing question, keoi5 lo2 go3 weather 
forcast ceot1 lai4 
(I have asked an embrassing question. She takes out a weather 
forecast.) 
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CS020 |DJ | if the weather is so humid how could the fire danger warning 
be rBd. 1# -
ngo5 waa6 ifthe weafheris so humid how could the fire danger 
warning be red gam2 dim2 gaai2 gam3 sap1 ne1 hung4 sik1 fo2 
zoi1 ngai4 him2 ging2 gou3 jau6 sang1 haau6 
(I say if the weather is so humid how could the five danger 
waming be red. How could be so humid and the fire dnager 
waming be red?) 
CS021 DJ~~ ° and I am not sure whether 
you win ornot 
gan1 zyu6 lok6 lai4 ngo5 dei6 wui5 waan2 ngo5 dei6 sau2 jing2 
lai5 ge3 jau4 hei3 and f am not sure whefheryou win ornot 
(we wiil continue to playour movie primia game and I am not sure 
whether you win or not) 
CS022 W~~" Pfease dial two three five five seven nine, two 
three five five seven nine. 
Please dial two three five five seven nine, soeng2 waan2 ni1 go3 
jau4 hei3 cing2 daa2 two three five five seven nine 
(Please dial two three five five seven nine, if you want to play this 
game please dial two three five five seven nine.) 
CS023 ~DJ~~~ /will try to make if easy today Stanley will know. . 
I will try to make it easy today, Stanley will know, zung1 zai2 wui6 
zi1 
(I will try to make it easy today, Stanley will know. Jung will know.) 
CS024 ~BJ~~~ so / take the first volume. 
ngo5 zi6 gei1 wui5 teng1 din6 waa2 so I take the first volume 
(I will listen to the phone call so I take the first volume.) 
CS025 W~~ what is your name? 
man6 tai4 zi1 jat1 hai6 what's your name? nei5 giu3 me1 meng2 
(one of the question is, what is your name? What is your ame?) 
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I CS026 \DJ \you jusf have a chance to see the movie "Outbreak" 
j . 
j 
I you just have a chance to see the movie "Outbreak" nei5 ho2 ji5 
1 
I tung6 ngo5 dei6 jat1 cai4 tai2 sau2 jing2 
j 
(you just have a chance to see the movie "Outbreak". You can 
I see the movie primia with us.) 
t _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ « _ ^ _ _ « « « « > _ _ _ « « « « « ^ ^ « ^ — ^ « « « - ^ « « — « « « — — « _ 
I CS027 DJ April seventh, you gonna get there before eight P,M. 
Okay. 
I 
go3 jat6 kei4 zau6 hai6 April seventh, you gonna get there before 
eightPM Okay 
(the date is April Seven, you gonna get there before eight P.M. 
Okay.) 
•| 
CS028 W""" ^2 W^a^ is your name? 
gam1 maan1 nei5 hai6 mat1 je5 meng2. What is your name 
(tonight what is your name? What is your name?) 
CS029 ~DJ~~~ stay tune to one o four FM. 
nei5 zau6 zan1 hai6 jiu3 stay tune to one o four FM 
(you should stay and tune to FM 104.) 
CS030 ~5J~~~ Loui Steve and Harry cause they are all to Las 
Vegas next week. 
ngo5 hou2 sin6 mou6 Loui ]au6 hou2 sin6 mou6 Steve and Harry 
cause they are all to Las Vegas next week 
(I am envy about Loui, Steve and Harry because they are aii to 
Las Vegas next week.) 
CS031 D J ~ ~ Calling doctor outbreak . 
calling doctor outbreak zau6 jiu3 daa2 lai4 bei2 ngo5 
(calling doctor outbreak you have to call me.) 
I 
CS032 DJ Twenty four hours playing Casino games like . 
. 
Twenty four hours playing Casino games like baak3 gaa1 lok6 
I (twenty four hours playing Casino games like Poker.) 
CS033 W~~ My name is Ming Ming . …~~: 
My name is Ming Ming, zou2 san4 ngo5 hai6... 
(My name is Ming Ming. Good morning.) 
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CS034 \DJ~~~\Current tempemtum is sixteen degree. -
Current temperature is sixteen degree koeng4 lik6 gwai3 hau6 
fung1 seon3 hou6 ji5 ging1 ceoi4 haa6 
(current temperature is 16 degree. Strong monsoon wind waming 
has been unhoisted.) 
j CS035 ~5J~~~ London bridge is falling down. 
coeng3 go1 di1 London bridge is falling down 
(to sing those "London bridge is falling down.) 
CS036 W~~ Never as good as the first time, ° - .~~ 
Never as good as the first time wui6 m4 wui6 joeng6 joeng6 je5 
dou1 gok3 dak1 dai6 jat1 ci3 hai6 hou2 di1 
(never as good as the first time, wiil it be the case that everything 
is good at the first time.) 
CS037 DJ you have a chance to have two tickets to the movie primiere 
i — . 
you have a chance to have two tickets to the movie primiere san1 
sai3 gaai3 zung1 sam1 sing4 ji3 jiu1 cing2 nei5 cam1 gaa1 
(you have a chance to have two tickets to the movie primiere. 
New World Centre sincerely invites you to participate.) 
CS038 ~DJ~~~ take it /oo serious . 
keoi5 dei6 fake it too serious taai3 jim4 suk1 ze1 
(they take it too serious, too serious.) 
CS039 DJ~~ wing wing go away, 
ngo5 zung1 ji3 siu2 pang4 jau5 coeng3 wing wing go away 
(I like little children singing *wing wing go away".) 
CS040 ~DJ~~ Eric, my darfing, ifs you. Jolly. 
Eric, my darling, ifs you. hou2 lek1 ge3 Jolly 
(Eric, my darling, it's you. I am very smart Jolly.) 
CS041 ~5J~ give me five Jolty. 
J 
give me five aa3 Jolly 





CS042 |DJ~~\youlike Broadwaymusic . 
you like Broadway music]yu4 gwo2 nei5 hai6 zung1 ji3 baak3 
lou5 wui6 jam1 ngok6 ge3 
(you like Broadway music, if you like Broadway music...) 
CS043 W~~~ we start off with Leon … 
we start off with Leon zi1 cin4 jau5 
(we start off before Leon.) 
CS044 ~5J~ we have aHyourfavourite music, . 
we have alf yourfavouhte music, hei1 mong6 nei5 ge3 ngaan3 
zau3 gwo3 dak1 hoi1 sam1 di1 
(we have all your favourite music, wishing you have a happy 
aftemoon.) 
CS045 W~~~ "Draggers' Tanglo"followed by Vueen ofsoul”. 
keoi5 dei6 ge3 “Draggers' Tanglo" followed by "Queen ofsouf”. 
(their "Draggers' Tanglio” followed by "Queen of soul.) 
CS046 ~K}~~~ alnght time is fourthirty one .~~ 
alright time is four thirty one ngo5 dei6 hai6 jat1 gaan1 hou2 jau5 
ceoi3 ge3 din6 toi4 
(alright time is four thirty one we are a very interesting radio 
station.) 
CS047 ~DJ"""you are listening to one o four FM Select . 
you are istening to one o four FM Select zing1 syun2 jat1 ling4 
sei3 
(you are listening to FM Select 104) 
CS048 DJ and also thank you very much ^fiSM;^#^/J^. 
and also thank you very much jat1 wai2 leng3 neoi2 hoeng1 
gong2 siu2 ze2 
(and also thank you very much a beautiful lady a Miss Hong 
Kong.) 
CS049 ~DJ~~~ ancf thats why you got me. 
keoi5 fong3 gaa3 m4 jiu3 hoi1 gung1 and that's whyyou got me 
(he is on leave and that's why you got me.) 
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CS050 \DJ~~| / love you. 
do1 zo2 gei2 go3 zi6 zau6 hai6 love you 
(a few words more. It is "I love you’ . 
CS051 ~5J~~~ Derek sorry. I am so sorry about it ^ ^ . 
Derek sorry. / am so sony about if siu2 siu2 ge3 co3 zit3 
(Derek sorry I am so sorryabout it. Just some failure.) 
CS052 ~5J~~~ welcome Pif Coffins . 
welcome Pil Collins fun1 jing4 
(welcome Pil Collins, welcome.) 
CS053 ~DJ~~ 
nei5 giu3 mat1 meng2 aa3 
(what is your name?) 
C . 
ngo5 giu3 aa3 kwan4 
(I am Kwan.) 
DJ I am sony. 
f am sorry 
(I am sorry.) 
EWP001 DJ mMmcallfax. 
ging6 cyun4 zan1 call fax 
(Strong fax call and fax) 
EWP002 C fife m ling. 
file gan2 ling 
(filing) 
EWP003 ~DJ~~ Fomra. 
Fo aa3 m 
(Fora) 
EWP004 ~DJ~~ §{ pun ch line’ 
m4 hai6 pun aa ch line 
(it is not a punch line.) 
EWP005 ^ ~ pun ch line. 
pun gan2 ch line 
(punching line [?]) 
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EWP006|DJ"““\pun ch fine. “~~~ 
pun haa2 ch line 
(punching line [?]) 
EWP007 ^ ~ ~ ‘sharping . “ 
hai6 mai6 gam3 sharping sin1 
(is he that sharp [smart]?) 
EWP008 ~5J~~ sharping | . ““ 
jau5 di1 sharping ge3 ting3 zung3 






i INITIAL CONSONANTS 
Yale lPA LSHK 
b p b 
P ph P 
m m m 
f f f f 
d t d 
t th t 
“ n n 
I I 1 
g k g 
k . k^ k 
" 9 D ng 
h h h 
j ts z 
ch ts^ c 
s s s 
y i J 
gW kw gW 
kw kw^ kw 
NV w w 
FINAL CONSONANTS 
Yole lPA LSHK 
m m m 
n n n 
" 9 0 ng 
P p p 
t t t 
k k k 
VOWELS 
Yale • IPA LSHK 
• i i: \ 
i ( be fo r e ng , k) e ‘ j 
yu y: yu 
— u ‘ u: u 
u ( be fo r e ng , k) o u 
e c: e 
0 0 o 
eu oe: oe 
eu ( b e f o r e n , t) e e o 
a (with final c o n s o n a n t ) B a 
i a (no final consonant) a: aa 
i a^ a: aa 
iu iw iu 
I eui e q eoi 
ui uq ui 
ei e j ei 
01 3j oi 
ou ow ou 
I ai Bj ai 
I au Bw au 
aai a:j aai 
aau a:w aau 
I 
! . 
TONES (ILLUSTRATED WITH THE SYLLABLE U) 
Yale lPA LSHK 
u 55 ul high level 
u 53 u l high fall 
u 35/25 u2 high rise 
u 33 u3 mid level 
uh 21/11 u4 low fall 
uh 23/13 u5 low rise 2 0 7 
uh 22 u6 low even 
Appendix 6 
Exceptions of the implicational scales 
A. Exceptions of table 9. 
interlocutors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 No. of informants 
_ + • _ + + + 1 
- + + - * + + + + 1 
_ — — + + —* + 2 
H M M . « M ^ < ^ 0 ^ — ic — • 1 
— - + * — — + —* + 1 
+ ic — — 1 
M * M H m m m ^ ― * ^ « » • ^ f ^ “ ^ * ^ f J ^ 
- - - - + - * + 1 
- - + + + * + 1 
+ * - + + + + 1 
- + + * + + + + 1 
- - + * - + + + 2 
+ + + - * + + + + 1 
_ - + + - * + + 1 
— — — + — * + + 1 
- + + + * + + 2 
+ * + + + + 1 
- + * + + - * + 1 
M> MM ~— — ^^  lfc •* ••» -^  1 
- + * + + + + + 1 
+ + + + + -* + 1 
Total no. of exceptions : 29 
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B. Exceptions of table 15. 
( 1 ) 
CS ENO VM N No . of informants (programmes) 
+* - + + 3 
Total no. of exceptions : 3x1 3 
( 2 ) 
CS ENO VM N No. of informants (Disc jockeys) 
+ * - + + 3 
- + + -* 3 
- + * - 1 
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